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Abstract 
In this research we are concerned with some aspects of the qualitative theory 
of second order elliptic operators. In particular we study the problem of strong 
uniqueness in LP-spaces for operators of this type, with both the cases of finite 
and infinite dimensional state spaces being investigated. In the first case we study 
the classical Dirichlet operator perturbed by singular lower order terms. We reveal 
sufficient conditions on the coefficients of the differential operator, which ensure 
that the latter has a unique extension generating a Co-semigroup on LP. It is worth 
mentioning that the property of strong uniqueness for the perturbed Dirichlet op- 
erator holds even if the associated quadratic forms are not sectorial. In the case 
of infinite dimensional state space we establish the uniqueness of the Dirichlet op- 
erator with variable diffusion coefficients. The approaches, used in both cases, are 
based on a priori estimates of solutions of the corresponding elliptic and parabolic 
equations. 
The final part of this work is devoted to the studying elliptic and parabolic 
equations with measurable (singular) lower order coefficients. We show that the 
parabolic equation in question has a unique weak fundamental solution that enjoys 
global in time Gaussian upper and lower bounds. These estimates are applied to 
the problem of existence and non-existence of positive weak solutions for a class 
of semi-linear elliptic inequalities. We also provide examples that prove sharpness 
of the existence and non-existence results. 
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In this research we are concerned with some aspects of the qualitative theory of 
second order elliptic operators, related to the formal differential expression 
Au :_E -V 
(akjOju) 
- bjVju - 9u, (1.1) 
j k, j 
where V stands for the formal adjoint to Vk. We concentrate on the correspond- 
ing elliptic and parabolic equations with measurable, generally singular coefficients. 
Such equations appear in various models describing diffusion in continuous media: 
fluid mechanics, heat and mass transfer, quantum and statistical physics, math- 
ematical economics and biology; as well as in problems of differential geometry, 
potential theory and stochastic processes. Singular coefficients appear in the study 
of anisotropic inhomogeneous media, strong flows and non-regular absorption. In 
this work we use an approach, based on methods of the theory of strongly contin- 
uous semigroups of operators on Banach spaces. 
We begin by explaining, in an informal way, how semigroups of operators arise 
in mathematical models. 
It is natural to describe the evolution of a continuous time system by the initial 
value problem 
Otu(t) = F(t, u(t)), t>0, u(0) = f, 
where t>0, u(t) and u(0) =f denote the time, the state of the system at time 
t and the initial state of the system, respectively; the function F describes the 
dynamics of the system. In order to make sense of the derivative v8tu, we assume 
that u varies in a Banach space X. In general F need be neither autonomous nor 
linear in u. It is standard practice in applications, however, to approximate F by a 
1 
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time-independent linear function. Thus we obtain the following Cauchy problem: 
Otu(t) = Au(t), t>0, u(0) = f, (1.2) 
where A is a linear operator in X. 
Problem (1.2) is presumed to describe the evolution of a system. Therefore we 
expect the following properties to be fulfilled: 
(i) a solution to (1.2) exists (otherwise there is no description of the evolution, 
so the model does not work); 
(ii) the solution is unique (the outcome should be uniquely determined by the 
initial state and the dynamics); 
(iii) the solution depends on the initial data and time continuously (otherwise 
the model could not be tested by an experiment, since unobservable changes 
in the initial data and time would drastically change the outcome). 
Conditions (i)-(iii) above form the notion of well-posedness of the problem. Let 
(1.2) be well-posed. 
For t>0 let T(t) stand for the mapping of the initial data f into the state 
u(t) of the system at time t, i. e. u(t) = T(t)u(0). It follows from the uniqueness 
property that u(t + s) = T(t)u(s), hence, we derive the semigroup identity T(t + 
s) = T(t)T(s). The equality u(t) = T(0)u(t) leads to a natural definition T(0) := 
Id, where Id stands for the identity operator. Property (iii) implies that the 
operator-valued function T(. ) is continuous in some topology. It is clear that the 
operator T(t) is linear for all t>0 as is A. 
The theory of strongly continuous (Co-) semigroups is nowadays a well devel- 
oped branch of functional analysis with numerous applications in partial differen- 
tial equations, probability theory and many other areas of modern mathematics. 
We refer the reader to the books by E. B. Davies [14], A. Pazy [62], J. Goldstein 
[29], K. -J. Engel and R. Nagel [23] and classical works by E. Hille and R. S. Philips 
[32] and K. Yosida [79] which are excellent sources on the theory of semigroups 
of linear operators. This abstract theory also proves to be a powerful tool for 
investigating parabolic and elliptic equations. 
The classical theory of second order elliptic and parabolic equations deals with 
equations in non-divergent form, i. e. in (1.1) the differential expression A is of the 
2 
form 
All = ak v i kiu - bjV, u - Vu. 
k, j 
It was J. Schauder who noticed that elliptic equations with Hölder continuous 
aka, bj, V can be treated as perturbations of equations with constant coefficients. 
Fundamental to this approach are a priori interior, boundary and global estimates 
of solutions. For detailed exposition and extension of the Schauder theory of 
classical solutions see [28, Ch. 6]. A traditional approach to the solvability of 
the Cauchy problem (1.2) for the non-divergent parabolic equation involves Co- 
semigroups. The main idea is to show that the operator A is the generator of 
a Co-semigroup on a specific Banach space X, which is in most cases one of the 
Lebesgue spaces LP, spaces of bounded continuous or Ilölder continuous functions. 
The most frequently employed tools are the Hi] le-Yosida-Philips or Solomyak- 
Yosida theorems (see e. g. [62, Ch. 1, Ch. 2]). In the former case one needs 
to check that A is densely defined, closed and all positive integer powers of its 
resolvent satisfy certain upper bounds. The last condition can be quite difficult to 
verify, since one may require the Schauder or Agrnon-Douglis-Nirenberg a priori 
estimates of solutions to corresponding elliptic problems (see [28], [57, Ch. 3]; see 
also [40]). Problem (1.2) then has a unique solution u(t) = T(t) f, t>0, for all 
fE D(A). The domain D(A) of the generator is usually described explicitly. In 
the latter case (when the conditions of the Solo myak-Yosida theorem are fulfilled) 
the operator generates an analytic semigroup on X, so that the unique solution 
to (1.2) exists for all initial data fEX. One can see that the above approaches 
require quite restrictive assumptions on the coefficients of A. In order to relax 
these conditions one has to extend the notion of solution. This is the reason why 
"good solutions", which can be obtained as limits (in a proper sense) of classical 
solutions, were introduced and the corresponding theory was developed. However, 
N. Nadirashvili [60] discovered that a "good solution" to the Dirichlet problem fails 
the uniqueness property, which significantly diminishes the value of the theory for 
applications. 
On the other hand, for divergence-type equations with measurable coefficients 
one manages to develop a rich theory, using the the so-called weak solutions. The 
idea behind this notion is to replace the pointwise differential equation Au =f by 
the integral equality f uA*cpdx =ff cpdx for a certain class of test functions cp, 
where A* denotes the formal adjoint to A. The concept of weak solution was the 
3 
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starting point for development of Hilbert space techniques in partial differential 
equations. These methods exploit the well-known Lax-Milgram theorem (see e. g. 
[21]) and are based on the observation that the left-hand side of the above integral 
equality defines a sesquilinear form on some Sobolev space. Under rather mild 
restrictions on the matrix a, one can guarantee existence of a weak solution. By 
the First Representation Theorem, which follows from the Lax-Milgram theorem, 
there exists a unique m-sectorial operator -A associated with a closed, densely 
defined, sectorial form. The operator A is known to generate an analytic semigroup 
on some Hilbert space, so the unique solution to the Cauchy problem (1.2) is given 
by u(t) = exp(tA) f, t>0. In general the domain D(A) of the generator A can 
only be described implicitly. However, if the coefficients of A are good enough, 
then A extends the initial operator defined by means of A on the set of smooth 
functions. The solution u to (1.2) is a weak solution. 
Next we describe in details the questions of the qualitative theory of second 
order elliptic operators, which constitute the subject of the present work. The first 
problem is concerned with a differential operator W in LJ(JRd, pdx) =: LP, defined 
by 
ýl=-O-, Q"D+b"V+q (1.3) 
on the set Co (Rd) of smooth compactly supported functions on Rd. Here ,ß is 
the logarithmic derivative of the Radon measure pdx, b is a measurable vector 
field and q is a complex-valued measurable potential. Operators of this type ap- 
pear as Hamiltonians in formulation of dynamics via energy forms (see [1,3]). 
Under certain conditions on , 0, b and q one can construct an operator -A, such 
that A generates a Co-semigroup on U' and -A D W. In order to ensure the 
well-posedness of the Cauchy problem, related to the operator 9l, one needs to 
know that such an extension is unique. This problem is referred to as the strong 
uniqueness problem and in the case p=2, b=0 and q= Re q, is equivalent to the 
essential self-adjointness. One of the aims of the present work is to reveal sufficient 
conditions on the coefficients , ß, b and q which guarantee the property of strong 
uniqueness for the operator W. 
It is readily seen that the closure of the sesquilinear form 
e(u, v) = (Vu, Vv), u, vE Cö(l[8d), (1.4) 
is a Dirichlet form in the sense of [15, Ch. 1]. The associated operator is denoted 
by G and called the Dirichlet operator corresponding to the measure p dx (for the 
4 
extensive treatment of symmetric and non-symmetric Dirichlet forms and opera- 
tors see [58]). It is well-known and follows from the Beurling-Deny criteria (see 
e. g. [27]; see also subsection 2.2.3) that -L generates a sub-Markovian semigroup 
on L2. The semigroup exp(-tr) gives rise to a family of positive contraction 
semigroups exp(-t Cp), p>1, by 
exp(-tC) :_ (exp(-LC) FL1nL°° ) Lp-ºLP' 
%M 
where ' and [ stand for the closure and the restriction signs respectively. If 
p< oo the semigroups exp(-tL) are strongly continuous. We also note that 
for pE (1, oo) the proof of the Co-property is an immediate consequence of the 
Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem (see e. g. [15, Th. 1.1.5]), whereas the case 
p=1 requires a more delicate argument (for details see e. g. [15, Th. 1.4.1]; see 
also [11]). 
The operator L,, is called the Dirichlet operator in U. Below we give several 
reasons for developing LP-theory of Dirichlet operators. 
Firstly, it is meaningful to investigate the well-posedness of the Cauchy problem 
with initial data from LP, not only from L2. Secondly, we observe that conditions, 
imposed on the weight p, do not guarantee that the form domain D(L2) is a 
subspace of Ll for some r>2 since, in general, the Sobolev embedding theorem is 
not valid in weighted spaces. Under these circumstances existence of a consistent 
Co-semigroup on LP provides information about the regularity of the solution to 
the corresponding Cauchy problem in L2 with initial data fE L2nLp. We think of 
semigroups exp(-tr ), 1<p< oo, as describing the evolution of a "free" physical 
system. In particular, if p=1, these are the semigroups, generated by the free 
Laplacian, in which case the extension of 0 rco (Rd), generating a Co-semigroup, 
is known to be unique. The corresponding Cauchy problem then has a unique 
solution up(t) = exp(tOp) f, t>0, in LP for all fcU. If however, p 1, then 
it is, in general, no longer the case (see e. g. [19]), and a natural question arises: 
what are the restrictions on the weight p, which guarantee that -G' is a unique 
extension of 0+ /3 .V rco (Rd) with this property? If we assume, in addition, that 
,3EL 
PI,,,, then CO ,, (Rd) C D(Gp) and Cp = -0 -, 3 "V on CO' (Rd). We also note 
that the strong uniqueness in Li is known to be equivalent to the fact that Co (R') 
is a core of the operator Gp (see e. g. [61, Th. All, 1.33]). 
The problem of strong uniqueness has a long history. It goes back to [3] and 
has been intensively studied in recent years ([6], [10], [19], [20], [45]; also see [19] 
5 
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for non-uniqueness results and for extensive discussion of various types of the 
uniqueness problem). The examples (see [19]) show that, when investigating the 
strong uniqueness for the operator 4,, the condition /3 E L2 p cannot be replaced by 
,ßE 
Lý E for any e>0, however the question whether this condition is sufficient 
remains open. As a particular case of the main results in Chapter 3 we prove a 
criterion of strong uniqueness for the operator Lp [co (Rd) in LP, 3/2 <p<2, 
under the assumption /ß E L2 
' and an additional local condition in the form of 
a weighted Hardy-type inequality outside a ball in Rd. The latter replaces the 
requirement, imposed in earlier researches on strong uniqueness (see e. g. [46]), 
that the measure pdx is finite. 
In order to establish the strong uniqueness for the operator Lp in LP in the case 
1<p< 3/2 we impose a more restrictive condition on the logarithmic derivative z 
ß. Namely, we assume that ,ßE 
L2-". We believe that this condition is technical, 
although no better results are known thus far. 
Next we discuss the perturbation theory for the operator 4,. Let b and q be 
as in (1.3). Now the Cauchy problem, related to (1.3), can be formally written as 
Ot+(1+b"V+q)v=0, 
v(0)=f. (1.5) 
We write q= V+ - V- + itiV. One can see from [47] that if b=0 and V- = 0, then 
the problem (1.5) is well-posed in L" for all pE [1, oo). However, this is no longer 
true if IbI2 and V- are only assumed to be form-bounded with respect to £ (see 
e. g. [8], [52]). In Chapter 3 we construct the generator -Hp of a Co-semigroup 
on LP in a closed interval I of the I. /-scale, containing 2, with I depending on 
the form-bound. This extends the corresponding result from [8]. We stress that 
the sesquilinear form, related to 7-1, in general, need not be sectorial since the 
potential TV is not assumed to be form-bounded with respect to L. Thus the 
Cauchy problem (1.5) is well-posed for all fE D(Hp). If, in addition, we have 
ß, b, qEL öC, then D(Hp) D Co (Rd) and Hp = 9-1 on Cö (lEBd) 
Having constructed Hp we turn to studying the strong uniqueness problem 
for this operator. In the case pE Int I f1 (1,2] we keep the assumptions on the 
logarithmic derivative Q unchanged and reveal sufficient conditions on the drift 
coefficient b and potential q which ensure that the property of strong uniqueness 
for the operator Hp holds, i. e. that -Hp is the only extension of -7-1 that generates 
a Co-semigroup. Hence, we extend the main result from [55] to the LP-setting. 
The problem of strong uniqueness for Schrödinger operators, i. e. the case p=1 
6 
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and b=0, was addressed in many researches. A review of earlier results on the 
essential self-adjointness can be found in [64]. The strong uniqueness problem for 
Schrödinger operators in LP was studied in [8] (see also references therein). The 
present investigation is carried out in two steps. First we develop an approach 
analogous to that used by C. Simader [70] and H. Brezis [12] for Schrödinger 
operators in L2, reducing ("localising") the problem to the one for a degenerate 
operator with coefficients vanishing outside a ball in V. The conditional theo- 
rem, we prove, states that the operator Hp is unique, provided the degenerate 
operator has this property, and extends the result from [70]. In order to complete 
the proof of the strong uniqueness for Hp we split the degenerate operator into 
"no-potential" and "potential" parts. We treat the "no-potential" part by em- 
ploying the method of a priori estimates, developed in [51], and apply an abstract 
perturbation argument from [52] to studying the "potential" component. 
The case p>2 turns out to be more complicated. At present the uniqueness 
result, we managed to prove, involves some implicit conditions on the coefficients 
of 7-i which may be hard to verify. The author believes that in order to treat this 
problem a new approach needs to be developed, and hopes to return to this task 
in the future. 
In the second part of this work we deal with Dirichlet forms and operators in 
spaces of functions of infinitely many variables. The topic attracts much attention 
among the researchers because of the intimate relation between infinite dimensional 
Dirichlet forms and operators, theory of Markov processes, stochastic analysis and 
quantum field theory (see e. g. [11,58,66] and references therein). Below we give 
a more detailed comment on the subject. 
It is well-known that one cannot define a standard Lebesgue-type measure in 
an infinite dimensional space (see e. g. [41]). There is, therefore, no canonical 
duality between spaces of test and generalised functions, which has proved to be 
so fruitful for the theory of partial differential equations in finite dimensions. It 
is Gaussian measures in infinite dimensional vector spaces that play fundamental 
role in the analysis of functions of infinitely many variables. In order to construct 
a Gaussian measure v in a real separable Hilbert space X one can employ the 
abstract Wiener space approach developed by L. Gross ([30]). It is a remarkable 
fact that for v to be a-additive it needs to be defined on a wider space Y' that 
appears to be the completion of X with respect to a weaker norm. In a more 
general setting one usually has a rigging Y' DXDY of a real separable Hilbert 
7 
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space X by a locally convex complete real vector space Y and its dual Y', and v 
is a Borel (not necessarily Gaussian) probability measure on Y'. Under certain 
conditions on the measure v the quadratic form 
[u] =f IVu12dv, 
Y' 
defined on smooth finitely based functions on Y', is closable and its closure is a 
Dirichlet form. Traditionally we preserve the notation S for the closure unless 
it leads to confusion. The associated operator G is called the Dirichlet operator 
corresponding to the measure v. The semigroup, generated by -G,,, turns out to be 
sub-Markovian. If we assume, in addition, that v is a Radon measure and the space 
Y' is Souslin, then the semigroup exp(-tG) is associated with a homogeneous 
Markov process ((t), t>0, with invariant measure v and infinitesimal operator 
A. The process ((t), t>0, appears to solve, in the weak sense, the stochastic 
differential equation 
dc(t) = ß"(((t))dt + dw(t), (1.6) 
where w(t)/ v/2- is the standard Wiener process on X and ß" is the logarithmic 
derivative of the measure v (see [2]). To summarize, the Dirichlet form S defines 
a self-adjoint operator which generates a symmetric Markov process ((t) satisfying 
stochastic differential equation (1.6). Besides their intrinsic probabilistic and func- 
tional analytic importance, such processes and the corresponding potential theory 
are also of interest from the viewpoint of quantum mechanics. Dirichlet operators 
and the associated diffusion processes are related to quantum fields, e. g. in the 
case of certain measures v on Y' = S'(Rd), where S'(Rd) stands for the Schwartz 
space of tempered distributions on Rd. 
In the present research we study infinite dimensional operators of the form 
Cu = 
192 
- akj 8 )aXk fýxk (32j 
- Qk aka 
lý j 
k, j k. 7 k, j 
where uE FCb , i. e. the set of smooth 
finitely based functions on a locally convex 
vector space X, a= (ak3)k, j>1 is a symmetric positive definite diffusion matrix and 
14 
, Qµ :_ 
(Qk )k>1 is the logarithmic derivative of a given probability measure it on X. 
Under certain conditions on a and , ßµ, specified below, the form 
e(u, v) 
k, j X 
au öv 
aki fJuvd/i, u, vE T7C6 . 
8 
is closable and its closure is clearly a Dirichlet form, so the associated operator 
L (which is the Friedrichs extension of G in L2(X, µ)) generates a sub-Markovian 
semigroup e`L. Thus e1L rLOOix, N, i extends to a 
Co-semigroup on LP(X, ii) for 
every pE [1, oo), with the generator -Lp. The operator Lp is called the infinite 
dimensional Dirichlet operator in LP(X, it). Under appropriate conditions on a and 
, 
Qµ we have Lp DL Our aim is to give sufficient conditions on aka and the "large" 
part of the logarithmic derivative (see section 4.1), implying that Lp is the only 
such extension. In the case p=2 this is equivalent to the essential self-adjointness 
of 11,4 and is known to be of importance for the investigation of spectral properties 
of L, as well as stochastic dynamics in some lattice systems (see [6]). 
The problem of strong uniqueness for the Dirichlet operators over infinite di- 
mensional state space has been studied intensively in recent years (see, [4,5,6, 
16,51] for the case p=2 and aka = Ski, [19,481 for p>1, akj = 5kj, [37] for 
variable aka if p=2, and [49] for arbitrary p). In [48] an approach was devel- 
oped to combine the conditions on the logarithmic derivative from [6] and [51]. 
However, due to technical difficulties certain restrictions on the "large" part were 
imposed. The present study is an extension and generalisation of Theorem 1 in 
[48] in several directions. Firstly, we consider variable diffusion coefficients aka; in 
addition, the matrix a is not supposed to be uniformly bounded and uniformly 
elliptic. Secondly, we remove the said restrictions on the logarithmic derivative 
(see condition (ii(b)) of Theorem 4.1.2 in comparison with condition (iv) of [48, 
Theorem 1]). This was possible due to a new method of obtaining smoothness and 
dimension independent estimates for gradients of smooth approximating solutions. 
In addition, in Theorem 4.1.2 we correct the interval of strong uniqueness, which 
was stated wrongly in [48, Theorem 31. Apart from the greater generality of the 
results in the present work, we simplify the framework in [49] in order to make the 
conditions imposed more transparent. We also include an example which could 
not be treated by previous uniqueness results. 
In the final part of the research we are concerned with two aspects of the 
qualitative theory of parabolic and elliptic equations in the finite dimensional 
vector space, namely 
(i) existence and uniqueness of fundamental solutions of parabolic equations, 
related to differential expression A, and validity of two-sided Gaussian esti- 
mates for the heat kernels; 
9 
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(ii) existence and non-existence of positive weak solutions for a class of semi- 
linear inequalities. 
In this work we use the results of part (i) as a tool to treat problem (ii). How- 
ever, we stress that the problem of validity of Gaussian bounds on heat kernels 
of parabolic equations is also of independent interest. Below we give a detailed 
comment on both issues. 
We study the inequality 
Au + u' <0 in 9, (1,7ý 
where A is given by (1.1) (with V* _ -Vk, a symmetric, uniformly elliptic matrix 
a and measurable b, V) and p>1. We assume that 2= Kc, where Kc stands for 
the complement of a compact set K in Rd, d>3. with . Sometimes SZ is called 
an exterior domain. 
The theory of semi-linear inequalities in unbounded domains is being exten- 
sively developed because of its applications in mathematical physics and rich math- 
ematical structure. In particular, the question whether inequalities of type (1.7) 
have or do not have positive weak solutions draws much attention among the 
experts in the field (see e. g. [9,35,38,43,59] and references therein). 
Estimates of the type 
cl lx - ylz-d < G(x, y) c2I x- yl2-d X, yE W> x y, Cl, C2 > 0, (1.8) 
where G is the fundamental solution of the equation Av =0 in Rd, become crucial 
when treating (1.7). It is well-known that bounds (1.8) hold if, for example, the 
fundamental solution r= r(t, x, y) of the equation 
Otu - Au - o, t>0, x, ye Rd, (1.9) 
enjoys global in time Gaussian upper and lower bounds, i. e. there exist positive 
constants y, ry, Cy, C, such that 
s Ix-pl 
Cet-d/2e < r(t, x, y) < C7t-d"2e 3t>0, :, yE Rd. (1.10 
It is for that reason that we study equation (1.9) with time-independent coeffi- 
cients. If (1.10) are only valid for tE (0, T] for some T>0, then we call the 
bounds local. 
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In [80,81,82] Q. Zhang considered the problem of validity of global and local 
Gaussian bounds on the heat kernel r of equation (1.9). Due to a gap in the 
limiting arguments (see [80, p. 67], [81, p. 388], [82, p. 988]) the results stated 
are valid only under additional restrictions on the lower order terms or under 
the assumption that r exists. However, for most of the applications, including 
the investigation of semi-linear inequality (1.7), it is vital to know both existence 
of fundamental solutions and validity of two-sided Gaussian estimates. For this 
reason we begin by studying equation (1.9). 
There is extensive literature on heat kernel bounds for equations of type (1.9) 
with singular coefficients. It was D. Aronson [7] who first proved the existence of 
the fundamental solution of (1.9) with time-dependent coefficients and validity of 
local Gaussian estimates. At this point it is appropriate to recall the conditions 
of Aronson's theorem. Let a be a strictly elliptic matrix of bounded measurable 
coefficients and there is a ball BR C Rd such that b, V are uniformly bounded 
outside the ball, JbI E Lq((0, T); LP(BR)) with p, q>2, d/2p+1/q < 1/2, and VE 
L9((0, T); Lr(BR)) with p, q>1, d/2p+ 1/q < 1. It is worth mentioning, however, 
that global Gaussian bounds cannot be obtained under Aronson's conditions. 
Since [7], substantial progress has been made in understanding properties of 
heat kernels for particular cases of (1.9). In [71] B. Simon proved Gaussian bounds 
for the fundamental solution r in the case aka = 5kj, b=0, under the assumption 
that V belongs to the so-called Kato class Kd. It is easy to check that time- 
independent potentials, satisfying Aronson's conditions, belong to Ed. The fol- 
lowing result is due to J. Voigt: the condition that V belongs to the enlarged Kato 
class is a necessary condition for local Gaussian bounds to hold (some details on 
Kato classes can be found in [71,77,13]; see also subsection 2.6.2). 
The corresponding Kato class for the drift coefficient is Kd+l. In [69] Gaussian 
estimates of the fundamental solution of (1.9) in the case aka = 6kj, V=0, 
were obtained under the assumption (bI E Kd+i. The notion of Kato classes 
was then extended to include the time-dependent case (see (67,80,82,53]) and 
Gaussian estimates for the corresponding evolution families were derived under 
certain additional conditions (see [80,81,82,53]). 
In the present research we prove the existence of the heat kernel of (1.9) by 
combining a semigroup approach, a priori estimates, obtained in [80,81,82], and 
additional estimates of the gradients of weak solutions to the corresponding Cauchy 
problems. First we recall that the fundamental solution of equation (5.1) with 
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bounded b and V exists and, due to [80,81,82], enjoys Gaussian estimates, with 
the estimates independent of L°°-norms of b and V. The latter enables us to obtain 
the weak fundamental solution of (1.9) in the general case as a limit, in a proper 
sense, of the heat kernels corresponding to the operators with bounded coefficients. 
We then show that the limit enjoys Gaussian lower and upper bounds. Uniqueness 
of the fundamental solution follows by a standard argument. In order to obtain 
global Gaussian estimates we need to impose restrictions on the behaviour of the 
lower order terms at infinity, namely, we assume that b and V belong to the 
corresponding classes of Green bounded potentials (see Theorem 5.1.2). The fact 
that the coefficients of (1.9) are time-independent is essential for the proof of this 
result. The question whether the respective statements from [80,81,82] are valid 
in the case of time-dependent coefficients remains open. 
Having established (1.10), and thus (1.8), we turn to studying inequality (1.7). 
Estimates (1.8) provide a powerful tool for treating semi-linear inequalities of type 
(1.7) in exterior domains. Our aim is to investigate for which p>1 inequality 
(1.7) has, or does not have, positive weak solutions. 
In [36] the authors studied inequality (1.7) under quite general conditions on the 
potential V, assuming that b=0. In this work we are mainly interested in revealing 
conditions on the drift coefficient b, which ensure the existence or non-existence of 
positive weak solutions of inequality (1.7). The examples provided show that the 
behaviour of the first order terms makes a strong impact on existence of positive 
weak solutions of (1.7). The examples also prove sharpness of the result. 
The method is based on estimates (1.10), and is clearly dependent on the 
validity of global Gaussian bounds for the heat kernel of (1.9). The author is not 
aware of other methods to obtain classical estimates of type (1.8) in the case when 
the lower order coefficients of A are only assumed to be Green bounded. The 
Harnack inequality for positive weak solutions of the equation Av =0 in bounded 
domains also plays an important role in our proofs. It was shown in [26,80,82] 
that local Gaussian bounds for the fundamental solution of (1.9) are sufficient for 
the Harnack inequality to hold. Q. Zhang [80,82] proved the Harnack inequality 
in the case Ib) E Kd+l, VE Kd, under an additional assumption that the entries of 
the matrix a are uniformly Hölder continuous. In [42] the Harnack inequality was 
established by a different method for IbI2, VE Kd, without any extra regularity 
conditions being imposed on a. 
The dissertation is organised as follows. In Chapter 2 we collect some known 
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facts of the theory of sectorial forms (section 2.1), strongly continuous sernigroups 
(sections 2.2 and 2.3) and partial differential equations (section 2.6). We also give 
a brief overview of some classical results on the problem of strong uniqueness for 
Schrödinger operators (section 2.4). In order to introduce the reader to some of the 
methods employed we apply these techniques to prove several well-known results 
(see Theorems 2.4.17 and 2.6.4). We also collect some important topological con- 
cepts which appear in Chapter 4 (section 2.5). The problem of strong uniqueness 
for the perturbed Dirichlet operator in LP(Rd) is treated in Chapter 3, whereas 
in Chapter 4 we study the uniqueness problem for infinite dimensional Dirichlet 
operators with variable diffusion coefficients. Existence and uniqueness of the heat 
kernel of equation (1.9) and validity of global Gaussian bounds are established in 
Chapter 5. These estimates are then employed to investigate the problem of ex- 





2.1 Sectorial Forms 
2.1.1 Basic Notions and Properties 
In this section we collect some important notions and results of the theory of 
sesquilinear forms in Hilbert spaces. In the first two subsections we mainly follow 
[33, Ch. VI]. 
Let X be a Hilbert space with an inner product (", ") and Da linear subspace 
of X. A mapping r: DxD º-* C is called a sesquilinear form if 7-(u, v) is linear 
in u for each fixed vEV, and antilinear in v for each fixed uEV. The set D is 
called the domain of the form Tr and is denoted by D(r). The form T is said to be 
densely defined if D(T) is dense in X. 
The mapping r' : D(T) -4 C defined by T'[u] :_ "r(u, u), uE D(T) is called the 
quadratic form associated with the form 'r. Due to the polarization identity 
,r (u, v) =4 (7-'[21 + v] - 7-'[u - v] + 7-[u + iv] - r'[u - iv]) 
the quadratic form r' determines the sesquilinear form r- uniquely. This is why we 
shall use the same notation T for both sesquilinear and the associated quadratic 
forms unless this leads to confusion. 
We say that two forms r1 and T2 are equal if and only if D(Ti) = D(-r2) and 
for all u, v E D(-rl) the equality Tl(u, v) = r2(u, v) holds. If D(rrl) C D(T2) and 
for all u, vE D(Tl) we have 71(u, v) = r2(u, v), then the form r2 is said to be an 
extension of r1 and the form r1 is called a restriction of 'r2. 
The unit form 1(u, v) equals, by definition, the inner product in X. Therefore 
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for every aEC and every form rr the form T+a is defined by 
(T + a) (u, v) = -T (u, v) + a(u, v), DD 
A form T is said to be symmetric if 
7(u, v) = T(v, u), u, vEV 
fr) 
With every form rr one can associate another form T* defined by 
T*(u, v) = T(v, u), u, vE D(r*)= D(T). 
The form T* is called the adjoint form of T. Hence, the form -r is symmetric if 
T=T. 
For an arbitrary form T one can define two new forms, b and s, by setting 
b: = 2ýT+T*ý, S 21 
ýT 
-T#ý 
The forms b and s are called the real and imaginary parts of the form T respectively. 
Note that these forms are symmetric and 
-r= b+ is= ReT + ilniT. 
A symmetric form bis said to be bounded below if the set {b[u] :uE D(b), IjulI 
1} CR is bounded below or, equivalently, there is a number ry ER such that 
b[u] > -yllulI2, uE D(b). 
This will be written briefly as 
b> y. 
The largest number ry satisfying this property is called the lower bound of b. The 
form b is called non-negative if the inequality b>0 holds. 
Now we return to the case of general (non-symmetric) form T. The set 
O(T) := {T[u] :uE D(T), hull =1} 
is called the numerical range of T. This is a convex subset of complex plane. The 
form T is said to be bounded from the left if there exists a number ry ER such 
that 
O(T)C {zeC: Rez>ry}. 
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Let -yER, 0 <©<7r. We set 
Se, y := 
{z E C: 1arg (z-ry)) <B}. 
A form T is called sectorial if one can find numbers 'y E ]l and 0E (0,2) such that 
0(T) C S0,.,. This means that 
b> ry, and Is[u]I < tan 0 (b - -y) [u], uE D(T), 
where b and s are the real and the imaginary parts of r. The numbers -y and B are 
called a vertex and a semiangle of the form T respectively. 
Let r be a sectorial form. A sequence (un)nEN CX is said to be -r-convergent 
(to an element uEX)if u, aED(rr), un-3uand -r[u-um]-->0as n, m--boo. 
Note that u need not belong to D(T). It is obvious that r-convergence is equivalent 
to (T + a)-convergence for any aEC. 
A sectorial form rr is said to be closed if 7--convergence to u implies that uE 
D(T) and T[un - u] -+ 0. Hence, a form rr is closed if r+a is closed for some 
aEC. 
Let b be a symmetric non-negative form and set 
(u, v)y :_ (b+ 1)(u, v) = b(u, v) + (u, v), u, vE D(b). (2.1) 
One can regard (", ")b as an inner product in D(b). Then D(b) can be regarded as 
a pre-Hilbert space and will be denoted by Hb. 
Let T be a sectorial form. We define a pre-Hilbert space XT := Xb,, where 
b' = Re T- ry >0 and ry is a vertex of r. One can readily see that a sequence 
(un)nEN E D(r) is 7--convergent iff it is a Cauchy sequence in X7.. Then the form 
T is bounded in XT and the following statement holds. 
Proposition 2.1.1. A sectorial form r is closed if and only if the pre-Hilbert 
space Hr is complete. 
A sectorial form is called closable if it has a closed extension. The smallest 
closed extension of the form 7- is called the closure of T and is denoted by T. 
Let T be a closed sectorial form. A linear subset Dl CD is called a core of r 
if Tl = r, where Tl =T rp, . The following statement holds. 
Proposition 2.1.2. Let Tl, 7r2 be sectorial forms in X and let 7- = 71 + 72 (with 
D(rr) = D(Ti) f1 D(T2)). Then rr is sectorial. If both rl and T2 are closed, so is T. 
If both rl and 7-2 are closable, so is r and 
TC 71 -f - T2. 
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Let -r be a sectorial form in X. A form rl, which need not be sectorial, is said 
to be 7--bounded if D(Ti) D D(r) and 
ITi[uIl < cIT[u]l +CIIU'112, UE D(T), (2.2) 
where a>0 and cER. The greatest lower bound for all possible values of a 
is called the -r-bound of r1. Obviously r-boundedness is equivalent to (T + a)- 
boundedness for every aEC as well as to b-boundedness, where b= Re T. We 
complete this subsection by formulating the following important result. 
Theorem 2.1.3. Let T be a sectorial form and let Tl be -r-bounded with T-bound 
c<1 in (2.2). Then T +Tl is sectorial. T +Tl is closed if T is closed and closable 
if so is T, with D(T + Tl) = D(T). 
2.1.2 Representation Theorems 
In this subsection we collect several fundamental results (known as representa- 
tion theorems ) that establish the relation between closed sectorial forms and m- 
sectorial operators in Hilbert spaces. We begin with recalling some notions of the 
operator theory. 
By analogy with forms we say that an operator A in the Hilbert space X is 
sectorial if the set 
0(A): ={(Au, u): uED(A), hull=1}cS©,. y 
for some ry ER and 0<0<2. If, in addition, A is closed and ry -1-A is 
invertible, then the operator A is said to be m-sectorial. 
Now we are ready to formulate the First Representation Theorem. 
Theorem 2.1.4. Let -r be a densely defined, closed, sectorial sesquilinear form in 
X. Then there exists an m-sectorial operator A such that 
(i) D(A) C D(T) and 
-r(u, v) = (Au, v) (2.3) 
for every uE D(A) and vE D(r); 
(ii) D(A) is a core of r; 
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(iii) if uE D(T), wEX and 
T(u, v) = (w, v) 
holds for every v belonging to a core of T, then uE D(A) and Au = v. 
The m-sectorial operator A is uniquely determined by condition (i). 
Remark. For symmetric forms Theorem 2.1.4 was proved by K. Friedrichs. 
Corollary 2.1.5. Let ro be the form defined by ro(u, v) = (Au, v) with D(ro) = 
D(A), where A is the m-sectorial operator associated with the sectorial form T in 
Theorem 2.1.4 above. Then r= To. 
The Second Representation Theorem holds for symmetric forms only. 
Theorem 2.1.6. Let b be a densely defined, closed symmetric form, b>0, and let 
13 = Ab be the associated (by the first representation theorem) self-adjoint operator. 
Then we have D(! 312) = D(b) and 
b(u, v) = (132u, 132v), u, vE D(b). 
However, Theorem 2.1.6 admits the following generalisation. 
Theorem 2.1.7. Let 13 be a m-sectorial operator with a vertex 0 and semi-angle 
0. Then A: = Re 13 is non-negative, and there is a bounded self-adjoint operator g 
on X such that 11911 < tan 0 and 
13=, A2(Id+iG)A2. 
2.1.3 Convergence Theorems 
In this subsection we state two results which show the relation between conver- 
gence of sectorial forms and the strong resolvent convergence of the associated 
m-sectorial operators. These statements will be of great importance in our further 
considerations. 
Let bl and b2 be symmetric forms in X. We say that bl < b2 if D(bl) D V(b2) 
and for all uE V(b2) the inequality bl [u] < b2 [u] holds. 
The first theorem, due to B. Simon ([63, Th. S. 14]), is valid for symmetric 
forms. 
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Theorem 2.1.8. Let (b,, )nEry be a sequence of closed positive quadratic forms sat- 
isfying 0< bl <"""< bn <""". Suppose that 
D(b): ={uEXIsupb, l[u] <cc) 
n 
is dense in X. Then the quadratic form 
b[u] := limb,, [u] = sup b,, [u] nn 
with domain D(b) is closed. Moreover, if An, A, nEN are the operators associated 
with the forms bn, b, nEN, then An -4 A in the strong resolvent sense, i. e. 
(A - An)-lx -+ (A - A)-lx in X for all xEX and AE n>1 p(An) fl p(A), where 
p(13) stands for the resolvent set of an operator B. 
In the next statement (see [72, Lemma 4.71) the forms are not assumed to be 
symmetric. 
Lemma 2.1.9. Let r, nENU {0} be closed sectorial forms and An, nENU 
{0} the associated m-sectorial operators. We assume that there exist a closed 
symmetric form b>1 and constants c>1 and wER, such that 
Cl b<Rern+w<cb 
and 
SUP 1(7-o - 7-,, 
) (u, v) 
I 
-ý 0 as n -+ 00 
b(v)<l 
for all uE D(b). Then An --+ AO in the strong resolvent sense. 
2.2 Strongly Continuous Semigroups 
Here we collect some basic notions and results of the theory of strongly continuous 
semigroups of operators on Banach spaces. 
Let X be a complex Banach space with norm By L(X) we denote the 
Banach algebra of all bounded linear operators on X. The operator norm in L(X) 
will be denoted by the same symbol as the norm in X. 
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2.2.1 Basic Notions and Properties 
Definition 2.2.1. A family {T(t), t> 0} C L(X) is called a (one-parameter) 
semigroup on X if it satisfies the following properties: 
(i) T (O) = Id; 
(ii) T(t + s) = T(t)T(s), for any t, s>0. 
A semigroup T(t), t>0, is called strongly continuous (or a Co-semigroup) if 
(iii) limT(t)x =x for every xEX. t-40 
The generator A of a semigroup T(t) is the operator in X defined by 
T(t)x -x Ax=i öt 
with the domain D(A) consisting of all those xEX for which such a limit exists. 
In Remark 2.2.2 below we collect some basic properties of Co-semigroups. 
Remark 2.2.2. Let T (t) be a Co-semigroup on X with the generator A. 
(i) A is a closed operator and D(A) is dense in X, (see e. g. [62, Cor. 1.2.5]). 
(ii) For xo E D(A) set u(t) := T(t)xo, t>0. Then u is continuously differen- 
tiable, u(t) E D(A) and 
u'(t) = , gu(t), t>0, 
(see e. g. [62, Th. 1.2.4]). 
(iii) There exist constants M>1 and w>0 such that 
II T (t) II :5 Met (2.4) 
for all t>0, ([62, Th. 1.2.2]). The set 




for all AER, ([62, Rem. 1.5.1(]). 
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(iv) For xE D(A) and t>0 the following equality holds: 
AT(t)x = T(t)Ax, 
([62, Th. 1.2.4]). Combined with (iii) this implies that 
(A - A)-'Ax = A(A - A)-lx 
and 
(A - , 
A)-'T(t)x = T(t)(. - , 
A)-lx. 
(v) If c is a constant then the operator A+c (= A+ cId) generates the Co- 
semigroup T(t)ect, t>0. 
Let us consider the abstract Cauchy problem 
{uh(t) 
= Au(t), t>0, (2.5) 
u(0) = xo, 
in X with a linear operator A: D(A) CX : -* X and xo E X. Property (ii) 
implies that if A is the generator of a Co-semigroup T(t) and xo E D(A) then the 
function T(. )xo delivers a continuously differentiable solution to (2.5). Actually, 
even a stronger statement holds. 
Proposition 2.2.3. ([62, Th. 4.1.3]). Let A be a densely defined linear operator 
with non-empty resolvent set. Cauchy problem (2.5) has the unique solution uE 
C' (Il 
., 
X) for all xE D(A), if A is the generator of a Co-semigroup T (t). The 
solution is given by u(t) = T(t)x, t>0. 
Definition 2.2.4. If estimate (2.4) holds with w=0 the semigroup T is said to 
be bounded; if Al =1 in (2.4), then the semigroup T is called quasi-contractive; 
the semigroup T is said to be contractive (or a semigroup of contractions) if both 
w=0 and M=1 in (2.4). 
It is natural to ask under what conditions a linear operator in X is the generator 
of a Co-semigroup. The following theorem, which is due to E. Hille and K. Yosida, 
provides a characterisation of generators of Co-semigroups. 
Theorem 2.2.5. ([29, Th. 1.2.6]). Let A be a linear operator in the Banach 
space X. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
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(i) A is the generator of a Co-semigroup of contractions on X; 
(ii) A is closed, densely defined and for every A>0 we have AE p(A) and 
IIA(A - A)-III < 1; 
(iii) A is closed, densely defined and for every AEC with Re A>0 one has 
AE p(A) and 
ýý(ý-4)-'II c 
Re1 a 
In many cases Theorem 2.2.5 is difficult to apply since the required estimate 
on the resolvent may not be easy to verify. Another criterion for an operator to 
generate a Co-semigroup is given by a theorem due to G. Lumer and R. Philips. 
In order to formulate this result we need some new notions. 
Definition 2.2.6. ([29, Def. 1.3.1]). Let X be a Banach space and X* its dual. 
For xEX and 0EX* set (x, q) :_ ý(f ). The mapping J: X -ý P(X*) defined 
by 
, 7(x): ={cEX": IgI*=IxI2=(x, 0)}, xEx, 
is called the duality mapping of X. Due to the Hahn-Banach theorem the set J(x) 
is non-empty. Let J be a section of J, i. e. J: X -+ X* and J(x) E J(x) for every 
xEX. The function J is called the duality section. An operator X3 in X is called 
accretive w. r. t. the duality section J if Re (ßx, J(x)) >0 for every xE D(, 3). 
An operator is called accretive if it is accretive w. r. t. some duality section. An 
accretive operator B is called m-accretive (or maximal accretive) if 13 is closed and 
p(B) n (-co, 0) # 0. 
Remark. The last condition implies that B has no proper accretive extensions. If 
X is a Hilbert space, then these assertions are equivalent (see [29, I. 3]). 
Below we present some important examples of duality mappings in some specific 
Banach spaces. 
Example 2.2.7. If X is a Hilbert space identified with its dual, then 3 is the 
identity mapping (i. e. 3(x) _ {x}) and (", ") is identified with the inner product 
in X. Next we consider an example when X is not a Hilbert space. Let (M, M, µ) 
be a measure space and 1<p< oo. Let X= LP(p) - L"(M,. M, p) and 11 " lip 
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stand for the norm in LP(, ). Then J(O) = {0}, and for gE LP(ti) such that g0 
we have 
J(9) _ 'I9l"2-p'9"p-lsgn 9E LP'(µ), p 
where p' = (p - 1)-'p, and sgn g := g/IgI if g00 and sgng :=0 otherwise. 
We introduce the following notation. For measurable f, g, such that fg E L', let 
(f, g) := fm f (y)g(y)dµ(y). Hence an operator B is accretive in LP(ti) if 
[8f, f ]p >0 for all fE D(13), 
where the semi-scalar product [", "]p in LP(p) is defined as follows: 
[f, 9]n := (f, IgIP-lsgn 9) II9IIp_p, f, gE LP(Ii) 
Now we are ready to formulate the celebrated Lurner-Philips theorem. This 
statement proves to be of great importance in our further research. 
Theorem 2.2.8. ([29, Th. 1.3.8]). An operator A is the generator of a Co- 
semigroup of contractions if and only if -A is densely defined and m-accretive. 
The following fundamental result, known as the Trotter-Kato-Neveu theorem, 
reveals the intimate relation between the strong convergence of Co-semigroups and 
the convergence of their generators in the strong resolvent sense. 
Theorem 2.2.9. ([29, Th. 1.7.3]). Let A, An, nEN be a sequence of the gener- 
ators of Co-semigroups T(t), Tn(t), t>0, nEN respectively. We assume that for 
all nEN and t>0 there are constants M>1 and wER, independent of n, such 
that IITn(t)II < Mexp(wt) and IIT(t)II C Mexp(wt). 
(i) If Tn(t)x -+ T(t)x for all t>0 and xEX, then 
(A - , 
An)-lx -3 (ý _ . 
A)-lx for all xEX, 
and the convergence is uniform in A from all compact subsets of (w, oo); 
(ii) If (, \ - , 
An)-lx -- (A - A)-lx for all xEX and A>w, then 
T, ti(t)x -4 T(t)x for all xEX, 
and the convergence is uniform in t from all compact subsets of R+. 
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2.2.2 Analytic Semigroups 
Let 0<0< ir. We use the following notation: 
So: =S0, o={zEC: z O, largzl <B}. 
Definition 2.2.10. Let 0<a< ir/2 and M>1. A family of operators T(z), zE 
Sa U {0} is called an analytic semigroup of angle a if 
(i) T(zl)T(z2) = T(zl + z2) for. all z1, z2 E S,, T(O) = Id; 
(ii) for all xEX and ca E X* the function (T(. )x, cp) is analytic in Sa; 
(iii) lim T(t)x =x for all xEX and E (0, cr). 
t-1O, tESo-r 
If, in addition, 
(iv) for every eE (0, a) there is a number WE ER such that for all zES,, -,. we 
have IIT(z)11 < ew°IzI, we say that T (z), zE SAU {0}, is an analytic semigroup 
of quasi-contractions. 
The next theorem, due to M. Solomyak and K. Yosida, characterises generators 
of analytic semigroups on X. 
Theorem 2.2.11. A closed densely defined operator A generates an analytic semi- 
group if and only if there exist constants M>0 and wER such that R,, c p(A) 
and II (A - A)-111 <1 ; 
'71,, for all AER, (recall that the set R,, was defined in 
Remark 2.2.2, (iii)). 
The following result shows a relation between well-posedness of the abstract 
Cauchy problems and analytic semigroups. 
Proposition 2.2.12. If A is the generator of an analytic semigroup on X then 
the Cauchy problem (2.5) has a unique solution for all xo E X. The solution is 
given by u(t) = exp(tA)xo, t>0. 
Before formulating a statement which characterises generators of analytic quasi- 
contractive semigroups, we need to extend the notion of m-sectorial operator to 
the case of Banach spaces. 
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Definition 2.2.13. Let 13 be a linear operator in X. The set 
O(, t3) :_ {(ßx, 0) :xE D(13), 11xII = 1,0 E fi(x)} 
is called the numerical range of the operator B. The operator 13 is said to be 
sectorial if there are numbers 0E (0, ir/2) and wER such that 0(13 - w) C So. 
We say that the operator B is m-sectorial if 13 is sectorial and 13-w is m-accretive. 
Remark. We note that Definition 2.2.13 is consistent with the definition of rn- 
sectorial operator, given in subsection 2.1.2. 
Proposition 2.2.14. The following two statements are equivalent: 
(i) the operator A generates an analytic semigroup of quasi-contractions on X; 
(ii) the operator -A is m-sectorial. 
Let X be a Hilbert space and Ta closed densely defined sectorial form in X. 
Then by Theorem 2.1.4 there is a unique m-sectorial operator 8 associated with the 
form 'r. Proposition 2.2.14 implies that -B is the generator of a quasi-contractive 
analytic semigroup T. The semigroup T is said to be associated with the form T. 
The following theorem provides a converse statement. 
Theorem 2.2.15. Let T be a quasi-contractive analytic semigroup on the Hilbert 
space X. Fort >0 set 'rt(u, v) := t-1(u-T (t)u, v), u, vEX. Then T is associated 
with a densely defined sectorial form T and the following assertions hold: 
uE D(T) if slip Tt(u, u) < 00; 
t>0 
(ii) for all U, vE D('r) we have lim rt(u, v) = T(u, v). 
(iii) uö (T + 1)[u - T(t)u] =0 for all uE D(T). 
2.2.3 Sub-Markovian Semigroups and Dirichlet Forms 
Here we give a brief overview of the theory of sub-Markovian semigroups. Most of 
the statements with the proofs can be found in [271 or [58]. 
Let (M, M, it) be a a-finite measure space. As before L? (µ) := LP(M, µ), p> 
1. We shall use the following notation: Re LP(y) := (f E LP(p) :f is real), 
L+(µ) := {f E LP(p) :f>0a. e. }. For a measurable real-valued function u we 
set u+ := sup{u, 0} and u- := sup{-u, 0}. In particular, it = u+ - u- for all 
uE Re LP (p). 
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Definition 2.2.16. A contractive Co-semigroup TP on L'(p) is said to be real if 
Tp Re LP(p) C Re L7(µ). A real semigroup T is called positive (or positivity 
preserving) if T'L+(µ) C L+(p), t>0. It is said to be L"O (p) -contractive if 
JITn(t) f 11... < 11f 1100 for all fE LP(p) fl L°°(a). We shall say that T is sub- 
Markovian if it is positive and L00(p)contractive. 
First we concentrate on the case p=2. The following statement holds. 
Proposition 2.2.17. Let T be a semigroup on L2(µ) associated with a closed 
sectorial form r. Let -A stand for the generator of T. The following assertionss 
are equivalent: 
(i) the semigroup T is real; 
(ii) if uE D(A) then üE D(A) and AU = Au; 
(iii) if u ED(T) then zc E D(T) and T(u, v) = T(2G, v) for all u, v ED(T); 
(iv) if uE D(T) then Reu E D(T) and 7(u, v) ER for all u, vE D(r) f1 Re L2(µ). 
A sesquilinear form is called real if it satisfies condition (iii) of the previous 
statement. A real form -r is said to satisfy the first Beurling-Deny condition if for 
all uE D(T) fl Re L2 (µ) one has u+ E D(7-) and T(u+, u-) < 0. One can readily 
see that if r satisfies the first Beurling-Deny condition, then so does Re T. Next we 
characterise positive semigroups in terms of the corresponding sesquilinear forms. 
Proposition 2.2.18. Let T be a real semigroup on L2(µ) associated with a closed 
sectorial form T. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) the semigroup T is positive; 
(ii) the form T satisfies the first Beurling-Deny condition. 
Now we formulate a result which concerns the characterisation of L°°(µ)- 
contractivity of semigroups. 
Proposition 2.2.19. Let T be a Co-semigroup on L2(µ) associated with a closed 
sectorial form r. Then the following statements are equivalent: 
(i) the semigroup T is L00(p)contractive; 
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(ii) if uE D(r), then (Jul - 1)+sgn uE D('r) and 
Rer(u, (Jul - 1)+sgn u) > 0. 
Next we are going to introduce the notion of Dirichlet form and reveal its 
intimate relation to sub-Markovian semigroups. We start with the following useful 
characterisation result. 
Proposition 2.2.20. Let T be a Co-semigroup on L2 (It) associated with a closed 
densely defined sectorial form T>0. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) The semigroup T is sub-Markovian. 
(ii) The form r is real and for all real uE D(T) we have u+ A1E D(r) and 
T(u+A1, u-(u+A1))>0. 
(iii) The form T is real and for all real uE D(T) we have u+ A1E D(T) and 
T(u+(u+A1), u- (u+A 1)) > 0. 
Below we give the definition of Dirichlet form. 
Definition 2.2.21. A sesquilinear form T in L2(11) is called a Dirichlet form if 'r 
is densely defined sectorial and closed, ReT >0 and for all real uE D(T) we have 
u+ A1E D(T) and 
-r(u±u+/\1, uFu+n1)>0. (2.6) 
The next proposition states that to ensure that a given form is a Dirichlet form 
it suffices to verify condition (2.6) on a dense subset of D(T). 
Proposition 2.2.22. Let T be a densely defined closed sectorial form and Do C 
D(T) be a core of r. Then T is a Dirichlet form if (2.6) holds for all uE Do. 
Recall that a function g: C --ý C is called a normal contraction if g(0) =0 and 
1g(zl) - g(z2)l < Izl - z21 for all zl, z2 E C. The following important property of 
Dirichlet forms can be found in, e. g., [65, Th. XIII. 51]. Assume that r is a Dirichlet 
form. Then for all uE D(T) we have gouE D(T). 
The definition of Dirichlet form and interpolation yield the following result. 
Proposition 2.2.23. Let T be a Co-semigroup on L2(µ) associated with a closed 
densely defined sectorial form T. Then the following assertions are equivalent. 
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(i) The form rr is a Dirichlet form. 
(ii) The semigroup T is positive and LP(u)-contractive for all 1< p< oo. 
Proposition 2.2.23 implies that a Dirichlet form 7- gives rise to a family TP 
of Co-semigroups of contractions on L"(µ), 1<p< oo. These semigroups are 
consistent in the sense that TP' = Tpz on Lpl (IL) fl LP2 (p) for all 1< pl < P2 < oo. 
Furthermore, the semigroups Ti', 1<p< oo, are sub-Markovian. 
Indeed, let T be a Co-semigroup associated with the Dirichlet form 'r. Propo- 
sition 2.2.23 implies that II T (t)f 11p ý IIf IIp for all fE L2(p) fl LP(p) and t>0. 
Hence, for every 1<p< oo we can define the semigroup Tp on LP(p) by 
TP := (T rL2(µ)nLP(µ))LP(µ)_, LP(, u)' 
One can readily see that T" is strongly continuous, positive and L°°-contractive 
for every 1<p< oo. 
The conditions introduced in Propositions 2.2.18 and 2.2.19 can be extended 
to the case of the space LP (p) with p 2. The following result holds. 
Theorem 2.2.24. Let T" be a Co-semigroup on Li(p) and -AP stand for its 
generator. Then the following statements are equivalent. 
(i) The semigroup Tr is sub-Markovian. 
(ii) For all fE D(Ap) fl Re L"(µ) we have [Ar f, f +]p > 0, and for all fE D(Ap) 
the inequality 
Re [Apf, (If I- 1)+sgn f]p ?0 
holds, where [", "]p is the semi-scalar product in U'(µ), introduced in Example 
2.2.7. 
Now we assume that a Dirichlet form E is symmetric. Let TP be a sub- 
Markovian semigroup on I. ß(µ) associated with the form E. In this case the gen- 
erator -Ap of TP is said to be symmetric. In Theorem 2.2.25 we collect some 
remarkable properties of symmetric Markov generators. 
Set r(p) := sup, E(o, l) 
((1 + sp)(1 + sp )(1 + s2)-2) 
Theorem 2.2.25. Let 1<p< oo. Let fE D(Ap). Then fp :=fifl2E D(TrA) 
and 
41 TAlfpl <Re (Apf, If Ip-isgn f) <'c(p)rA[fp], 
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Im (Arf, If Ip-isgn f )I < 
Ip - 21 Re (Apf, If JP-isgn f ), 
where (", ") stands for the inner product in L2(µ). If, in addition) fE D(Ap) n L+ 
then f52 E D(TA) and 
4Pý21TA[f 2] (API, jP-1) C k(p)TA[f 2I 
2.3 Co-semigroups Associated with Elliptic Dif- 
ferential Expressions 
We are concerned with the study of second order elliptic operators which generate 
Co-semigroups. In this section we discuss several ways to associate a Co-semigroup 
with a formal second order differential expression. 
Let dEN and QcV. Let 1<p< oo and LP - Lp(Q, 13(11), It). We restrict 
ourselves to the case p< oo since the generators of semigroups on L°° ususally 
don't have dense domains in L°°. These semigroups are therefore not strongly 
continuous. We begin with introducing some notation. Let a: 1 -3 V ®W, 
b: S2 -+ R' and q: S2 -+ C be measurable. By 01' := (ß , ... , 
ßd) we denote the 
logarithmic derivative of the measure µ. 













(bk(x) ax (x)) + q(x)u(x). (2.7) 
k=1 k 
2.3.1 The Form Method. Miyadera Theorem 
It is the form method that is frequently employed in order to define elliptic op- 
erators in divergence form with measurable coefficients. The sesquilinear form 
associated with the differential expression A is 
TA(u, v) _ (Vu "a" Vv) + (b " Vu, v) + (qu, v) (2.8) 
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on a suitable domain responding to boundary conditions. 
The corresponding Co-semigroup can be constructed as follows. We assume the 
form TA is densely defined and sectorial. Then by Theorem 2.2.14 the closure of TA 
gives rise to an analytic quasi-contractive semigroup T on L2(p). Let p#2. We 
assume that for all fE L2(p)fLp(µ) the estimate IIT(t) f II, < exp(kpt)jI f II n, t>0, 







It is clear that the constructed semigroup TT is consistent to T in the sense that 
TP(t) 1 L2(µ)nLP(µ) 
T (t) rL2(µ)nLP(µ), t>0. 
This method is applicable if, for example, the (closure of the) form TA is a 
Dirichlet form. Then we obtain a family TP, 1<p< co, of contractive Co- 
semigroups (see Proposition 2.2.23 and the discussion afterwards). The same 
technique allows one to obtain a Co-semigroup on LP(p) when p only belongs 
to an interval in [1, oo), containing 2 (see [39]). 
Next we discuss another method which is often used in the perturbation theory 
of Co-semigroups on L1(µ). First we formulate an abstract result known as the 
Miyadera Perturbation theorem (see [76]; see also [23, Cor. 3.16]). 
Theorem 2.3.1. Let X be a Banach space. We assume that -A is the generator 
of a Co-semigroup on X, i. e. there are numbers M>1 and w>0 such that 
11 exp(-tA)1) <M exp(wt) (see (2.4)). Let 13 be a linear operator in X and suppose 
that B is A-bounded. We also assume that there exist numbers to >0 and a= 
a(to) E [0,1) such that 
to 
fexP(_ws)IIßexP(_sA)xllds < aIlxJJ, xE D(A). 
0 
Then 
(i) the operator -A - 13 with the domain D(A + 8) = D(A) generates a Co- 
semigroup on X; 
(ii) for all xE D(A) and t>0 we have 
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(iii) the semigroup exp (- t(A + B)) can be represented as 
00 
exp (- t(A+ ß)) _ 
1] 1. (t), 
n=0 
t 
where Io(t) := exp(-tA) and In, +l(t) =fI, (t - s)BIo(s)ds. 
0 
In general Theorem 2.3.1 is hard to apply since the required estimate is not 
very easy to derive. However, the situation changes drastically if we take X :_ 
L' (SZ, dx) =: L' (Q), where S2 c Rd. We apply Theorem 2.3.1 to construct the 
generator of a Co-semigroup on L' (S2), associated with the differential expression 
A in the case q= Re q=V. Let a be a positive matrix with bounded measurable 
entries. Then the form 
Ta(u, v) := (Vu "a" Vv), u, vE D(Ta), 
is a Dirichlet form. Hence, using the form method we construct a Co-semigroup 
U1 on L' (1), associated with the form r,,,. By -A, we denote the generator of Ul. 
Let B be defined by Bu =b" Vu + Vu, uE D(13), where 
D(! 3) :_ {u E L'(Sl)I IVul E L1 , 
(1), b" Vu, Vu E L'(S2)}. 
By Theorem 2.3.1, if there are numbers to >0 and 0<a<1 such that 
to 
f (11b "V exp(-sA) f 11, + IIV exp(-sA) f I! 1)ds < all f 111, fE D(A), 
0 
then the operator -H := -A -B with the domain D(H) = D(A) generates a 
Co semigroup on L' (S2). For more details and examples see subsections 2.6.1 and 
2.6.2. 
2.3.2 Potential Perturbations of Generators 
In [47] V. Liskevich and A. Manavi managed to associate a natural Co-semigroup on 
LP(p) :- L'(M, M, p), 1<p< oo, with the formal expression A+q, where -A is 
the generator of a Co-semigroup S and q is a complex-valued measurable function. 
By "natural" we mean that the generator of the constructed Co-semigroup extends 
-A -q rv, where VC D(A) n D(q). The main assumption on S is that it is 
dominated by some positive semigroup U. Below we describe this approach in 
more details and give some applications. 
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Let U(t), t>0, be a positive Co-semigroup on L'(µ), 1<p< oo. We denote 
its generator by B. Let S(t), t>0 be another Co-semigroup on LP(p) which is 
dominated by U, i. e. 
IS(t)f <_ U(t)IfI, fE LP(µ), t>0. 
Let q: M -> C be measurable. By qn, nEN, we denote the truncation functions 
of q, i. e. qn :_ (Iql An)sgn q, where sgn q= g1ql-1 if q 0, and sgn q=0 otherwise. 
Note that for every nEN the potential qn E L00(µ). 
Let V>0 and measurable. Then 0< Uvn+l (t) < Uv (t), nEN, where 
Uv (t), t>0 is the Co-semigroup generated by B- Vn, and there exists the limit 
Uhl (t/ = s- 
l im Uv (t) (2.9) 
for all t>0. The potential V is called U-admissible if Uv is a Co-semigroup. 
A potential V>0 is called U-regular if it is U-admissible and for all t>0 we 
have 
U(t) = S- "M Uv-v (t) n 
The following statement holds. 
Proposition 2.3.2. ([47], Prop. 1.19). Let V be U-admissible and IW( be U- 
regular. We assume that the semigroup S is dominated by a positive semigroup U. 
Then the limit 
(S2w)v(t) = 3-li Syn+iw. (t) _ 
(SV)iw(t) =: SV+iw(t) 
n, m 
exists for all t>0 and Sv+; vy is a Co-semigroup. 
The following observation is due to J. Voigt ([77, Cor. 2.7]). Let -A be the 
generator of a Co-semigroup S on LP(, c). Assume that the limit 
Sq(t) = s-limSq(t) 
n 
exists for all t>0 and Sq is a Co-semigroup. Then its generator -A(q) extends 
the operator difference -A - q. 
Indeed, the Trotter-Kato-Neveu theorem (see Theorem 2.2.9) implies that (A+ 
A-I-q,, )-lg -4 (A+A(q))-lg in I, 1'(µ) for all gE LP(p) and sufficiently large A>0. 
Let fE D(A + q) = D(A) f1 V(q). We note that for all fE D(A + q) we have 
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(A+A+q,, )f --* (A+A+q)f in LP(p), since since q, -4 q µ-a. e. and of E LP(µ). 
Therefore 
f= lim(A+A+qn)-'(, \+A+qn)f =(A+ A(q))-'(Af +A. f +qf), n 
Thus fE D(A(q)) and A(q) f= Af + of . 
Hence, making use of Proposition 2.3.2 one can construct the generator of a 
Co-semigroup, associated with the expression A in the case b=0 even if the form 
TrA is not sectorial. 
The following lemma is a simple consequence of the Trotter-Kato-Neveu theo- 
rem. 
Lemma 2.3.3. Let (Sn)nEN, S be Co-semigroups on a Banach space X with the 
generators (An)nEN, A respectively and let the operator 8 be bounded. Assume 
that S(t) = s- lim Sn(t). Then S5(t) = s- lim S,,, 3(t), where Sß(t) and Sn, ß(t) n-+oo n-+oo 
are generated by A-B and An -B respectively. 
Lemma 2.3.4. Let -Ap be the generator of a positive semigroup T on LP(ji) =: 
L. Let V, TV E LP(µ), real-valued and V>0 (observe that under these assump- 
tions V is T-admissible and JWVI is T-regular). We set q :=V+ iTV. By -Ap(q) 
we denote the generator of the Co-semigroup Tq(t) = s-I1mexp(-t(Ap + qn)) (it 
n follows from Proposition 2.3.2 that T9 is a Co-semigroup). Then for all A>0 the 
set (A + Ap(q))-1(L1(µ) n L°°(µ)) c D(Ap) n D(g). 
Proof. Let fE L1(µ) n L°°(/L). First we claim that (A + Ap(q))-1 fE L°°({c). 
Indeed, we have 
00 
(A + Ap(q))-1 f= fexP(_t)(t)fdt. 
0 




dt = linmlikmJ exp(-At)CT 
() 
exp 
(- tf dt. 
00 
Next we note that 
I 
exp 
(- tq )gl < g, for all gE L1(µ) fl L(/t), g>0, and 
k, nEN, and conclude that 
I(A 
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This proves the claim and therefore (A + Ap(q))-1 fE D(q). 
The potentials q,,, nEN, are bounded, therefore the second resolvent identity 
implies that 
(A + Ap + q,, )-l. f = (A + Ap)-1 f- (A + Ap)-lgn(A + 
Ap + q,, )-lf. (2.10 
Making use of the Trotter-Kato-Neveu theorem and taking into account that q, -+ 
q p-a. e. we conclude that q,, (A + Ap + q,, )-1 f -+ q(\ + Ap(q))-1 f µ-a. e., and the 
claim yields q(A+Ap(q))-1 fE L'(µ). Thus by the dominated convergence theorem 
qn(A -I- Ap + qn)-1f -* q(\ + Ap(q))-1f in LP (p). 
Passing to the limit in (2.10) we obtain 
(A + Ap(q))-lf = (A + Ap)-lf - 
(A + Ap)-lq(A + Ap(q))-lf. 
Therefore (A + Ap(q))-1 fE D(Ap). 0 
Next we present an important example of a positive semigroup (namely the 
semigroup generated by the Dirichlet operator) and discuss which potentials are 
admissible and regular w. r. t. this semigroup. 
Example 2.3.5. Let M= S2 C Rd, du = pdx, where pE Lll., (S2, dx). We write 
(f) ff pdx for fEV (p) := L' (Q, pdx), and (f, g) := (f g), provided fgE 
Ll (p). For Cd -valued functions fl, gl let (f,, gl) :_ (fl " gi). By ,C we denote the 
self-adjoint operator in L2(p) associated (by Theorem 2.1.4) with the closure of the 
form 
9(u, v) = (Vu, Vv), u, v E Col (Q). 
One can check that the closure of e is a Dirichlet form. Thus, using Proposition 
2.2.23, we obtain a family Up, 1<p< oo, of consistent sub-Markovian semigroups 
in LP(p). By -Lp we denote the generator of Ur. The operator Lp is called the 
Dirichlet operator in L)(p). The semigroups U", 1<p< oo, are consistent, i. e. 
U" 
I LP1(P)nLP2 (P)= 
UP2 rLP1(P)nLP2 (P) for all 1< pl < P2 < 00. By Q= (01..... Nd) 
we denote the logarithmic derivative of the measure pdx, i. e. we assume that the 
following integration by parts formula holds: 
("I)=-(ak. f), 1<k<d, fEC(R') 
We observe that if ,ßELö, ., 
then Cp D -0 - /3 "V tCo(Rd) 
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Till the end of this subsection we work in the framework of Example 2.3.5. The 
following proposition was proved in [77] (Prop. 5.8) in the case p-1. 
Proposition 2.3.6. Let V: Q -> R+. Then 
(i) the potential V is Ur-admissible for some (all) 1<p< oo iff Q(L) fl Q(V) 
is dense in L2(p); 
(ii) the potential V is Ur-regular for some (all) 1<p< oo if Q(L) fl Q(V) is a 
form core for S. 
In particular, if VEL äc(p), then V is Up-regular. 
Proof. (i). First we assume that Q(G) n Q(V) is dense in L2(p). Let S :=L+V. 
By Theorem 2.1.8 the sequence C+ Vn -4 Sin strong resolvent sense. Making use 
of Theorem 2.2.9 we conclude that exp(-tS) = s-lim Uv (t), t>0. Therefore V is 
U-admissible. Since the semigroups Up, 1p< oo, are consistent the statement 
follows from ([77], Prop. 3.1). 
Now we suppose that the potential V is UP-admissible. Therefore it is U- 
admissible, i. e. exp(-t(. C + Vn)) --} UV(t)7 t>0, strongly in L2(p). By Theorem 
2.2.9 the sequence L+ Vn -ý CV in strong resolvent sense, where -LV stands for 
the generator of Uv. Due to the operator inequality L+ Vn <L+ VV, +1 we see 
that G+ Vn < CV. Hence Q(L + Vn) J Q(Lv) and 
(LV, y) + (VW, W) = (('C +V . )v, v) <_ (1výp, p) 
for all cp E Q(Gv) and nEN. The monotone convergence theorem yields Q(Gv) C 
Q(G) n Q(V). 
(ii). The proof of (i) implies that Gv_v =G+ (V - V,, ) for all nEN. Let s 
stand for the closure of E IQ(c)nQ(v) and S for the associated self-adjoint operator. 
We note that for all cp E Q(Gv) and nEN the following estimate holds 
(CV, A+ ((V - V. )V, A >- (LW, 0+ ((V - Vn+I)W, c) > ('CV, W). 
If the set Q(, c) n Q(V) is a form core for C (i. e. S= G), then the convergence 
theorem for forms implies that £v-v -f G in strong resolvent sense and, hence, 
the potential V is U-regular. If we assume that V is U-regular then we conclude 
that £=S using the convergence theorem for forms. 0 
The next statement shows that if the form method is applicable, then the 
semigroups, constructed by means of the form TA and the approach described in 
this subsection, coincide. 
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Lemma 2.3.7. Let p>1. Let V, WE L1oc(p), V>0 and W be real-valued. We 
assume that WE PK,,, (L -- V) with some a>0. Let (L + V)p and pt stand 
for the generators of Co-semigroups on L7(p), associated with the closures e and 
r of the forms (Vu, Vv) + (Vu, v) and (Vu, Vv) + ((V ± iW)u, v), u, vE Cö(S2), 
respectively. Then 
exp(-tA' )= s-1 
nm1 
mexp (- t(Gp + Vn + itiVm)). 
Proof. For nEN let £n, stand for the closure of the form 
(Vu, Vv) + (Vnu, v), u, vc CO' (9). 
It follows from Theorem 2.1.8 that G+V,,, --- L -V in L2(p) in the strong resolvent 
sense. By Theorem 2.2.9 we conclude that exp(-t(G + Vs)) -* exp(-t(G + V)) 
strongly in L2(p) for all t>0. On the other hand, Proposition 2.3.2 implies that 
exp(-t(4 + Va)) -+ exp(-t4, )v strongly in L"(p). Since the family 
UP := 
(exp(_t(1 + V)) 1L2(n)nLp(v) )N 
,1<p< oo, P--3P 
is consistent we conclude that 
exp(-t(, C + V)p) = s-LP(p)-limexp(-t(4, + V11)). 
Let nEN be fixed. For mEN let Tf,, ý stand for the closure of the form 
(Vu, Vv) + ((V,, + iW, n)u, v), u, vE Co '(Q). 
It follows from Lemma 2.1.9 that C+V, a + Wm -4 G -{- V, a + iW in L2(p) in 
the strong resolvent sense. By Theorem 2.2.9 we conclude that exp(-t(G + V. + 
iIVm)) -4 exp(-t(G 4. V,, + iW)) strongly in L2(p) for all t>0. On the other 
hand, Proposition 2.3.2 implies that exp(-t(Gp+Vn+iWm)) -4 exp(-t(Gp+ V. )w 
strongly in LP(p). Since the semigroups 




are consistent the statement of the lemma follows. 0 
Remark. The assertion of Lemma 2.3.7 is still true if we assume that V= V+ 
V-, with V} > 0, and V- E PKQ(L+V+) for some aE [0,1). 
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2.3.3 Case of Non-trivial Drifts 
Recently Z. Sobol and H. Vogt (see [72]) have developed another method of as- 
sociating a Co-semigroup on LP - LP(S2, dx) with the differential expression A, 
without assuming that the corresponding form is sectorial. We assume that µ is 
the Lebesgue measure and the potential q=V is real-valued. Then A takes form 
A: =-V"a"V+b"V+V (2.11) 
Below we outline the idea of this approach. 
Let the matrix aE Lioo (i. e. the functions aka E Li , 
for all k, j=1, ..., 
d) be 
a. e. invertible with a-1 E L1 c. 
We assume that the corresponding bilinear form is 
sectorial. We set a, :=2 (a + J), where aT stands for the transpose of a. Then 
TN(U, v) = Vu "a" Vv), D(TN) = lu E IV, 
', ' n L2 : VU " a, " Vu E L11 
defines a closed sectorial Dirichlet form in L2. Let TQ C TN be a Dirichlet form. 
Set IV :=b" as-' "b and assume that TV and IVI are Ta, -regular, i. e. Q(TV) fl D(Ta) 
and Q(I V I) f1 D(Ta, ) are cores for the form T,, (see Proposition 2.3.6). 
The form T on D(T) := D(Ta) f1 Q(IVI + TV) is defined by 
T(u, v) = (Vu"a"Vv)+(b"Vu, v) + (Vu, v). 
This form is well-defined since the Schwarz inequality implies that 
1 Vu " bvý = (a. Vu) " (as 2bv)I < (Vu " as " Vu)2 (tiVIV I2)2 E (2.12) 
for u, vE D(T). It is also possible to show that D(T) is dense in D(7-,, ). Now 
introducing the large potential Uo := Jti I+ 2V- one can see that the form T.: = 
T+U-UAm is closed and sectorial for all U> Uo and in E N. Indeed, 
the sum of the first order terms is form small w. r. t. T+ TV by (2.12). It is a 
remarkable fact that the form T need not be sectorial. Since Tm is sectorial one 
can follow a traditional procedure (the form method described in subsection 2.3.1) 
and construct the corresponding quasi-contractive semigroup. The next natural 
step is to pass to the limit as m -+ oo and find the conditions under which this 
limit (which exists by the monotone convergence theorem) is a Co-semigroup). We 
introduce the forms 
TT[u]= 
4 (Vu"a"Vu)+2(b"Vu, u)+(V1u12), 1<p<oo, 
ply P 
Tl[u] = 2(b " Vu, u) + (V Iu12), 
and formulate the relevant result. 
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Theorem 2.3.8. Let To := To be the Co-semigroup associated with the form r+Uo 
on L2. Let I be the set of all pE [1, oo) such that rp > -kp for some kp E R. 
(i) Then I is an interval in [1, oo), which contains 2, and To extrapolates to a 
Co-semigroup To on LP with the generator Ao, p for all pEI. 
(ii) The sequence of Co-semigroups Tm generated by Ao, p - Uo A m, mEN, 
strongly converges to a quasi-contractive Co-semigroup T' . For pEI, the 
semigroups Tp are consistent and IITrIILP_+LP < exp(Krt). 
(iii) If, in addition, we assume that 
IIm (bu, Vu)I C CiTp[u] + c2Ilu1I2 for all uE D(T), 
for some pE Int I, cl > 0, C2 E R, then the semigroup Tp extends to an 
analytic semigroup on LP for all pE Int I, where Int I stands for the interior 
of I. 
2.4 Problem of Strong Uniqueness 
A substantial part of this research is devoted to studying the strong uniqueness 
problem for elliptic operators. In the present section we introduce the notion 
of uniqueness for generators of Co-semigroups and discuss different methods of 
treating this problem. 
2.4.1 Notion of Uniqueness 
Let T(t), t>0, be a Co-semigroup on a Banach space X. By A we denote its 
generator. We start with the following definition. 
Definition 2.4.1. Let Do C D(A) and Ao :=A rvo. The set Do is said to be a 
domain of strong uniqueness for the operator A if A is the only closed extension 
of AO which generates a Co-semigroup on X. 
Theorem 2.4.3 below establishes a relation between domains of strong unique- 
ness for generators and their cores (see e. g. [61], Th. A-II. 1.31). First we formulate 
an auxiliary result. 
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Theorem 2.4.2. Let A be the generator of a Co-semigroup on X. We assume 
that the linear operator 8 is continuous on D(A) in the graph norm of A. Then 
the operator A+8 on D(A + 13) = D(A) generates a Co-semigroup on X. 
Theorem 2.4.3. The set Do is a domain of strong uniqueness for the operator A 
if and only if it is a core of A, i. e. A=A 1Do. 
Proof. First assume that Do is a core of A. Let 13 be the generator of a Co- 
semigroup such that ,! 3 D A0. Then BDA since A is the closure of 
Ao. Since 
p(A) n p(I3) 0 we readily see that A=B. 
Now we assume that Do is not a core of the operator A, i. e. Do is not dense in 
D(A) w. r. t. the graph norm of A. Then there exists a non-zero linear continuous 
functional 0 in D(A) such that 0 rpo= 0. Let uE D(A) fixed. We define a linear 
operator B on D(A) by ! 3x = ¢(x)u. The inequality 
IIßxIIv(A) <_ CIIUIID(A) IIXII < CuII XII D(A), 
where IIXIIV(A) stands for the graph norm of xE D(A), implies that the operator 
B is bounded in D(A). Therefore by Theorem 2.4.2 the operator A+B with the 
domain D(A) is the generator of a Co-semigroup. Clearly, A+B tvo= Ao and 
A+B 5/ A if u 0. Hence, Do is not a domain of strong uniqueness. Q 
Let (M, M, p) be a measure space. Let A be a symmetric operator in L2 (M, jt) 
with the domain D(A). Definition 2.4.1 and Theorem 2.4.3 imply that the Do is a 
domain of strong uniqueness for the operator A if A is essentially self-adjoint on 
Do. 
Let q: Rd -4 C and qEL0. (Rd). In what follows we discuss different tech- 
niques to prove essential self-adjointness (m-accretive closability) for the operator 
-O+q fco (Rd). 
2.4.2 Kato-Rellich Theorem 
In order to describe the first method we need the following definition. 
Definition 2.4.4. (see e. g. [64, Th. X. 2]). Let A and 13 be densely defined 
operators in the Hilbert space X. We assume that D(13) D D(A). Let a, b ER be 
constants such that for all cp E D(A) 
IßýpII < aIIAvII + bIlýplI" (2.13) 
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Then the operator 1i is said to be A-bounded. The infimum of all a which satisfy 
(2.13) is called the A-bound of the operator B. If the A-bound equals 0 the operator 
13 is said to be infinitesimally small w. r. t. A. 
The following result known as the Kato-Rellich theorem is of fundamental 
importance for many problems in the perturbation theory. 
Theorem 2.4.5. (see e. g. [64, Th. X. 12]). Suppose that A is self-adjoint, 13 is 
symmetric, and B is A-bounded with relative bound a<1. Then the operator A+13 
is self-adjoint on D(A) and essentially self-adjoint on any core of A. Furthermore, 
if A>m Id then A+ 13 is bounded below by 
(m 
- 1°Q) V 
(alml 
+ b), where a, b 
are given by (2.13). 
Next we see how Theorem 2.4.5 can be employed to establish essential self- 
adjointness of -A +V [c.., where V is the operator of multiplication by a mea- 
surable real-valued function V. 
Let (M, , 
M, p) be a measure space. Let L" (µ) + LS (µ) stand for the set of 
measurable functions f=f, + f2, where fjE Lr(p) and f2 E Ls (µ) . 
Theorem 2.4.6. Let M= ]R3 and µ is the Lebesgue measure. We set LP 
LP(dx), p>1. Let VE L2 + L°° be real-valued. Then the operator -A +V is 
essentially self-adjoint on Co (Rd) and self-adjoint on D(-A). 
Proof. Since the potential V is real-valued the corresponding operator of multipli- 
cation is self-adjoint on 
1)(V): ={cpEL2IVcpEL2}. 
Making use of the representation V= V1+V2 and the Hölder inequality we obtain 
the following estimate: 
IIVVII2 <_ IIV1ll2llVlloo + IIV21loolk0112, VE Co (]R3) C D(V). (2.14) 
By [64, IX. 28], for every 6>0 there is a constant b(e) >0 such that 
IIPl1oo <_ CIIAW112 + b(E)IIW1I2 
for all cp E Co (R3). Hence estimate (2.14) implies that 
IIV0112 <_ 6IIViII2I kll2 + (b(c) + IIv2IIoo) IIcoI12 
for all cp E Co (R). Taking e< lI V111 1 and applying the Kato-Rellich theorem 
we complete the proof. Q 
Next we present a self-adjointness result in higher dimensions. 
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Theorem 2.4.7. ([61, Th. X. 20]). Let d>4 and VE Lr(R') with p> d/2. 
Then V is infinitesimally small w. r. t. the operator -0. 
Proof. It follows from ([64, Th. IX. 27]) that if uE D(-0), then the function 
A2)L 
where ü stands for the Fourier transform of u. The assumption p> d/2 yields 
(1 + )2)-1 E LP(Rd) and the Hölder inequality implies that üE LQ(V) and 
Ilüllq <_ 11(1 + A2)-11IpII(1 +A2 )zlII2, 
where q-' = p-' + 2. Therefore the Hausdorff-Young inequality implies that 
uE L'(Rd), where f -1 =2- p-1. Making use of the assumption VE LP(Rd) and 
the Hölder inequality we see that Vu E L2(Rd). Hence, D(V) D D(-A) and 
IIVu112 C IIVIIPIIuIIr C IIvIIPllull9 
= IIVIIPII(1 + vA2)-'(1 + vA2)ülla 
C IIVIIPII(1 + vA2)_1ttNII(1 + v)2)ülI2 
(IIVIIPII(1 + A2)-IIIP)v Zp (1171112 + tII0ulI2). 
Taking into account that p> d/2 we complete the proof. Cl 
2.4.3 Kato Inequality. Essential Self-adjointness and 
J-Self-adjointness of Schrödinger-type Operators 
Another powerful method to establish the strong uniqueness for the Schrödinger 
operators is based on a certain inequality for distributions. In order to formulate 
the relevant results we need the following definition. 
Definition 2.4.8. Let f be a distribution. We say that f is non-negative if (f, (p) 
for every co E Co , cp > 0. If f and g are distributions and f-g>0, we write 
f>g in the sense of distributions. 
Next we state the Kato inequality. 
Theorem 2.4.9. (see e. g. [64, Th. X. 27]). Let uE Lý , 
(Rý) and its distributional 
Laplacian Du E L110c(Rd). Then the following inequality holds in the distributional 
sense: 
Alu) > Re [(sgnü)Du], 
(recall that sgn u(x) = u(x)Ju(x)1-1 if u(x) 0 0, and sgn u(x) =0 otherwise). 
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Below we see how Theorem 2.4.9 can be employed in order to prove uniqueness 
results for the Schrödinger operators. The following theorem is a simple extension 
of Theorem X. 28 in [64]. 
Theorem 2.4.10. Let V, WE Lý , 
(IEBd) and V>0. Then the closure in L2(Rd) 
of the operator 11 = -O +V+ iW rco is m-accretive. 
Proof. One can readily see that the operator 3-l is accretive. Therefore, by the 
Lumer-Philips theorem (Theorem 2.2.8), it suffices to show that the range of 1 +3-l 
is dense in L2(IW'), i. e. that if uE L2(Rd) and 
((1+il)cp, u)=0 for all cpECv (Rd), 
then u=0. The latter implies that 
(1 + 1-l)*u = 0, 
since Co' (Rd) is dense in LZ(lRd). Equivalently, we have 
(1-A+V-iW)u=0, uEL2(Rd), 
where the derivative Du is understood in the sense of distributions. Hence, Du = 
u+ Vu E Llo, (Rd). So by Theorem 2.4.9 we obtain 
/Iul > Re (sgn u )Du) = Re (1 +V- iW)I ul = (1+V) Jul > 0. (2.15) 
For 6>0 by Ja we denote the universal mollifier, i. e. Jj(x) = J(x/8)6-d, 
where JE Co ,J>0 and 
(J) = I. Set w :_ lul, wa :=w* Jb. Then Awj = 
w* OJa E L2(Rd), so wa E D(0) and (w5, Aw5) < 0, with equality only if wb = 0. 
But, on the other hand, Awj =0* Jb >0 by (2.15) and so Owa >0 pointwise. 
Therefore (wä, Owa) >0 and ws = 0. Since wb --ý w in L2(Rd) it follows that 
w= Jul = 0.0 
Remark. It is easy to see that Theorem 2.4.10 is still valid if we assume that V 
is bounded below. 
The proof of the next theorem is similar to that of Theorem X. 29 in [64] and 
therefore omitted. 
Theorem 2.4.11. Let V= Vi + V2, where Vl E Li c(Il8d), 
Vi >0 and V2 is -0- 
bounded with the relative bound less than 1. Let WE Li c(118d). Set q :=V+ iW. 
Then the closure in L2(lRd) of -0 +q rco is m-accretive. 
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In the next statement the conditions on Vl and V2 are less restrictive. The 
result is due to T. Kato ([34], Theorem). 
Let Q* : R+ -+ R+ be a non-decreasing function such that Q* (r) = o(r2) as 
r --3 oo. Let VE Lý JR ), V= Vl + V2, where Vl and V2 satisfy the following 
conditions. 
(i) The potential Vl E L2,., (Rd) and Vi(x) > Q*(Ixl), xE IISd; 
(ii) There exist positive numbers K and s such that 
f V2 (x)dx < Kr23 
Ixl<r 
and 
2(Y)IIX- y12-dd y=0, (2.16) l im sup IV 
xER 
Ix-yl<P 
where Ix - y12-d is be replaced by 1- log Ix - yj if d=2, and by 1 if d=1; 
(ii') If d>5 condition (ii) may be replaced by V2 E L`'I2(V). 
Theorem 2.4.12. The operator -0 +V [cö is essentially self-adjoint if condi- 
tions (i) and (ii) are fulfilled. In the case d>5 (ii) may be replaced by (ii'). 
Remark. If a potential V satisfies (2.16) we say that it belongs to the Kato class. 
For more details on the Kato class see subsection 2.6.2. 
Next we discuss how the assumptions on the potential V can be weakened 
further, with the essential self-adjointness being preserved. Proofs of Theorems 
2.4.13,2.4.14,2.4.16 below can be found in [18,24,25]. 
(iii) We assume that there exist numbers (an, bn)nEN C (0, oo) such that the 
annuli 
Sn: ={xERdIa,, <Ixl <bn, }, nEN 
are disjoint, and there is a non-decreasing function Q* : UnEN[an, bn] -+ R+ 
satisfying the following conditions: 
dr 





and (b, a - a, ß)2 >_K nw (be) 
for some K>0. 
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The relevant result on the essential self-adjointness reads as follows. 
Theorem 2.4.13. Let VE Lý c. 
We assume that V= Vl + V2 where V2 satisfies 
(ii) (or (ii') if d> 5), and Vi(x) > Q*(Ixl) for all xE UnENSn, where Q* and 
Sn, nEN, are as in condition (iii). Then the operator -0 +V [Co is essentially 
self-adjoint. 
In order to produce an example of a potential V such that the essential self- 
adjointness of -0 +V rco is lost we need to introduce some new notions. 
Let VE LOO (1E8. ß. ). By N we denote an operator in L2(R ), defined by 
d2u Nu = dx2 + VU' uED (N), 
where 
D(Ar) := {u E L2(P +) I u' E AC(I[ ), u(O) cos(a) + u'(0) sin(a) = 0}. 
We say that the operator Al' is limit-circle, if all solutions of the equation Nu =0 
are in L2 (R[ ). If at least one solution is not in L2 (R+. ), then the operator N is 
said to be limit-point. Some criteria for Al to be limit-point or limit-circle as well 
as numerous references can be found in [18] (see also [21, Section III. 101). 
The following theorem gives a sufficient condition ensuring that -A +V [Co 
is not essentially self-adjoint. 
Theorem 2.4.14. Let VE Li c(1R'). 
Let S2d_1 be some open bounded set in Rd-' 
a 
We assume that V=V (xl) in the tube RX Sýd_1 and the operator Al = 
dx2 
+ 
Vu, uE D(N), is limit-circle in LZ(IR ). Then -A +V jco is not essentially 
self-adjoint regardless of the definition of V elsewhere in Rd 
Next we discuss an extension of the notion of self-adjointness to non-symmetric 
operators and indicate its relation to that of m-accretivity. 
An operator J on a Hilbert space X is called a conjugation operator if 
(Jx, Jy) _ (y, x), J2x = x, 
for all x, yEX, where (", ") stand for the inner product in X. It follows from the 
definition that 
(Jx, y) = (Jy, x) for all x, yEX. 
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Furthermore, if A is a densely defined linear operator in X. Then 
(JAJ)` = JA`J. 
Let J be a conjugation operator on X. A densely defined linear operator A is 
said to be J-symmetric (-self-adjoint), if 
(JAJ)* c (=)A. 
Essentially J-self-adjoint operators are defined analogously. It appears that for 
J-self-adjoint operators one can develop a theory similar to the self-adjoint case 
(for details see e. g. [21, Section II1.51). Here we only formulate a simple statement 
2 which reveals the relation between J-self-adjoint and m-accretive operators in L. 
Theorem 2.4.15. (see e. g. [21, Th. 111.6.7]) A closed J-symmetric operator ,A 
is m-accretive if A is J-self-adjoint and accretive. 
We complete this subsection by stating a result on J-self-adjointness for the 
Schrödinger operators. Theorem 2.4.16 below can be obtained as a consequence 
of [25, Theorems 6 and 7]. 
Theorem 2.4.16. Let V, IV E Lý c(][ýd). 
We assume that there are constants 
a>0 and cl, c2 ER such that V> -cl1xla and TV(x) = fc2jxjý, if 
IxI > a. 
Then the operator -A +V+ iTV [Co is essentially J-self-adjoint, if any one of 
the following conditions holds: 
(i) 0 0anda<2; 
(ii) 0>0 and a< 20 + 2; 
(iii) c2 > c1, ß and a= 20 + 2. 
2.4.4 Wienholtz Method 
Next we discuss another approach to establishing the strong uniqueness for second 
order differential operators. It is this technique that is employed in Chapter 3 
to investigate the perturbations of the Dirichlet operators by lower order terms. 
Sometimes this approach is called the Wienholz method. In order to illustrate the 
main idea of the approach we provide a proof of the essential self-adjointness in 
L2 (Rd) for the operator -0 fco . 
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Let F stand for the class of smooth, compactly supported, spherically sym- 
metric functions 77 such that 0< 77 <1 and 77 =1 on some ball centered at the 
origin. 
Let q EF. By G, 7 we denote the operator in L2(1I') =: L2 associated with the 
closure of the following form: 
E, 7(u, v): =(iVu)7? Vv), u, vECeW) 
One can easily see that G,, tccnL2= -0' 71 2V. 
First we prove the following conditional result. 
Theorem 2.4.17. We assume that for every 77 EY the operator Gn k' is essen- 
tially self-adjoint. Then Co is an essential domain for the operator -A. 
Proof. The operator -0 [Co is clearly non-negative. Therefore by the Lumer- 
Philips theorem (Theorem 2.2.8) in order to prove its essential self-adjointness it 
suffices to check that the range of (1 - 0) jca is dense in L2, i. e. that the equality 
((1 - 0)co, u) =0 with uE L2, which holds for all cp E Co", implies that u=0. 
The rest of the proof is divided into three steps. 
Step 1. Let 71, ýEF and rt =1 on supp e. Then 
uýED(GB)_. D. 
Let cp be an arbitrary element from Co . Since 77 =1 on supp e we get 
((1 - A)v, uff) = ((1 + Gn)cp, uff ). (2.17) 
The function ýcp E Co , so our assumption yields 
((i - A) (Z9), u) = o. 
The last equality can be rewritten in the form 
((1 - 0)W, n) = (2V .V'+ (z )W, u). (2.18) 
Combining (2.17) and (2.18) we conclude that 
((1 +f-, 7)v, uff) = 2(V " VIP, u) + ((0C)ß', u). (2.19) 
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We estimate the right-hand side of (2.19) using the Hölder inequality and taking 
into account that 77 =1 on supp e: 
i 
IIoe " v'II2 < C{IIiiIV'I 112 = C{JJL77425 
II(o)ý112 <_ C{IIWIIZ" 
Hence, by the Schwarz inequality 
ýýý1+G71)ý0, uý)ý <_ Cu, týl(1+Gn)2(PIl2. (2.20) 
Estimate (2.20) implies that the left-hand side of (2.19) defines a linear continuous 
functional on D, i. e. there is an element vED such that 
((1+G, 





The second representation theorem (Theorem 2.1.6) yields 
((1 + G, q)cp, uO = ((1 + G, 7)cp, v), 
and making use of the essential self-adjointness of G, 7 [Co we obtain the equality 
(II), uni = (/' v), 
for all 0E L2. Thus v= uý a. e. 
Step 2. Now we claim that for all ýEF the following inequality holds. 
IIu02 <_ IIuIV III2. 
Let us choose ý, 77 EJ such that ý js,, pg= 1 and q [,. Pp{= 
1. Set ü := uý and 
note that is rstippC= u jsuppC. By Step 1 ft E D. 
Let (c'k)kEN C Co be a sequence such that cpk -a ue in D. Due to the choice 
of , and 77 we have u=ü and i7Vü = Vü on supp e. We rewrite (2.19) with 
V= (Pk 
(V 'k) V(ue)) _ (V k, uV) - ('k) VuV ). (2.21) 
We pass to the limit as k --+ oo in (2.21) and obtain 
_ -(uývý, vü> + (v v(uý)). IIuýI12 + IIV(uý)II2 2 
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Step 3. u=0. 
We choose a sequence (fin) such that ,, -ý 1 pointwise and IVe I<1 to see 
that ue, -* u and uV&, -4 0 in L2 which implies that u=0. Q 
In order to establish the essential self-adjointness of -0 jqo it remains to show 
that Co is a core for C,,. Before formulating the relevant result we recall some 
properties of degenerate elliptic operators with smooth coefficients. For 'q EF let 
Q stand for the interior of supp 77. It is known (see e. g. [73, Th. 1]) that the closure 
A. of the operator Aa _ -v " 772 .V rc2(fj) generates a Feller semigroup (i. e. a 
Co-semigroup of contractions on C(S2)). Hence, by the Lumer-Philips theorem, for 
all ). >0 the set Ran (A + .. n) =: 
R,, is dense in C(S2). 
Theorem 2.4.18. Let 71 E. T. Then the operator . C,? [co is essentially self- 
adjoint. 
Proof. Let Gn be the non-negative self-adjoint operator associated with the clo- 
sure of the form (nV u, iV v), u, vE CO '(Q), in L2 (S2). (Note that here (f, g) = 
fiz f (x)g(x) dx). 
First we prove that C2 (S2) is an essential domain for the operator E. 
We need to show that any element from the core of f, can be approximated by 
functions from C2(S2) in the graph norm of 4 The operator -Gn is the generator 
of a Co-semigroup on L2(S2). Therefore the set (A + , C, 7)-'C(S2) is a core of 'C77 for 
all A>0. Let fE C(S2) and (f71)n¬N be a sequence of functions from R,, such that 
fn -ý f in C(SZ) (and in L2(SZ) since the measure of SZ is finite). Therefore the 
operator 4f C2(SZ) is essentially self-adjoint. 
Hence, Ran (1 + 4) rC2(T) is dense in L2(SZ). This implies that Ran (1 + 
A7) rcb nL2 is dense in L2. Indeed, let e>0. For fE L2 we choose vi E C2 (S2) in 
such way that 11[(1 +, C, 7)vl -f 
]Ilcjj2 < e/2. Let vECb fl L2 and v is an extension 
of vl. Let wE CC (Q') and 11W - (v -f )IlfC1112 < 6/2. Then v-wE Cb fl L2 and 
11(1+G, ý)(v+w)- fýý <_ 
II[(1+G77)vi-f I lilII2+IIW- f)lcll2 <6. 
In order to complete the proof of the theorem we employ the standard approx- 
imation for functions from Cb by elements of Co .Q 
2.5 Linear Topological Spaces 
In this section we collect some topological concepts which appear in Chapter 4. 
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Let (X, T) be a topological space. We say that the topological space (X, T) is 
Hausdorf if for every x, yEX, x 54 y, one can find open sets Ux, Uy ET such that 
xEUte, yEUy, and UUnUy=O. 
A family aC 7- is called a base for topology rr if for every UE 7- one can find 
sets (UQ)QEJ CQ such that 
U=UaEIUa " 
A topological space (X, T) is said to be a linear topological space if X is a linear 
space and the operations of summation and multiplication by a scalar are contin- 
uous. 
A linear topological space is said to be locally convex if it has a base for its 
topology, consisting of convex sets. 
Let (X, rr) be a topological space. Let A, BCX. A linear functional f: X -5 R 
is said to separate the sets A and B if there exists a constant cER such that 
f(x)>c for all xEA, and f(y)<c for all yEB. 
A family (fa)«Et of linear functionals on X is said to separate points if for every 
xEX and every neighbourhood Ux of x one can find an ax EI such that 
f, (x) >0 and f, t x\u== 0. 
A topological space (X, T) is called Souslin if it is linearly ordered, not separable 
but satisfies the countable chain condition, i. e. every family (U,, ),, EJ CT such that 
U,, fUß=o for all aßß, 
is countable. 
Let (Xe, Tq), aEI, be a family of topological spaces. Let X := xaEiX-" WWe 
say that a topology T, defined by 
T= 
{V 
= Xý lUak 
x%ýlalr... 
ýam} 
nal vag E Tai 
}t 
is called the product topology on X. 
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2.6 Fundamental Solutions of Parabolic and El- 
liptic Equations. Semi-linear Elliptic Inequal- 
ities in Exterior Domains 
In this section we discuss some notions of the qualitative theory of linear parabolic 
and elliptic differential equations and semi-linear elliptic differential inequalities, 
related to the differential expression 
A: =V"a"V-b"V-V, 
with measurable b= b(x) = (bj (x) )ý_1 and V=V (x) and a uniformly elliptic 
symmetric matrix a= a(x) = (atij(x))ax E Rd, d>3, with measurable entries. 
Recall that we use the notation 
v a"V=E 





2.6.1 Parabolic Equations 
Let T>0. We consider the second order parabolic equation 
Otu(t, x) = Au(t, x) (2.22) 
in the domain [0, T] x ]ßd (here and below at = at 
). For a Banach space X let 
LP (Q; X), 1<p< oo, (C(Q; X)) stand for the space of U'-integrable (continuous) 
functions defined on a set Q and taking values in X. 
We say that a function uE C([O, T]; L2(Rd)) fl L2((0, T); H1(Rd)) is a weak 
solution to the Cauchy problem 
Otu =Va" Vu -b" Vu - Vu, 0<t<T, U(O)=f E L, °(1Rd), 
if 




V0E Hö((0, T); H1(R )) n L°°((O, T); L°°(Rd1)), 
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where H', Hö and LC° stand for the Sobolev space of square integrable functions 
with the distributional derivatives in L2, the space of functions from II1 vanish- 
ing on the boundary and the space of bounded compactly supported functions, 
respectively. 
Definition 2.6.1. We say that a function r= r(t, x, y) is a weak fundamental 
solution (heat kernel) of equation (2.22) if 
u(t, x) =J r(t, x, J)f (?! )du 
Rd 
is a solution to problem (2.23) for all tE [0, T] and fE Lc°(Rd). 
Further on we shall also use the term fundamental solution for weak funda- 
mental solution if this does not lead to confusions. 
If (2.23) holds for every T>0, then u is said to be a weak solution of the 
Cauchy problem 
OtU = Au, t>0, u(0) = f. 
A fundamental solution of (2.22) in the domain [0, oo) x Rd is defined similarly. 
The fundamental solution r is said to enjoy the Gaussian upper and lower 
bounds if there are positive constants -y, ', C7, Cý such that 
Cat-d/2e < r(t, x, y) < Cat-dl2e_ 4ii 0<t<T, x, yE Rd. (2.24) -it 1 
If (2.24) holds with T= oo, then the Gaussian bounds are called global (in time). 
z Further on we use the notation F(t, x) :_ (4irt)-'I'e- 4 and r ,, (t, x) := F(at, x) 
fora>0. 
The validity of Gaussian upper bound on the heat kernel of equation (2.22) 
yields, in particular, a number of remarkable properties for the sernigroup associ- 
ated with the differential expression A. Below we comment on some of them. 
Let r stand for the fundamental solution of (2.22) and the second estimate in 
(2.24) holds. One can readily see that r determines a Co-semigroup on L1 (W) by 
(UA(t)f) (x) :=f r(t, x, y)f (y)dy, xE Rd, t>0, fE L1(]fe). 
Rd 
Similarly one can define a Co-semigroup on LP(Rd) for all pE (1, oo). Next we 
observe that 
i-yt 
if (y) I dy < Ct-dl2IIf 11, 
f 
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for all fE Ll(Rd). Hence, IJUA(t)II1_+00 < Ct-d/2. By the Fubini theorem we get 
f r(t, x, y)I f (y)Idydx < Cvt-d/2 e- If (y)ldxdy< CII fIii Rd Rd Rd Rd 
Thus II UA (t) II1_i1 < C. Using the Riesz-Thorin interpolation theorem (see e. g., 
[15, Th. 1.1.5]) we conclude that 
II exp(tn)f IIP Ct-dl2pII f IIi (2.25) 
with some C>0. 
2.6.2 Some Remarks on Classes of Perturbations 
Next we discuss some classes of potentials and drift coefficients. 
Definition 2.6.2. Let S2 be an open subset of Rd and WE L0(1). The potential 
TV is said to belong to the Kato class Kd(Q) if 
l öMd(TV, P) := HM up 
II- ()l 
dy = 0. yl d-2 lx-yß<P 
Analogously, the potential W belongs to the Kato class Kd+l (c) if 
lim Md+i (IV, P) := lim sup 
[IW (y) I 
dy = 0. p-'0 p-'0 xEfl Ix - y1d-1 
I z-yl <p 
If there is a number p>0 such that 
Md (W, P) < 11 
for some positive 77, then we say that W is in the enlarged Kato class Kd(S2). The 
enlarged Kato class Kd+l(s)) is defined similarly. 
It is clear that Km(SZ) C K,,,, (1), m=d, d+1. We set Km(lRd) =: Km. 
Next we make several observations regarding the Kato classes Km and Kzf 
where m=d, d+ 1. Let LV E Kd. It is well-known (see e. g. [71]) that for all 5>0 
there exists a c(b) >0 such that 
W< ö(-p) + c(ö) Id (2.26) 
in the form sense. If WE Kd and Md(W, p) is sufficiently small for some p>0, 
then there exist a5E (0,1) and c(S) >0 such that the above estimate holds. 
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Let WE kd+l. Then there exists a constant C= C(d) > 0, independent of t, 
such that 
t 
sup JJF (s, x- y)s-112I TV (J) I dyds < CJ xEIRd 0I x-yl <P 
Indeed, substitution of variables and the Fubini theorem imply that 
t 
ff 




T(a-s)/2e-TdTdy 4'y7rd/2 JIx- 
yId-1 J 




I (y) l1 








r7(s, x- y) I TV (y) I dyds < C71, 
xERd 0 Ix-yj<P 
whenever WE Kd. The following result was in fact obtained in [53, Prop. 2.1] 
(see also [77, Appendix B], [67, Th. 2]). We give a complete proof of the statement 
in order to keep the exposition self-contained. 
Proposition 2.6.3. We assume that there exist positive numbers e, p, to such that 
to 
sup JJr (s, x- y) s-5I WV (y) Idyds < E, xERd 0I x-yl <P 
with 0<5<1. Then there exists atE (0, to) such that 
Jf 
sup r7(s, x- y)s-8ITV(y)Idyds < E. 
xERd Q Rd 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that to < 1. For 0<t< to we 
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r7 (s, x- y) IW (y) I dy 
d 
XEIIB 0 Ix-yl<p/2 
t 
> sup f [(47s)_dI2e_)2I168 fIW (x + y)I dyd " (2.28) E0 
lylI p/2 
Using the Fubini theorem we estimate 
t ds ff 





e-M2/87IW(x + y) I dzdyýa 
-f 
0 lyl>_P Iz-yl: 5P/3 
t 
C f(4ys)_dI2e_P2/873 JJ e-ly+zl2/8hIW(x + y+ z)I dydzd s 





e-IZI2/32-f JIW (x +y+ z) I dydz-_ 
s 






IW(x +y+ z) I dydb I dz 
Rd 0 : SP/3 
-< 
Ce-p21167te, (2.29) 
where the last inequality follows from (2.28). Making use of (2.29) we conclude 
that 
t 
sup f If r (s, x- y)s-aIIF(y)I dyds xE1Rd 0 Rd 
to 
< sup JJ I'ry (s, x- y)s-aI W (y) I dyds + 
6e-p211syts 
xEll 0 Ix-yl<_P 
Taking t>0 sufficiently small we complete the proof. p 
Let TE (0, oo). For positive ry and h and measurable w: (0, T) x Rd --ý R we 
set 
(s+h)AT 
Md+1 (w, h, -y) := sup 
ff 
r7(t - s, x- y) (t - s)-i/21 w(t, y) I dydt. x's 
s Rd 
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By PKä+I we denote the set of all w such that Md+l (w, h, ly) < oo for some (and 
hence for all) h>0 (cf. [80]). Obviously, 0< ryl < 'y2 yields PKd+1 C PKd+1. 
Repeating an argument from [78, Prop. 3.21 we see that PKJ+I is a Banach 
space with the norm given by liwil := Md+1(w, h, 'y) for some It > 0. It is readily 
seen that every measurable function 0: (0, T) x Rd --+ R, satisfying the estimate 
0(t, Y)1 <- f(t - s)-1"2F (t - s, x- y) I f(x)I dx 
Rd 
with some 0<s<t and fE L1(Rd), defines a linear bounded functional on 
PKd+I by 
T 
(D (w) :=Ij 0(t, y)w(t, y)dydt. 
0 Rd 
Now let WE Kd+l. It follows from (2.27) and Proposition 2.6.3 that VE 
PKd+I and there exist constants C>0 and t>0 such that 
c 
Md+l(W, i, ry) = sup 
ff 
rti(s, x- y)s-i/2ITV(y)I dyds < Cri. (2.30) 
XERd 0 Rd 
Similarly, 
t 
Md(tiW, t, 7) := sup 
ffF(s, 
x - y) I TV (y) I dyds < cij, (2.31) xERd 
0 Rd 
whenever WE Kd. 
Remark. It can be proved by the same means that 
lim Md+l (tiV, ti 'Y) = 0, if TV E Kd+l, 
t- +O 
and 
lim lild(tiv, t, ry) = 0, if IV E Kd. 
t-->o 
Let p= p(t, x, y) stand for the heat kernel of the equation 
cite=V a" Vu, 
with a uniformly elliptic matrix a. The function p is known to enjoy the two- 
sided Gaussian estimates, so the differential expression V-a-V gives rise to a 
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Co-semigroup on L1(Rd ). By A we denote its generator. We assume, in addition, 
that the entries of a are uniformly Hölder continuous. Then, following a method 
described in [44, Ch. IV, Sections 11-13], one can prove that 
V. P(t, x, y) I <_ cat 2Fß (t, x- y), t>0, (2.32) 
with some positive ,ß and cp. 
Let IbI E Kd+l and VE Kd. We define an operator 13 on the domain 
D(13) := {u E Ll(W) I Vu E Li , 
(1i ), b" Vu E L1(R')} 
by t3u :_ -b " Vu, it E D(ß). Similarly, an operator V is defined by Vu 
-Vu, uE D(V), where 
V(V) :_ {u E Ll(R') I Vu E Li(W)}. 
It follows from (2.32), the Fubini theorem, (2.30) and (2.31) that 
Iff (I b(x) V , ýP(s) x, y) 
I+IV (x) I p(s, x, y)) If (y) I dydxds 




x -+ lv(x)Irs(s, x- )) If(y)Idxdyds 
0 Rd Rd 
t 
= Cß JIf (y) I 
(f of (Ib(x)lFß(sx 
- y)s-1/2 + IV(x) Irß (s, x- y)) dxdsl dy 
I 
Rd 0 Rd 
<Cp(Md+l(Ibl, t, 0)+Md(V, t, ß))IIfII1 <- 2CßC1jIlf1I1, 
for all fE D(A) and t>0. Thus 2COC77 < 1, provided 77 is sufficiently small. 
Hence, the Miyadera theorem implies that the operator H=A+B+V, with the 
domain D(H) = D(A), is the generator of a Co-semigroup on Ll(Rd), i. e. there 
are numbers w>0 and M>1 such that 
I! exp(tH)f 111: 5 Me&tIl fIIi 
for all fE L' (V ) 
2.6.3 Elliptic Equations 
Next we discuss elliptic equations of the type 
Av =0 in SZ, (2.33) 
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where S2 is an open subset of R. 
A distribution G is called a fundamental solution of equation (2.33) with 2= 
Rd if AG = 8, where 5 stands for the Dirac b-function. 
Further on we shall make extensive use of the maximum principle and the Har- 
nack inequality, related to equation (2.33). We begin by formulating the classical 
results. 
Proposition 2.6.1. ([74, Th. 1.10.3]. ) Let SZ be an open connected subset (a 
domain) of Rd and Ka compact subset of Q. There exists a constant CK >0 such 
that for every positive solution v of the equation vv =0 the following estimate 
holds: 
sup v(x) _< 
CK inf v(x). 
xEK XEK 
Next we formulate the classical maximum principle. 
Proposition 2.6.2. ([74, Th. 1.10.2]. ) Let 1 be a domain in R'. Let v be a 
solution of the equation Av = 0. Then either v- tonst, or 
lv(x)l < sup IvI for all xEQ. 
n 
This result is generalised in the next subsection (see Proposition 2.6.4). 
The Harnack inequality for positive weak solutions of (2.33) in bounded do- 
mains was established in [42]. 
Proposition 2.6.3. Let S2 C Rd be a bounded domain. We assume that the matrix 
a is uniformly elliptic and the potentials lb12, VE Kd(Q). Let v be a positive weak 
solution of (2.33). Then there exist constants ro >0 and C>0 such that we have 
sup v<C inf v. 
B,. Br 
for every rE (0, ro) with B4r C ft 
Remark. Combining results obtained in [80,82] one can prove the Ilarnack in- 
equality under assumptions that a is a uniformly elliptic matrix with Hölder con- 
tinuous entries, IbI E Kd+l(SZ) and VE Kd(S2). 
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2.6.4 Semi-linear Inequalities. Existence and Non-existence 
of Positive Solutions 
Let SZ be a domain in R' and F: SZ x [0, co) -p [0, oo) be measurable. We assume, 
in addition, that lbI2, VE L1 c(Q). 
A measurable function u is called a weak 
super-solution (solution) of the equation (inequality) 
Au +F= (<)0 , 
if uE Hi c(Sl) n 
L; (1, (lbý2 + IV I )dx) and 
f (Vu(x)"a(x). V (x)+b(x)"Vu(x)O(x)-V(x)u(x)O(x)-F(x, u(x))O(x))dx > 01 
Rd 
for al10 < c1 E H' (f) n L2 (S2, ((b(2 +IVI )dx), where H' stands for the space of 
compactly supported functions in H'. 
In the future we shall make use of the following version of the maximum prin- 
ciple. 
Proposition 2.6.4. Let R>0 and u be a super-solution of 
V "a"Vu-b"Vu-Vu=O in B. 
We assume that Ibl2 + IVI < a(-V "a" V) in the form sense for some aE (0,1). 
We also assume that u- rOBR= 0 in the sense of H' and u- E L2(BR, lxI -2dx). 
Then u>0. 
Proof. The proof can be easily carried out by multiplying the equation by the 
test function Btu-, where 0 is defined by 
P(I xI - R) - 1, x r= AR+P, R+P , 
©p(x) = 1, xE APER+p; 
2-p, XE A2P, P 
with p>R+2. For details see e. g. [36]. Q 
Further on we need an existence result for the problem 
17. a. Vv-b. Vv-Vv=0 in BR', 
V raBR= 'il' raaR? 0, (2.34) 
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where R>0 and V) E Ill (Rd) fl L°° (Rd). Let 
2l 
'HR: = vEHic(B't)I 
IB° 
Vv"a"Vv+I 
I2ýdx<oo \ JJJ R 
For 0< Rl < R2 we set AR2iR1 := BR2 \ Bß1. 
Proposition 2.6.5. We assume that lb 12 + IVI < a(-V "a" V) in the form sense 
for some aE (0,1). Then for each positive V) E HI (W) n L' (W) there exists a 
unique solution vE 7-ln to (2.34). Furthermore, v>0. 
, 
(BP). It follows from the Lax-Milgrain Proof. Let p>R be such that E H, 1 
theorem (see e. g., [21, Th. IV. 1.1]) that the problem 
V "a"Vv-b"Vv-Vv=O in Ap, n, 
V [OBR= rOBR> 0, V f8B 0, 
has a unique solution which is denoted by vp. Taking v, - V) as a test function, 
integrating by parts and using the conditions of the proposition we derive the 
estimate 
IlovPll2 <_ c(Ilo 112 + IIbOI12 + 11V 112, 
with C independent of p. Therefore there exists a subsequence (vp)nEFI, pn -+ 001 
which is weakly convergent in ')-1 and the limit v is easily seen to be a solution to 
(2.34). It follows from Proposition 2.6.4 that the solution v is unique. 0 
In Chapter 5 we are concerned with the existence and non-existence of positive 
super-solutions of the equation 
ý"a"Vu-b"Vu-Vu+up=0 
in SZ := Kc, where p>1 and K is a compact subset of Rd. Our main result 
(Theorem 5.2.1) is stated and proved in section 5.2. In order to illustrate the 
method, used for establishing this result, we give a detailed proof of the statement 
in the case a= Id and b, V=0. 
Thus until the end of this section we study the equation 
Au + up =0 in K°. (2.35) 
Let po :=dd-2. The relevant result reads as follows. 
Theorem 2.6.4. Let p>1. Then the following assertions are equivalent: 
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(z) P<po; 
(ii) equation (2.35) does not have non-trivial positive weak super-solutions. 
The number po is called the critical exponent for equation (2.35). 
In order to prove Theorem 2.6.4 we need several auxiliary results. Lemma 2.6.5 
is the main tool for proving non-existence of positive weak super-solutions. 
Lemma 2.6.5. Let S2 be an open bounded subset of Rd and 0<WE LI (Q). Let 
u be a positive solution of the inequality 
Du+Wu<0. 
Then there exists a )o >0 such that 
(w > A0) (u-= 0). 
Proof. This lemma is a particular case of a more general result proved in Chapter 
5 (see Lemma 5.2.3). 0 
Without loss of generality we can assume that KC B1. In the next lemma we 
establish an a priori estimate for a non-trivial positive weak solution of (2.35). 
Lemma 2.6.6. Let u be a positive weak super-solution of (2.35). If u is non- 
trivial, then there exist constants co >0 and Ro >1 such that 
u(x) ý colxl2-d in B. 
Proof. Let u be a solution of (2.35). One can easily see that u is a solution of the 
inequality 
Au< 0 in B. 
Since uE Hlo, (Bi) one can readily see that uE H'(A6,2). So we can consider the 
problem 
Ov=O, 
V Past= U [aal> 0, V Pass= U raa6>_ 0. 
The maximum principle (Proposition 2.6.4) implies that v>0 on A6,2. Making 
use of the classical Harnack inequality (Proposition 2.6.1) we conclude that there 
is a constant c>0 such that v>c on A5,3. Next we set w :_u-v in A5,3, and 
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observe that w satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.6.4. Hence, u>v>c>0 
in A5,3. In particular, u>c on äB9. 
It is obvious that one can find a constant co >0 such that u(x) > coJxI2-d on 
äB4. Setting w(x) := u(x) - coIxI2-d, xE B4, and noting that w- < coIx12-d we 
see that the conditions of Proposition 2.6.4 are fulfilled again. This implies that 
u(x) > CoIxl2-d in B. 11 
Using Lemmas 2.6.5 and 2.6.6 we can prove the implication (i)=: ý(ii) in Theorem 
2.6.4 in the case p< po. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6.4. The case p< po. Let u be a positive weak super-solution 
of (2.35). We are going to show that u-0. For contradiction we assume that this 
is not the case. The rest of the proof is divided into two steps. 
Step 1. It is easily seen that u is a solution of the inequality 
Du <0 in B. 
By Lemma 2.6.6 there are constants c>0 and b>0 such that uP-1(x) > aIxI-2+6 
in BRo. One can readily see that u is a solution of the inequality 
Au + Cl xl -2+bu <0 in t42P, p 
for every p> Ro. Writing x= px', x' E [1,21, we get 





Lx, u + cp5I x'l-2+au <0 in A2,1. 
Finally, making use of Lemma 2.6.5, we conclude that u-0 in BP0, where po is 
determined by the relation pö = )o and )o is a constant from Lemma 2.6.5. Hence, 
u=0 in B. 
Step 2. In order to complete the proof we show that u=0 in BR,, \ K. 
Suppose u>0 in a small ball B in BR0 \ K. Let S2 be a bounded domain, such 
that Sl n BP0 0 and äS2 nB00. We study the Dirichlet problem 
Av=0 in S2, 
v ran= u [an> 0. 
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By the maximum principle we infer that v>0 in Q. The Harnack inequality 
implies that v>0 in 1' C SZ fl BP0 i4 0. However, Proposition 2.6.4 yields 
u>v>0 in Boo which contradicts Step 1. Q 
The case of the critical exponent appears to be more delicate. In order to 
complete the proof of the implication (i)=(ii) in Theorem 2.6.4 we need an estimate 
of the solution to the problem 
Ov + vlxý-2v =0 in BR, 
V WR= µ>0, (2.36) 
with some v>0 and R>1. The following result holds. 
Lemma 2.6.7. For all sufficiently small v>0 there exist a unique solution to 
problem (2.36 and numbers Rl >1 and Co >0 such that 
v(x) > COIx12-d logIxI in BRI. 
Proof. It follows from the Hardy inequality that 
v(Ixl-2(02) < VCHIIVII2. 
Hence, by Proposition 2.6.5 there exists a unique positive solution vE ill to 
(2.36), provided vcH < 1. 
Next we establish an estimate of the Caccioppoli type for the solution v. 
Namely, for every p> 2R we have 




where mP := inf v(x) and C is independent of p. 
A simple rescaling argument and the Harnack inequality imply that cm, < 
v< Cm, in A2P, P, with c, C independent of p. Indeed, let v stand for a positive 
solution of the equation 
Ov+vIxI-2v =0 in A3p, z. 
We set x := px', 1< x' < 2, and obtain the equation 
L 'v(p. ) + vl x 1-Zv(p") =0 in A3,1/2. 
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By the Harnack inequality there are constants c, C>0 such that 
c inf v(px') < v(px) C sup v(px') in A. Ix'I=1 Ix'I=1 
Let p> 2R. Let cp E C0(R') such that 0< cp < 1, cp =1 in A2,,, and 
supp cp CA2Z. Hence, co2v can be taken as a test function. Integrating by parts 
we get 
o= (Ov + cI xI-2v, V2v) = -(Vv, 
V(ýO2v)) + c(IxI-2(f v)2). 
We note that Vv " V(co2v) = v2IVVI2 - IV(c, v)I2 and obtain the equality 
IIV(v)II2 = c(IxI-2(, v)2) + IIVIv(pI 112" 
Using the definition of cp and the Harnack inequality we conclude that 
Dvx dx< J 
)º2 
J vx 
D )2º x dx+c 
(V(X1 
ºxl 
dx V() º2 
)V( )2 
xJ A2P, 






r dr + c2mP 
d-3 2d2 
r dr <c mP p -. (2.38) 
[2, p]U[2p, 2] ISP [22 12 
Hence (2.37) is proved. 
Now let 0E C0(Rd) such that 0<<1, =1 in Ap, 2n and supp 0C t12p, 3/2. 
Then 0 is a test function. Integration by parts yields 
(VO, Vv). (2.39) 
Making use of Lemma 2.35 we estimate the left-hand side of (2.39) below by 
cJ IxI-2v(x)dx >cJ Ixl-ddx =c (log p- log 2). 
Ap, 2R Ap, 2R 
Recalling that vE 3-Li, using the Schwarz inequality and employing (2.38) we 
estimate the right-hand side of (2.39) above by 






<- El + cl 
(JI 
Vv(x)I2dx pd/2 < cl + c2mppd-2. 
A2p,,, 
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Substituting the derived inequalities into (2.39) we get 
co 109 p< cl + c2mppd-2. 
Therefore there exist constants Rl and C>0 such that 
mp > Cpl-d log p for all p> Ro. 
Finally, we employ the Harnack inequality and complete the proof. Q 
Now we are ready to treat the case of the critical exponent in Theorem 2.6.4. 
Proof of Theorem 2.6.4. The case p= po. Let u be a positive weak solution of 
(2.35). Using Lemma 2.6.6 and observing that po -1=d? z we conclude that u is 
a solution of the inequality 
Au + cö-2 Ixl-2u <0 in B. 
2 
We set rc :=vA C0 I-2 , where v is the same as in 
Lemma 2.6.7. Then u is a solution 
to the problem 
Au + KI xl -2u <0 in Bam, 
u IOBRO>_ 0. 
By v we denote the solution to the problem 
Ov +, cIxI-2v =0 in B., 
v rOBRO =U raBRO >_ 0. 
We set w :=u-v and observe that w- satisfies the conditions of Proposition 2.6.4. 
Hence, w>0 in BI. Lemma 2.6.7 implies that u(x) > v(x) > CoJx1z-d log JxJ, XE 
BRI. It is readily seen that u is a solution of the inequality 
Du + CIXI-2 logdaa I XI U<0 in A2p, p 
for all p> R1. Similar to the proof in the case p< po, a rescaling argument and 
using Lemma 2.6.5 imply that u-0 in BP0, where po is determined by the relation 
loges po = Ao. Thus u=0 in Bam. The rest of the proof is the same as in the 
case p< po. El 
Proposition 2.6.8 below completes the proof of Theorem 2.6.4. 
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Proposition 2.6.8. If p> po, then one can find a number ti >0 such that there 
exists a positive solution uE 7-1k to the problem 
Du + uP =0 in Bi, 
U das, = µ. 
The proof of Proposition 2.6.8 is based on the celebrated Schauder fixed-point 
theorem. 
Theorem 2.6.9. (e. g. [28, Cor. 10.2]). Let X be a Banach space. Let ACX be 
closed and convex. Let F: X --} X be a continuous mapping such that F(A) CA 
and F(A) is compact. Then there exists an element aEA such that F(a) = a. 
Proof of Proposition 2.6.8. Let p> po. For R>1 we set 
Sf := ff E L2(AR, 1) 10 5f (x) <_ coI xI2-d}, 
where the number co >0 is to be determined later. Let it > 0. We study the 
problem 
Du +f P-iu <0 in AR, I, 
u x081= µU 1 aaR = 0, (2.40) 
where fE SR. A direct computation shows that f p-1(x) < co-1 ýýý-2-f, xE A11,1, 
with e := (d - 2)(p - po) > 0. The Hardy inequality implies that 
/gyp-l lxl-2-eý2\ < CjjcI Vý0ll2 -I 
Hence, by Proposition 2.6.5, there exists a unique positive solution UR to (2.40), 
provided co is sufficiently small. 
Let the mapping F: Sß --p L2(AR, 1) be defined by F(f) = UR, fE SR. \Ve 
note that the set SR is a closed, convex subset of L2(AR, l). Our goal is to show 
that F(SR) C SR and F(SR) is compact in L2(AR, 1). 
Let W := CIXI-2-EIlBi, with c>0 to be chosen later. By Ge = G£(x, y) we 
denote the fundamental solution of the equation 
Ov+WVv=O. 
It follows from [83] that there are positive numbers CI and C2 such that 
CiIx - y12-d GE (x, y) :5 C21 X- y12-d for all x y. (2.41) 
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Let v(x) := cGE(x, 0) with c>0. Let R>0 be the same as in (2.40) and set 
WR :=v- UR in AR, 1. A straightforward computation yields 
0WR + CIXI-2-6WR = UP-1 _ CIxI-2-E 
)uR <0 if COP-1 < C, 
WR rast=CGE(1,0)-µ>CC1-µ>0 if µ<EC1i 
WR raBR= EG, (R, 0) > eC1R2-d > 0. 
We also note that wý !ý UR7 so wý E LI(A 
JXJ-2 dx). Choosing c to be small R-R Rj 7 
enough and making use of Proposition 2.6.4 we infer that WR ý! 0. Hence, by 
(2.41), we have UR <V< EC 2 JX12-d. We take c< Cýlco and conclude that 
UR E SR- We shall see below that UR E H1 (AR, I). Hence, F(SR) C H1 (ARJ) n sR. 
Next we observe that the mapping F is continuous. Indeed, let f, (fn)nEN C SR 
be such that fn -+ f in L2 (AR, 1). By u, nEN, we denote the solution to the 
problem (2.40) with f replaced by f, It is easy to see that Wn :=u-u,,, is a 
solution to the problem 
Lwn + fp-lw + un(fP-' - f7 
l) 
=0 
Wn Pare= Wn I0BR= 0. 
We note that w, can be taken as a test function. Integrating over AR, j, and 
applying the Hardy inequality we conclude that 
IIOwnll2 < CI (unwn) fp-1 - fý-1)I 
It follows from the dominated convergence theorem that 11Vwn112 -+ 0. Hence, by 
the Hausdorff inequality w,, -+ 0 in L2 (AR, 1). 
Now Theorem 2.6.9 implies that the mapping F has a fixed point ÜÜR E SR, i. e. 
üR is the solution to the problem 
Au + up <0 in AR, 1, 
U lass= M) U IaBR= 0, 
provided µ< co < (cH) pl l 
Further on we denote ÜÜR by UR. Let 0E Cö (R ), 0t oB, = it and supp ¢CA3. 2>2 
Since UR UR -0 raaR= 0 we can take UR - c5 as a test function. We 
have 
D- (0UR + 26R, UR - 0) --z -IIVRRII2 + 
(VUR, '70) + (6 1) - 
(RRO)" 
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Using the Cauchy inequality we obtain the estimate 
IIVuR112 
- 
IIDOII2 + (21R 1) < ý:. 
In particular, the last estimate yields UR E H1(AR, 1) for all R>1. A direct 






r2-2drd-1dr < C. 
1 
Therefore the set (uR)R>1 is uniformly bounded in W1. So there exist a sequence 
(uR)nEn, R,,. --+ oo, and a function uE 9-il such that UR -+ it as n --ý oo weakly 




LP-Uniqueness for Perturbed 
Dirichlet Operators 
In this chapter we are concerned with the uniqueness problem in L' := LP(lRd, pdx) 
(p >0a. e. and pc Li ß(Rd, 
dx)) for the second order operators associated with 
the differential expression 













k=1d is the logarithmic derivative of where Qd) ý , 
ýk =P axk >>... , 
the measure pdx, b= (b1, ... , bd) : 
lEBd -> Rd and qC are measurable 
(see section 2.4 for the definition and some classical results on L2-uniqueness for 
Schrödinger operators). 
Let G stand for the operator in L2 associated with the closure of the sesquilinear 
form 
£(u, v) = (Vu, Vv), u, vE CÖ(Rd). (3.2) 
We recall (see Example 2.3.5) that (the closure of) .6 gives rise to a family TP of 
sub-Markovian semigroups on LP, 1<p< oc. By -Lp we denote the generator of 
TP. The operator Lp is called the Dirichlet operator in LP and Lp = -A -0-V on 
COOO (Rd) =: COOO if 0E LP c, where 
COOO (Rd) stands for the set of smooth compactly 10, 
supported functions on V. Hence, an operator, defined by means of the formal 
differential expression 7j(1, q), can be regarded as a perturbation of the Dirichlet 
operator by lower order terms. 
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The chapter is organised as follows. In section 3.1 we study the uniqueness 
problem for potential perturbations of the Dirichlet operators. Section 3.2 deals 
with the first order perturbations. The Dirichlet operators, with singular drifts and 
potentials are investigated in section 3.3. A priori estimates of the corresponding 
elliptic equations are stated and proved in section 3.4. 
Throughout this chapter by BR we denote a ball of radius R, centered at the 
origin, and preserve the notation of Example 2.3.5. 
3.1 Potential Perturbations of Dirichlet Opera- 
tors 
We begin with the case b=0. Let Q, qEL öc. Let 3-l stand for an operator in U 
defined by 
(? -lu)=? i(°'9)u=-Du-Q"Vu+qu, uECo , 
By V and TV we denote the real and imaginary parts of q respectively, so that 
q=V+itiV. 
Our aim is 
(i) to construct an operator Hp such that Hp DW and -Hp generates a Co- 
semigroup on LP (the operator H, can be regarded as a perturbation of the 
Dirichlet operator by the complex-valued potential q); 
(ii) to reveal conditions on /3 and q which ensure that Co is a domain of strong 
uniqueness for the operator Hp. 
As a particular case of the uniqueness result we find a criterion of strong uniqueness 
for the operator C p. 
3.1.1 Construction of Generator and Formulation of Main 
Results 
Let N be a non-negative self-adjoint operator in L2. Let a>0. We say that a 
potential VE Lioc belongs to the class PI (N) if the form (VV, V), cp E D(I VIz), 
is TV-bounded and rv-bound equals a, where 
TN(V, V) := (N2 V, N2 ca), cc E D(N2 ) 
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(see (2.2) for the definition of form-boundedness). 
Wewrite V=V+-V-, where V+: =VV0andV-: _-VA0. 
Let p :f1. Let 0, V+, V-, 
WE LPI.,. Then the operator W is well-defined 
in LP. Let 0<a<1. We assume that V- E PK,, (L -ý V+). Therefore the 




Indeed, for all VE CO' we have 
+vIV -1 
Re (Thp, API API P-2) = (VIP, V (VI(pip-2)) + (V I (kI p) 
> (4(P2 
1) 
- a) iivýýPý2 
112 + (1 - a)(V+I PIP) - c(a)llýjjp > -c(a)j jjjP. 
A similar argument shows that the symmetric form 
E(')(u, v) := (Vu, Vv) + (Vu, v), u, vE Cö, 
is bounded below. Therefore the closure of. 6(') gives rise to an analytic semigroup 
U on L2. The estimate 
U(t) rL2nLP I ILP-ºLP < exp(k t), pEI, t! 0, 
which was established in [52, Th. 3.2], implies that for every pEI we can construct 





We shall write UP(t) = exp(-tAp). One can readily see that Ap D Cp +V rco. 
since VE L' 10C* 
It follows from Proposition 2.2.24 that the semigroup UP is positive. The 
potential TV E LP10, c L11,0., and so by Proposition 2.3.6 JIVI is UP-regular. Hence, 
Proposition 2.3.2 implies that the limit in LP 
S"(t) = s- lim exp (- t (Ap + i6Vn)) n 
exists for all t>0 and SP is a CO-semigroup (recall that W,, stand for the truncation 
of TV). By -Hp we denote the generator of SP. It was shown in subsection 2.3.2 
(see the discussion after Proposition 2.3.2), that Hp DX 
Next we study the uniqueness problem for the operator Hp. First we formulate 
an assumption on the logarithmic derivative P. 
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(Al) There exists an R< oo such that for every Rl >R there is a constant 




IVýl II2 + lkoII2/, 
where IlBR1 \BR is the characteristic function of the set BR, \ BR- 
Unless otherwise stated further on we assume that R is the same as in (Al). 
Let FR stand for the class of spherically symmetric functions 77 :V ý4 R with 
properties qE CO' ,0< 71 :51,71 =I on the ball BR. 
Set 17,7 := V77, IV, 7 := 
IVq- 
Let L7, stand for the operator in L' associated with the closure of the form 
e, 7(u, v) = 
(iVu, rjVv), u, vE C6 (Rd). 
Now we formulate the conditions on the potential q. 
(A2) For every 71 E . rR there exists a number a= a(rk) >0 such that the potential 
W, q E PKa, (G,, + V77+); 
(A3) there exists a number 0<a<1 such that for all 71 E . ß'1z the potential 
V- E PKK(G, + V,,, +); 
(A4) the potential V- E Li ýaý, where k(a) := kp(a) 
1+ 1-a 
One can see that k(a) >p if a>0. Therefore V- E Löß. We note that 
assumption (A3) implies that V- E PKQ(L + V+). Indeed, for every cp E Cö 
there is a function 71 E YR such that 71 ts,, pp w= 1. Therefore we have 
(V-Iý0I2) = (Vc IýI2) 
and 
(op, Vv) + (V+IwIZ) = (ijo(P, 1)V )+ (V, +Ic I2). 
Hence, if , ß, V+, TV EL öC and conditions (A2)-(A4) are satisfied, then we can 
construct the generator -Hp in LP, pEI with the property IIp D 'U. 
We set p(a) := p(a) V 2. The first uniqueness result reads as follows. 
Theorem 3.1.1. Let p(a) <p<2. Let fl EL 2' and V+, TV E L, We assume 10C 10 
that conditions (Al)-(A4) hold. Then COOO(Rd) is a domain of strong uniqueness 
for the operator Hp. 
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In the case when p(a) < 3/2 we have obtained the following criterion for the 
strong uniqueness of Hp. 
2p 
Theorem 3.1.2. Let p(a) <p< 3/2. Let 0EL 2-P and V+, TV E LP . We 10C 10C 
assume that conditions (Al)-(A4) hold. Then Coc (Rd) is a domain of strong 
uniqueness for the operator Hp. 
As a particular case of Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 we derive a uniqueness result 
for the operator Cp. 
Corollary 3.1.3. Let 1< p< 2. Assume that condition (Al) holds and 
2 (iý QELiö, ifp>3/2; 
2 (ii) ,ßE L1$, otherwise. 
Then Co (lRd) is a domain of strong uniqueness for the operator Gp. 
The proofs of Theorems 3.1.1 and 3.1.2 consist of two main parts. First, the 
problem is reduced ("localised") to the strong uniqueness of a degenerate operator 
with coefficients vanishing outside a ball (Theorem 3.1.4). In order to prove the 
strong uniqueness for the operator on the ball we employ the perturbation tech- 
nique from [81 and the method of a priori estimates developed in [51] (Theorem 
3.1.9). The relevant a priori estimates (Theorem 3.4.1 and Proposition 3.4.4) are 
given in the end of this chapter. 
3.1.2 Localisation Theorem in LP, p<2 
Let Hn, p stand for the minus-generator of a 
Co-semigroup on LP, associated with 
the closure of the form 
, ')(u, v) = (i1Vu, rjVv) + (V, 7u, v) +i(Wnu, v), u, vE Co(]E8d). 
(Observe that the form, 6,7 is sectorial due to (A2) and (A3). ) Since , V, VE 077 "1 17 
LP one can see that H, 7, p D -(V + 
772V + V,? + iW, 7 
tC, 2(R4)nLP- Set H, 7 
H77,2 
- 
The localisation result is given in Theorem 3.1.4 below. 
Theorem 3.1.4. Let p(a) < p, :52. Let fl, V, WE LPI. C, 
We assume that condi- 
tions (Al)-(A3) are satisfied. We also assume that for allq E, R the clo r in 'F su e 
LP of the operator H,?, p rc. , 
is m-accretive. Then CO' is a core for the operator 0 
lip - 
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Proof. The operator Hp [Co. is quasi-accretive. So, by the Lurner-Phillips theorem, 
it suffices to check that Ran (A + Hp) rc.. is dense in LP for some A>0, i-e- we 
have to show that 
uELP I and ((A + Hp)cp, u) =0 for all cpE q (3.3) 
yields u=0. 
The proof is divided into three steps. 
Step 1. Let u satisfy (3.3), 71, ýE . 
FR and i=1 on supp e. Then 
)n D(( n+) 1 ) _: D. E D(I 77 
Indeed, a direct computation shows that for all ep E Cö we have 
((A+ H)co, uff) = ((A + H,, )ýo, uý)" 
Since 4co E Cö , 
(3.3) implies that 
((A +H )V, uZ) = (2Ve " VV + (A )v + (Q " VZ)v, u). (3.4) 
It follows from the Hölder inequality that 
1 
Ioe " VVIIP <_ C II7IVVI 112 = CCIlLýM12, 
jj(0ý)ýOjjn CCJ1w112, 
II(0 " Ve)WIIP <_ C411(1 +, cn)1 2 012 
(we made use of assumption (Al) to derive the last estimate). Observing that by 
(A3) 
II(1+47)24112 <_ call(A+L714 71) 
we conclude that 
H71)ýO) uß)1 cu, ý ll () +£n+V, 7) 2 VII2, V VE Cö . 
(3.5) ((A2 
Since CO" is a core for the form, inequality (3.5) implies that the left-hand side of 
(3.4) defines a linear continuous functional on D. Therefore by the Riesz repre- 
sentation theorem one can find avED such that 
((A+H, 
i)co, uý) = 
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Since the form ßn9) is sectorial and the operator (. \ +, C, 7 
+ VI) >0 for all A> c(a) 
it follows from Theorem 2.1.7 that 
A+H, 7 _ (A +, C, 7 
+ V, 7)2(Id+iB)(A+G, 7-}- V, 7)2, 
where B is a bounded self-adjoint, operator on 
0. The operator I(I -j 13 -. L2 ---ý L2 
is c-learlj, a ViýecVxou anOL t-lie maVV-v'a% ýX A- f,. n 
A- V 4i '. 1) -4 L is kau'lu W lbk" an 
exlsts ýa vrAque) wG 1) such that 
(Id-i13)(A+, Cq+vn)Zw= (A +6, + V,, )2v. (3.7) 
Combining (3.6) and (3.7) we get 
2w) ((A+H, ý)cp, uff) = 
((A+Gn+V, 7)zcp, 
(Id-i13)(A+G, 7+V, 7)1 
=((A+H)ca, w) (3.8) 
Employing the strong uniqueness of H, 7, p tc.. and (3.8) we obtain the equality 
(sb, uz) = (')+ w), 
for all E L. Therefore wE L1 and w= uý a. e. 
Step 2. Suppose that u satisfies (3.3) and ýE YR. Then there exists a constant 
C= C(ca, p) which depends only on a and p such that 
IIuýII' <_ cIluIV 7 lip,. (3.9) 
Let us choose ý, rq E FR such that 
ý r811 =1 and ii jJUpp{= 1. Set ü := ue and 
note that ü ýgupg= u 
`eupg. By Step 1üED. 
We introduce the functions g,, (y) = y(jyj A n)P-', nEN, yEC. For every 
nEN the function g,, is clearly Lipschitz continuous, therefore the mappings 
(pý - 1)-1n 2-p'g" :C -+ C, nEN are normal contractions of C. Since V is a 
Dirichlet space it follows that gn ovED for every vEV (see e. g. [65], Th. 
XIII. 51). Thus the functions VW = gn o uý E V, nEN. 
For nEN let (ýO (n) )kEN c COOO be a sequence such that V(n) (n) kk in E). Due 
to the choice of and 71 we have u= fL and 77Vft Vfi on supp ý. We rewrite 
W. (3.4) with W= Wk * 
(VV(n)I V (U )) + (lit +V+ 2W)cp(k n) I UO 
(0ýokn)I u0) - (V 
(kn) VüV ). (3.10) 
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Passing to the limit as k -ý oo in (3.10) and taking the real part of both sides of 
the obtained equality we get 
Re (V (uý(IuýI A n)P-2), V(ue)) + ((A + V)IuýI2(IuýI A n)p-2) 
= Re 
((v(ue(lueIAn)2), 
u 7) - (uý(I uýI A n)p' -2, V (Vý))). (3.11) 
p'- 2 
We introduce the notation u(-) := (juýj A n) 2, V(n) := U(n)71ý (note that then 
(n) 
= (U(n))2Uý). 
A straightforward computation shows that 
Vv(") = u(n) 





= sgn u 
(u( )sgn UV (uff) +g22 Il_nu(n) V jUýj) 
and, analogously, 
VW (n) = (u(n'))2sgnu(sgnUV(uý) + (P - 2)Il_, DjuýI), 
where In and 1, stand for the characteristic functions of the, sets jjuýj ý: nj 
and jjuýj < n} respectively. We set On := u(n)Re(sgnuV(uý)) and Výn 
U(n)IM (sgnUV(uý)). Then 
sgn UOv(n) _ 
(2, I, + lln) ýn + ZOn 
and 
Vco(n) = u(n)sgnu((p' - 1) Il-n + In) (On + i0n) " 
Thus 





az ýýv I-n + In) 
)n+ 
n" 
We note that -I =q-1 for all q>1 and conclude that 
Re(Výo(n), V(uý)) =4 IIVv(n)II2+ 1-4 (In 02 +V)n)" (3.12) 
PP' PP' 
Making successive use of (3.12) and condition (A3) we estimate the left-hand side 
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of (3.11) below as follows. 
Re (V(uý(Juýj A n)P 
1-2), V (q)) + ((A + V) I Uý 12 (juýj A n)P' -2) 
4 AIIV(n)112 + IIVV(n)112 + (V+IV(n)12) _ (V-IV(n)12) 272 
ly 




n)112+(l_C, )(V+IV(n)12). (3.13) 2( pp, 2 




A n)i -z), uVS) - 
(uý(I uýI A n)P'_2, (Qý)V )) 
2 P'; 
2 Cv Iuý120(juýjnn)' 
((c)2IUI2(IUIAfly2). + (3.14) 
The Schwarz and Cauchy inequalities imply that the right-hand side of (3.14) is 
not greater than 
e V(Iu Inn)Z 
2 P' 
+ (pl-2)2 +1l ()n 
112 z 
(3.15) C 
for any positive e. 
Combining (3.13) with (3.15) and recalling that 1-a>0 and IIVV(n) 112 











1 () v(n) (3.16) + 
11 2 
2 





It follows from the B. Levi theorem that IV(n)12 _ý juýJP' as n -+ oo in L'. Therefore 
passing to the limit in the last estimate we complete the proof of (3.9). 
Step 3. u=0. 
We choose a sequence (W7tEN such that G -+ 1 pointwise and JVýnj 5 1, and 
see that uýn --+ u and uVýn -+ 0 in LP'. This completes the proof. 0 
Remark. We suspect that condition (A2) is superfluous. 
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3.1.3 Localisation Theorem in L2 
A careful analysis of the proof of Theorem 3.1.4 reveals that if p=2 then in (3-9) 
the constant C can be chosen as C= (A - c(a))-, and so is dependent only oil 
c(a). This implies that assumptions (M) and (A4) can be relaxed, nainely, we 
can assume that 
(AT) there exists a number Zý ER such that for every qE Fit one can find a 
constant 0< a(q) <1 such that 
(IIVW112 
+ jýJJW112; (V+ 1ý012)) 2+2 
(AT) the potential V, 7- ELk where 
k(71) =I+ 
V-1 a(77) 
- I+ Vj- 21 
P 
Condition (A3') implies that 
(V-ý, ý> < IIV , II2 + ýIIýII2. 
for all (p (=- CO' . 
Therefore assumptions (A2) and (AT) guarantee that the form 
9,, is sectorial. We also observe that k(, q) >2 and k(71) --ý 2 if a(q) -ý 0. 
Theorem 3.1.5 below is an extension of the main result of [701 to the case of 
weighted spaces and complex-valued potentials. 
Theorem 3.1.5. Let p=2. Let 0, V, TV E LIO, and conditions (Al), (A2) and 
(A3') hold. Assume that the closure in L' of the operator 11,7 [Co. is m-accretive. 
Then the closure of W is m-accretive. 
Proof. It follows from (A3) that the operator A+W is accretive, for all A >- ý- 
Therefore by Lumer-Phillips' theorem it suffices to verify that the range of (A+ W) 
is dense in L', i. e. that if UE L' and 
((ý+3l)ýo, u)=0 for all co ECo , 
then u=0. 
(3.17) 
7) n -D((v, +) 1) for all ý, 77 E rR, such that 77 on Claim. uý 
c 1) := 1)(4 22 
supp ý. Indeed, it is easy to check that 
((A + li)ý , ne) = 
((A + H, 7)ýP, n) (ýp E Co' (Rý)). 
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Since ýýo E Co' (V), (3.17) implies that 
((A W)ýo, u6) = 2(Vý - Vv, u) + ((Aý +0- Vý)ýp, u). (3.18) 
Applying the Schwarz inequality and (Al) we have 
JJ0ý " VWII2 < CCII7IlVVI 112 : 11(1 + G77)2)(P11 z) 
II(oe)VII2 <_ C4IIWII2, 
11(Q "V )WII2 <_ CCII(1 +. cn)z)(PI12, 
Observing that by (AW) one can find a constant C,? depending on 77 such that 
II(1+c77)2W112 <_ C77 II(A+£7)+V7))2WII2, 
we conclude that 
((A + H71) W) 2 UO 
1 :5 CU, 0,11 
(A+ r-,, + V71) 1 V112- (3.19) 
Estimate (3.19) implies that the left-hand side of (3.18) defines a linear bounded 
functional on V, i. e. there is avED such that 
((A + H,, )v, uý) = ((A +, C, 7 
+ V, 
7) 21 ýp, (A +, C, 7 
+ V,? ) 21 v). (3.20) 
Since the form &7 is sectorial and the operator A+L, 7 V, 7 0 for all A>E it 4- 
follows from Theorem 2.1.7 that 
A+H, 7 = 
(A +, C, 7 
+ V, 7) 12(Id +i B)(A +, C,? + V17 ) 
12 
, 
where B is a bounded self-adjoint operator in L'. The operator Id -iB: L2 -+ L2 
is clearly bijective, and the mapping (A + L, 7 + V, 7)12" :D -4 L2 is known to be 
isomorphic. Therefore for every vED one can find a (unique) wED such that 
(Id -i B) (A + C, 7 
+ V, 
7)12* 
2 V. w= (A +, C, 7 
+ V, 
7)1 (3.21) 
Combining (3.20) and (3.21) we get 
I ((A + H, 7) uý) = 
((Id +i 5) (A +, C, 7 
+ Vn) 2 W, (A+L 2 17 + V77)! W)- 
We employ the strong uniqueness of H, 7 [c,. and obtain the equality (0, uý) = 
(V), w) for all V) E L2. Hence, w= uý p-a. e. and the Claim follows. 
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Step 2. Let ýE r-R and u be as in (3.17). Our goal is to prove the following 
estimate: 
IIUý112 < IIUIVý1112 2 for all C TR. 2- 
Let us choose 
ý, 
71 E YR such that 
ý ý,. 
pg= 
1 and 71 ý,,, Ppý= 
I. Set fi := ? Lý and 
note that fi rsupg= u r, upg. 
By Step 1 fi E D. 
Let (A)kEN C Co"O be a sequence such that ýOk -+ uý in D. It follows from 
(3.18) that 
((A + H71) Vk , uý) = 2(Vý * VýPký U) ++0* 
VOWk7 10- 
By Step 1 
P+ Hi7)Vk) UO : -- (V(Pki V(UO) + ((A+ V+ iII7)Vk) UO- 
Observing that V(UCPk) : -::: WkVfl + UV(Pk on supp ý we derive the equality 
2(Vý - VAi U) ++0* VOýOki U) -" 




iV (uý)) + ((A + q) Wk) Uý) ---: 
(VVk 
3 UVO - 
60k 
i 
Výl ' VO - 
Passing to the limit as k -4 oo in the last equality we get 
11 JV(Uý)j 112 + ((A+ I) JUý12) = (V(Uý), UVý) _ 
(Uý, Vf,. Vý). 
2 (3.22) 
We note that V(uý) = uVý + ýVft, take the real parts of both sides of (3-22), 
and obtain 
AJJUý112 + 11 JV(Uý)j 112 + (VJUý12) = 11 JUVýj 112 22 27 
since (uý, VfI - VC) uVC). Next we make use of assumption (AT) and 
conclude that 
AllUq2 + 11 V(Uý), 112 + (VJUý12) 
22 
(A_ e)jjUq2+ (1 _a(77))(11 IV(Uý), 
112 + (V+, Uý12) 22 
Therefore 
ý-ý II IuV l II2 (A - ý) IIueII2 22 
As in the proof of Theorem 3.1.4 the last estimate yields u=0.0 
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3.1.4 Localisation Theorem in LP, p 
Next we study the uniqueness problem for the operator Hp when 2<p< PI(a). 
Before formulating the relevant result we have to impose additional conditions on 
the weight p. 
(A5) There exist numbers s>I and c>0 such that for every wE JV1,2 the 
following inequality holds: 
11W1123 <_ cIIow112, 
where W1,2 stands for the Sobolev space of functions from L2 with the first order 
derivatives in L 2. A weight p, satisfying (A5), is said to have the Sobolev embed- 
ding property. If d>3 and p(x) =- 1, then we obtain the statement of the classical 
Sobolev embedding theorem with s=d d- 2' 
It follows from [31,1.6] that if the weight p belongs to the Muckenhoupt class 
A2, then it satisfies (A5). The Muckenhoupt class AP, P>1, is defined by 
A := 
ýp 
E L' (Rý, dx) I sup Vol (B)-P pdx P-1 P to 
( fB )( fB 
p111-Pdx) < 00 
where the supremum is taken over all balls in Rd. We also note that the function 
p(x) = JxJ6 belongs to Ap iff -n <S< n(p - 1). 2s 1 We set q(a) :=, q(a) -. Assumption (A5) yields the i- V1 --a q1(a) 
following remarkable property for the resolvent of the operator H,,, p, 
(Pl) Let nEF. For all pE ((p(a), p(a)) and p ! ý, r< q'(ce), satisfying the 
condition 11p - 1/r <- (s - 1)1s, the operator (A + H, 7, p)-l : LP -ý Lr is 
bounded, provided AE p(H, 7, p). 
before formulating the localisation. theorem we modify assumption (Al). 
(A6) We assume that there are numbers R>0 and y>0 such that for all R, >R 
one can find a constant C= CR, >0 such that 
112 II&JIBRi \BR q(a)+_y < 
C(IIVW112 + 11ý0112) for all ýo E Coc'o. 22 
The localisation result reads as follows. 
Theorem 3.1.6. Let 2<p< p'(a) and 0EL 
2p, VI WE LP 10C joc. We assume that 
conditions (A2)-(A6) hold, For all 77, ýE TR (where R is the same as in (A6)) 
such that 71 =1 on supp ý the following conditions are fulfilled. 
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(i) for every 0E Ll n L' there is a sequence nE N) C Coc such that 
(a) s-LP-lim (A + H, 7, p)-'V); n 
(b) w-LP-lim (A + H, 7)Vn = V); n 
(C) SUP 
(II(P. 112p + 11 IV(PnI lip < 00; 
n 
(ii) the operator Vý - V(Hý11B,, -) : LOO --ý LP is bounded. ,P 
Then C, ") is a domain of strong uniqueness for the operator Hp. 
Remark. We note that if CO' is a domain of strong uniqueness for the operator 
Hn, p then one can find a sequence satisfying (a) and (b) in (i). Condition 
(c) i3 
additional. For this reason Theorem 3.1.6 is conditional. 
The proof of Theorem 3.1.6 is based on the following two statements. 
Proposition 3.1.7. Let V+, V-, TV E Lj'Oc. We assume that there exist constants 
aE [0,1) and a>0 such that V- E P&(, C + V+) and TV E PK,, (, C + V+), and 
(A5) holds. Set A: = f-+V- +RIV. Then for every RO >0 there is an Ri E (R, oo) 
such that 
'BRO (A+A)-I'BR, E L(LP, Lq) 
for all p, r, satisfying q(a) <p :ýr< q(a), and sufficiently large A. 
Proof. Let (C COOO and satisfy the following conditions: 0<( :51, ((t) = 1, if 
Itl :51 and -('(t) ! ý, ('-O(t) for some 0E (0,1). We set 01(X) := ((ejxj), xEW. 
We fix an arbitrary RO >0 and choose e<-! -. Then or =1 on BR,, and supp or C Ro 
BR, for some R, > RO. 
Let hEL2 nLP and supp hC BR,!. We set u (A + A) It for some A>0 to I 
be chosen later. It is easy to see that ((A + A)u, Cr(OrU)JOrUjv-2) =0 where v>L 
We set V := 
JaUlli. A straightforward computation implies that 
0 =Re ((A+ A)u, or(cru)luulv-') =((A+ 
P+) IV 12) 
_ 
(P- IV 12) 
+ Re (C(cru), CrUjorUIv-2) _v (or- Y7C, VV) _ (0, -2 V'vor, va) 
Taking into account the trivial estimates 





1Vor12 < 8: 20r2(I-0) 
c22 JJJVV112 + -Ila 2 46 vvc 
112 
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and making use of the form-boundedness of V- we arrive at the inequality 
(A - c(a)) 
JIVII2 + 
4(v - 1) 
_a-j 
JJVV112 + (1 - a)(V+v 
2) 
:5 C(G, -20 v 2). 2 
V2 
2 
We choose vE 
2-2vý-l--Ci 2+2vj. -: ý 
and 6E-- ce), take A> c(u) and 
(01 ý2 
see that 
IVVII2 <_ c(Q-2BV2\ 
Using assumption (A5) we estimate the left-hand side of the last inequality below 
and conclude that 
JI V II2e < C(U-20V2), 
or 
licull" < C(loulv-"U") -'o IJUJI20 
8V - 
:ý CIIUUII'('V-20)t 20tl i 
where 1+ -1 = 1. We choose t in such way that t t/ 
(v - 20)t = vs and derive the 
estimate 
ICrUI18V :ý CIJUJI 20av 
Sv-v+20 
Finally we make use of (Pl) and complete the proof. 0 
Corollary 3.1.8. In addition to conditions Of Proposition 3.1.7 we assume that 
the operator Vý'V(A-11BR. ) L' --ý LPO is bounded for some po E (p(a), 9 (a)), 
RO >0 and ýE FR, such that =1 on BR, (the number R, > Ro was determined 
in Proposition 3.1.7). Then the operator 
Vý'V(A-11BR,, ) : LP -4 LPO 
is bounded for every p> q(a). 
Proof. Let (Vý - V)' := -Vý -V- (Aý + Vý). Let 0E LI, supp ýb c B&. c 
Then for all hE CO' we have 
1(0, A-'(Vý - V)'h)l = J(Vý - VA-10, h)1: 5 cjjOjj,,, jjhjjp, ), 
where -A- is the generator associated with f- +P- 
R- [c,,. in the same way as 
-A is with C+V+ iW [c, -. Therefore 
II IBROA--'(Vý - V)'hlll: 5 cilhllp,. 
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We set u := IBRO A--' (Vý * V)'h. Since ý=I on BR, we can repeat the proof of 





We choose the constant 0 in such way that 
20sv 
1, make use of the 
sv- v+ 20 
estimate Ilull, : ý, cilhllp(,, and see that the operator 
IBRO A-1 M- VY : Lpo -4 Lr 
for all rE [1, q'(a)). This completes the proof. 11 
Now we are in a position to prove Theorem 3.1.6. 
Proof of TheoTem 3.1.6. The operator Hp is clearly quasi-accretive. Therefore by 
Theorem 2.2.8 it suffices to verify that the range of A+ Hp [c. - is dense in LP for 
some A>0, i. e. we need to show that 
uE LP' and ((A + Hp)ýp, u) =0 for all ýo Eq, (3.23) 
implies that u=0. We split the rest of the proof into three steps. 
Step 1. We claim that uE Ljoc for every 1<r< q'(a). 
Let Ro >0 and R, is defined as in Proposition 3.1.7. Let ý, 71 E FR such that 
I on BR, and 77 =1 on supp ý. Observing that 
+ H. )ýp, uý) = ((A + ifp)ýo, uý) for all ýp 
and using (3.23) we conclude that 
+ H,, )ýp, uý) = 2(Vý - Výo, u) + ((Aý +, 3. Vý)ýp, u), (3.24) 
for all ýp E COOO. 
Let 0E LI n LOO and (ýPn)nEN be a sequence satisfying condition (i) of tile 
theorem. First we observe that by (i(a)) and (i(b)) we have 
+ H, )W,,, uý) -* (V), uý) and u) -ý ((, Aý)g, u), 
where g := (A + H, 7, p)-'O. Employing (i(c)) we conclude that there exists a 
subsequence (ýPnJkEN C ((Pn)nEN such that 
(Vý - Výo,,, u) -+ (VC - Vg, u), (, 3. u) -+ (6 - Výg, 
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Now we rewrite (3.24) with W :=W,,,, pass to the limit as k -* oc and obtain the 
equality 
(0, uý) = 2(Vý - Vg, u) + ((Aý +0- Vý)g, u). (3.25) 
We choose ?p with supp V) C BR,,,. Then one can rewrite (3.25) as follows. 
(V)) UIBRO)= 2(Vý ' V(A +Hi7, p)-11BROV)) U) 






Making use of Proposition 3.1.7, Corollary 3.1.8 and the H61der inequality we 
immediately get the estimate 
IN)i UIBR )J: ý C(Ro, q)JIV)Ilq 
for every q>q (a). Therefore uE Lr , 
for every r< q(a). 10- 
Step 2. Similarly to the proof Theorem 3.1.4, our next goal is to establish that 
uý E V. We apply the result of Step 1 and the H61der inequality to (3.24) and 
infer that the following estimates hold with some constant Cu, ý >0 which depends 
only on ý and u: 
I (VC* VýO) U) 1 :5 IJUVC11211VV112: 5 CU, C1177V(PI12) 
J(WAý) U)j < JJUAý112jkPJ12: 5 CuAIW112) 
1(13 
* 
VýW) U) !5 IIUIIAV'11(0 * 
VOWlIP: 5 Cu, tilVII2 (3.26) 
(the last inequality in (3.26) follows from (A6)). Assumption (A2) implies that 
I1 (1 + f-71) 21 W112 :! ý ca 11 (A + L77 + vrj)Wjj2 
for all ýo EV with C,, > 0. Hence, for every VE Coc we have 
-V 
I IP+ Hn)Vi UO I< CCU 11 (A + L77 4 q)ý42- 
The rest of Step 2 is identical to the corresponding part of Step 1 of the proof of 
Theorem 3.1.4. 
Step 3. We assume that u 54 0 a. e. Let CE JI"R satisfy the following condition: IXI) 
,xER!, where 
M>RV1, CE CO' (R+) and (I < (2-p' (since Vx) = ((M 
1<p! <2 such a choice is possible), 0<1,1 on [0,11 and 0 on 
[2, oo). 
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For every c>0 the functions h, (y) := y(jyj V E)P'-, yEC are normal contrac- 
tions of C. Therefore uý o h, =: ýp, ED (since D is a Dirichlet space). As in the 
proof of Theorem 3.1.4 equality (3.24) holds with ýp replaced by V, Let 
ýE YR 
be such that 71 [.,. Ppý= 
1 and ý [, uppc= 1. Then ft := uý ED and 
ft =u oil suppý- 
p'-2 
Similar to Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.1.4 we set u, := 
(JUýj V -) 2 and 
2uý. We compute v, :=u, uý. Clearly, ýo, = u. 
Vv, sgn u 
(sgn iiu, V(uý) + Pý 22 
Výp, sgn uu, 
(sgn iiu, V(uý) + (p' - 2) I, u, Vjuýj 
where 2, and I, are the characteristic functions of the sets f juýj > Ej and 
jjuýj : ý, -} respectively. Setting 0, :=u, Re(sgniiV(uý)) = u, Vjuýj and V), := 
u, Im (sgn i! V (uý)) we see that 




+ 02 + ? p2 
4cc 
(for details see Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.1.4). Hence, 
Re (V ý0,, V (Uý)) =4 
11,7VC112 +1_4) (3.27) 
ply 
2 pl/ 
Making use of (3.27) and assumption (A3) we conclude that 
Re (V(uý(Juýj V c)P'-'), V(uý)) + ((A + V)juýj'(Juýj V E)P'-') 
(A - c(a)) 
llv, 11' +4_ Ce) VVE 
2+ (I 
_ C, 
) (V+ IVC 12). (3.28) 
2( pp, 2 
Next we transform the right-hand side of (3.24) with ýp replaced by ýp,: 
Re u'7ý) - (ýp., 
2(p'- 2) 2ý 22 (lul 
p'-211U, Vý11_ 112 
E 2' 
ýjUjp'ýp-21Vý122c) W4 v E) 2+ 
(3.29) 
The Schwarz and Cauchy inequalities imply that the right-hand side of (3.29) is 
estimated above by 
c 
'112 
6JjV(jUýjV, -)2jj2+ P(JUip'ýp'-21Vý121c)+Ep'-21JUVýl_, 2 2' 
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C, (jUjp'ýpl-21Vý1216) + Op'-211U, 7ý1_C112 pa 2' (3-30) 
Next we note that 
(JUý12(JUýj 
V C)p-2) _+ 
11Uýjjp 
, as 0, by the dominated p 
convergence theorem. It follows from the definition of that 
JVý12ýp'-2 < JVýJ. 
Therefore 
lim (IUI p'ýp'-21Vý12n (JUIPlIV61). 
6-+0 
Finally, 
E p'-211UVý1_6112 < EPIJVý112 -+ 0 as 2-2 
Hence, passing to the limit as c --ý 0 in (3.30 and taking A= c(a) +1 we obtain 
the estimate 
I 
1141p, :: ý C", PllulvW11p, - 
Repeating the argument in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 3.1.4 we show that 
U=0.0 
3.1.5 Uniqueness for Degenerate Operators 
Now we are heading towards formulating and proving the uniqueness result for the 
operator 11,,, p. 
Before proceeding further we are discussing some properties of degenerate 
operators with smooth coefficients. Let 0 stand for the interior of supp? 7 and 
bE COO(-Q). Let us consider the operator A, = -(V + b) . n2V in C(-Q) with 
the domain D(Aq) = C2(ja). By a result of Taira Q73, Th. 1j) the closure -A,, of 
-4,1 [C2(fj) generates a 
Feller semigroup (i. e. a strongly continuous semigroup of 
contractions) e-'ýF,, on CM). 
Theorem 3.1.9. Let fi(a) < p: 5 2. Let 0EL 2' and V-ý, WE LvIoc, Assume that 10C 
conditions (A2)-(A4) hold. Then CO' is a core for the operator H, 7, p in LP. 
Remark. If p=2 assumptions (A3) and (M) are to be replaced by (AW) and 
(A4'), respectively. 
Proof. By C,?, p, HI, p and IV' we denote the generators of CO-semigroups in 17)p 
LP(Q) := LP(Q, pdx) associated with the forms (77Vu, i7Vv), (? IVu, 7IVv)+(q,? u, v) 
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and (qVu, 77VV) + ((VI+ + TV, 7)u, V), U, VE Col 
(Q), respectively. It follows from 
Lemma 2.3.7 that 
exp(-tiV,,, P) = s- 
lim exp(-t(L,,, p + 
V, 
7, 
± ilV,?,,, ), 
n, m 
where V, 7,,, nEN, and TV,,,,,, mEN, are the truncations of V,, and TV, respectively. 
Therefore Lemma 2.3.4 implies that 
(A + Ar,: '-) -1 L" (Q) c -D nE)(q, ). 
We divide the proof into several steps. 
Step 1. First we prove that the set D, := (A + Ar,, + ,')-1 
Co" (Q) is a core for 
'P 
H,?, Pl As in the proof of Theorem 3.1.5 it suffices to clieck that if uE LP'(Q) and 
((A + ft,,, p)ýp, u) =0 for all WED, then u=0. (Observe that here and below 
(g) := fllg(x)pdx. ) Hence, we obtain the equality 
'P)ýp, 
u) = (ýo, V, 7 
(3.31) ((A +X 
7+ 
-u), for all E DI. 
Taking W= (A + JV, 7ýp)-'V), '0 E COOO(Q) we rewrite 
(3.31) as follows 
, P) 
(3.32) u) = ((A + Ar,, + -10, V, 7- u) 
for al IE Co' (Q) - 
We observe that Vý-u E Lq(Q) with q= 
p'k(, ) 
. It is easy to see that for a function pl+k(a) 
gE LP (Q) n L'(Q) one has (A + JVT -g = (A + Ar, - -'g. Therefore, (3.32) yields , P) 
VI7 U)' + Ar'7, q') 
where q' := q(q - i)-l, or 
)-'V, 7 u) for all c- Co' (9). 
(V), u) = (ýb, (A + JV, 7-, 
Hence, we get 
(w, (A + Jv, -") U) = (w, 
for every VE Lq'(Q). We take V =UJUIz-2 with z=1+E, 7' in the last equality. qI 
Then VE Lq'(Q) and we obtain 
(UIUI, -2, z-2 (A + Ar- I U) (3.33) 77, q) U) : --::: 
(UIUI 
Let (Uk)kEN C COOO(Q) be such that Uk -+ u strongly in LP'(Q) as k -+ oo. We 
denote by Tg(t), t>0, the CO-semigroup generated by A(, T, and for nEN Set 
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Un, k Tq (i /n) Uk, kEN. Then un, k r= D (Afý-) n L' (Q) and JV, 2Un, k ý,, U., k- 77 JV 
z-2 Set Wn. k : --: ' Un, klUn, kl 
One can check directly that 
s-L'- Jim JIM Un, k : '-- U for every rE 
[1, 
nk 
q- Jim Jim - -,:. iV,, u, and s-Ll'-IiMliMWn. k: -`(P- s-L 
)V Un, k 7, ý nk 77q nk 
Let v := UJUIZ22i Vn, k : -"= Un, kjUn, kj 
x22. Then the above implies that 
Jim Jim(v 22V. 2 liMliMVn, k =v and s21 ; ý) 
1 




Therefore the following equalities hold (as usual Ar- Ar- and C- : =, C 17 17,2 77 1,2)- 
, q) 
U) liM liM (V? z, k 
+ JVIT) Un, k) + JVý- 
nk 
and 
HM HM (V,,, k, V, 7-U,,, k) = 
(ýO, Vý-U)- (3.34) 
nk 
22 Let D: = D( 0) nD((V,, +)"), n, kEN. We introduce the functions Vn, k, c 
IV, ) z-2, E>0. Un, k(JUn, k 
IV 6) z-2, Vn, k, E Un, k(JUn, k 2 It follows from the dominated 
convergence theorem that 
s-Lq'- liM W)k), = Vn. k and s-L 
2_ liM Vn, k, e = Vn, k - £-+0 £-+0 
Therefore 
RM ((Pn, k, c i (A + JV,, 
) Un, k) ((Pn, k i 
(A + JV,? ) Un, k) - c-+O 
HM ( V7, IVn, 
k, e 
12) Vil I Vn, k 
12). (3.35) 
c-+O 
For every e>0 the function h(y) = y(jyj V C)z-2, yEC, is Lipschitz continu- 
ous. Therefore both ýOn, k, c and Vn, k,, belong to D 
(see Step 2 of Theorem 3.1.4). 
Repeating the arguments from Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 3.1.6 we get 
Re(ýOn, k,. -iAr7l Un, k) -:: 
(77VVn, 





> llnlVVn, k, el 




2+I Vn, k, E (3-36) 
Combining (3.35) and (3.36) we obtain the inequality 
24 12) 12) :5 
liMliMliM 
-XliVii, k, el12 + ýi71177IVVY&, k, ei 
1122 + (Vn+IVk, e 
(vj 1 Vn, k, e nke 
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We use (A3) and the identity 




_ C(Cf»IIUIlz z< 
liM liM ÜM (A - C(Ct» 
11 Vn, k, E 
nkc 
Choosing A> c(a) we see that u=0. Hence by the Lumer-Philips theorem the 
set (A+ jV, + -'Coc (Q) is a core for the operator 
fI,,, 
p. , P) 
Step 2. Next we show that the set UMEN(m+, C 7,, p)-1C(T2) is a domain of strong 
uniqueness for R,,, p. 
Indeed, by Step 1 the set (A + Xnýp) L' (Q) =: 'D2 is a core for the operator 
H, 7, p for all A> c(a). It follows from Lemma 2.3.4 that for every VE V2 we 
have 
H7,, pýo = CI, pV + q, 7W. Let fG LOO(Q). Then the following equalities hold. 
s-LP- lim m(m +, C,,, p) -'(A + 
Al, +7 
m--1 P)-'f 
(A + P) 
s-LP- lim mC,,, p 
(m + L77, 
p) 
+AC, 7, p 









(V'7 + "V'7)(A + jv+ 17, P) 
where the first equality follows from the second resolvent identity. Thus the set 
IC, 7, p)-1 





is the set 
UMEN(M + L77, 
p) 
L' (Q). 
For any fE LOO(Q) one can find a sequence (ýOk)kEN C On) SuCh that 
SUPk ljýokll,,,, < co and IlVk - flip -4 0 as k -+ oo. The operators C,,, p(rn + 
mCN are clearly bounded in LP(Q) for every 1<p< oo. Therefore 
-IC(n) is a core for the operator 
iI,,, 
p, 
This completes the proof UmEN(M + L17, P) 
of Step 2. 
2 Step 3. C (Q) is a domain of strong uniqueness for Il,,, p 
in LP(Q). 
C2(ja) In order to prove that the set is a core for the operator II,,, p we need to 
approximate an element of the form (A+f, 7, p)-1f, 
fE C(? i), A>0 with functions 
f C2 (n) rom in the graph norm of 11,,, p. We construct this approximating sequence 
in the following way. Let A>0. Choose (#(')) C C'(T2-) such that 0(n) -+ 02f, 
in L 2p (Q) as n -+ oo (such a sequence exists due to our assumption 0E L2P )- 10C 




generates a Feller semigroup, the set (A + A, 7n)C2(n) is dense in 
C(ýi) and 
therefore in LP(Q). For every nEN we take a sequence (f (n) )kEN C Yn SUCh that k 
f (n) 0(n) k -4 f in C(? 
i) as k -ý oo. By k we denote the solution of the equation 
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(n) (n) I 
(A + A77n) Ok fk, kEN. Then O(n) E C2 c D(fI,,, p) n T)Pnn) and the k 
following equalities hold in LP(Q, pdx): 
+ 
') 
-1f_ O(n) + 
') 
-1 (f _ 
fk(n)) + (, \ + fk(n) _ 
O(n) 




')-I (f (n)) + (/\ + 
(n) 






77, P) 17, P) (A + A, 
+ 
ý)-J(f (n)) 







IC71)p k (3.37) 
and 
f+ O(n) =f_ fk(n) + (p _ p(n)) . 77 V O(n) L771P kk (3.38) 
Next we choose no and ko in such way that 11 
Ifl(n),, l 112p 
:5 21110771112p for all 
n> no and 
Ilf (n) 11 < 211f for every k> ko. We employ Theorem 3.4.1 and k 00 
obtain the estimate 
ll,, Vo(n) k 112p! ýcp,. \(Ilfilco+1110711112p)i 
with C depending only on p, A and z7. Passing to the limit in k and then in n in 
(3.37) and (3-38) we complete the proof of Step 3. 
Step 4. Now we show that CO' is a domain of strong uniqueness for the operator 
H'? 
'P 
C2 By the Lumer-Philips theorem strong uniqueness of HI, p on is equivalent 
to the fact that Ran(l + H77, p) rC2(? j) is dense in LP(Q). Therefore, Ran (1 + 
Hn, 
p) 
[Cb2(Rd)nLP is dense in LP, i. e. Cb2(Rd) n LP is a core for the operator H, 7, p, 
Indeed, for any c>0, fE LP we can choose 171 E C2 
(ja) 
such that I 1[ (1 + H',?, p) 17, - 
f ]In I lp < -/2. Let vE 
Cb2 (Rd) n LP be an extension of t7l and V2 E C02 (Q'), where 
Qc stands for the complement of Q. The equality 
(1+Hi7, 
p) 
(VI + V2) f (1 +H, 7, P) 
ISIV1 - ISIf + 
[V2 + lný (Vi 
shows that 11(1 + I-1,7, p)v -f 11p < -, provided we choose the function v, to satisfy 
the estimate 
JJV2 + 11041 - f)j1p < c/2. 
In order to check that H17 [Cb2(Rd)nLP --": Hi7 [CbOO(Rd)nLP we use a standard ap- 
proximation for functions from Cb2(R) by elements of 
Cb"O(Rd). 
Finally taking a sequence (w, ) c: CO, (V) such that w,, --+ 1 Pointwise7 
1VWnj < 




7, pO as 
n --+ oo, i. e. CO' (V) is also a core for the operator 
H, 
7, p. 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.1.2. The proof goes along the same lines as that of Theorem 
3.1.1. The only difference is that in Step 3 of the proof of Theorem 3.1.9 we apply 
Proposition 3.4.4 instead of Theorem 3.4.1. 
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3.2 First Order Perturbations of Dirichlet Oper- 
ators 
Now we turn to the strong uniqueness problem for the generator associated with 
the differential expression 70,0) (see (3.1) for the definition of ýI(b, q)). 
3.2.1 Construction of Generator and Formulation of Main 
Result 
We recall that LP := LP(V, pdx), p ý: 1, where p>0a. e. and pE Lllo, (R, dx), 
0: W -ý Rd is the logarithmic derivative of the measure p dx, and b: V -* W is 
a measurable vector field. 
We set b :=b-0 and assume that bE L10c, Then an operator W, given by 
, HU = H(b, O)U IuE 
Cooo 
7 
is well-defined in LP. 
Let aE [0,1). If the potential lb 12 E PKct(C)q then the operator W is quasi- 
accretive in LP for all pý2 r(a). 2- 
Indeed, for every VE COOO we have 
Re (? IV, Vjýojp-2) = (VW, V(VlWlp-2)) + Re (b - VW, VI(pip-2) 
IIVIV12112 IIVIý012112 12 1 Vjp) >222222 (lb 
p jp 
(4(p - 1) 2 C(Q) 2 
p2 jp 2) 




4p- 2pvla-- 411VIWIZ! 112 
_ 
C(Cf) IIVIlp > _C(Ck) 
II(PlIp 
p2 2 
vra-p P- N/ra-p P7 
provided p ýý r(a). We note that this reasoning is valid for all a C= [0,4). If 
however, a>1, then r(a) > 2, whereas our aim is to investigate the uniqueness 
problem for p :! ý 2. For this reason we restrict ourselves to the case aE [0,1). 
A similar argument shows that the sesquilinear form 
S (U, V) = (V U, Vv) + (b - Vu, v), U, vE Co, 
is sectorial. Let H stand for the m-sectorial operator associated with the closure 
of S(b) (Theorem 2.1.4). By U we denote the analytic semigroup on L 2, generated 
by the operator -H. 
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A careful analysis of the proof of Theorem 4.2 in [521 shows that the following 
result holds. 
Theorem 3.2.1. Let Jb12 E PK, (, C) with some 0<a<1. Then for all f 
L2 n LP, p: 2! r(a), the following estimate holds: 
JIU(t)f lip :5 exp(kpt)llf lip. 
Hence, for all p ý: r (ce) the family of operators UP (t) := (U(t) IL2nL,, - 
)LP-*LPI t : 
-ý: 
* 0' 
is a quasi- contractive CO-semigroup on LP. 
By -Hp we denote the generator of the semigroup UP constructed in Theorem 
3.2.1. One can readily see that Hp D W. 
We impose the following conditions on the coefficients of the operator Jj. 
(Bl) There exists an R< oo such that for every R, >R there is a constant 
C= C(RI) ý! 0 such that for all ýO E COOO we have 
lbko'BRI\Bq 
112 





IB,,, \B,, is the characteristic function of the set BRI \ BR ; 
(B2) for all 77 E YR the potential 177bl' E PK,, (, C, 7) with some 0<a<1, where 
YR is defined in the same way as in the previous section, with R being 
determined by (BI). 
Condition (Bl) is similar to (Al) in the previous section. We also note that 
assumption (B2) yields JbJ2 E P&(L). Indeed, for every ýO E CO' there is a 
function ?7E YR such that 77 [ýuppw= 1. Therefore we have 
(b - 772V(p, (pjýojp-2) = (b - VW, WjýojP-2). 
Thus (B2) implies that one can construct the generator -Hp of a Co-semigroup 
on LP for all p> r(a). 
Next we formulate the uniqueness results for the operator Hp. 
4 Theorem 3.2.2. Let 0, bE L10c, We assume that conditions (Bl)-(B2) hold. 
Then Cc (V) is a domain of strong uniqueness for the operator H. 
Set f (a) := r(a) v 22 2 
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2p 
Theorem 3.2.3. Let f (a) <p<2. Let 0, bE L10c. We assume that conditions 
(Bl)-(B2) hold and c(a) =0 in (B2). Then Cc (W) is a domain of strong 
uniqueness for the operator Hp. 
In the case r(a) < 3/2 the uniqueness result for the operator II,, reads as 
follows. 
2P 
2 2-p Theorem 3.2.4. Let r(a) <p ! ý, 3/2. Let 0C Ll.,, bE L10c . 
We assume that 
conditions (Bi)-(B2) hold and c(ce) =0 in (B2). Then C, 00(Rd) is a domain of 
strong uniqueness for the operator Hp. 
In order to establish the strong uniqueness for the operator HP we employ the 
same technique as in the previous section. Namely, we first "localise" the problem 
to that for a degenerate operator on a ball (Theorem 3.2.5), and then investigate 
the degenerate operator using the a priori estimates obtained in Theorem 3.4.1 
and Proposition 3.4.4. 
3.2.2 Proof of Uniqueness 
We begin with the "local isation" theorems. For 77 G JFR let II,,, p stand 
for the 
minus-generator, associated with the closure of the form 
7 
(b) (U, V) = (Tj'7u, 7)'7v) + (b - 172,7U, V), U, VE Col. 77 
As usual H,, :=H,,, 2. One can readily see that H,,, p D -V. 11 
2V +b . 712V I c, 2nLP- 
First we prove the following conditional result. 
Theorem 3.2.5. Let r(a) < p, < 2. Assume that 0, bE LPI. Cy conditions 
(Bl)- 
(B2) hold and c(a) =0 in (B2). We also assume that the closure in LP of the 
operator H, 7, p [c,. is m-accretive. Then CO' is a domain of strong uniqueness for 
the operator Hp. 
Proof Since the operator Hp rc. is accretive, by the Lumer-Phillips theorem it 0 
suffices to check that Ran (A + Hp) [C. - is dense in LP for some A>0, i. e. we have 
to show that 
uE LP' and ((A + Hp)ýp, u) =0 for all Vc Cooo (3.39) 
yields u=0. 
The rest of the proof is divided into three steps. 
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Step 1. Let u satisfy (3-39), 77,6 G TR and 77 =1 on supp 6. Then 
E =: V. 
Indeed, a direct computation shows that for all ýo E CO" we have 
P H)WI UO =P+ H'0ý01 UO- 
Since ýýo E Co"O, (3.39) implies that 
((A + H, 7)v, uý) = 
(2Vý - VV + (Aý)ýo - (b - Vý)W, u). (3.40) 




VVIlp !ý CCII? IIVVI 112 c 77WI12i 
jj(Aý)Wjjp5 ctlIV112i 




(we made use of assumption (Bl) to derive the last estimate). Next we observe 
that by (B2) one can find a constant Q, >0 such that 
+ Lq) 
12 
2 W112 :ýC,, 11 (A + Re H, 7) 
! 'ý01121 
for all VE Co"O. Hence we conclude that 
((A + H, 7) ýo, uý) C,, t 
(A + Re H,, )2 V112) VV E Cooo. 1 (3.41) 
Since CO' is a core for the form 
476), inequality (3.41) implies that the left-hand 
side of (3.40) defines a linear continuous functional on V. Therefore by the Riesz 
representation theorem one can find avEV such that 
1 ((A + H, 7) ýp, uý) = ((A + Re H, 7) 
22 ýo, (A + Re H, 7) 
I v). (3.42) 
As the form 47 b) is sectorial and the operator (A + Re H,, ) ý! 0 for all A>0, it 
follows from Theorem 2.1.6 that 
1+H, 7 = 
(1 +Re H,, )12(Id+iB)(l+ Re H, 7)12, 
where B is a bounded self-adjoint operator on L'. The rest of Step 1 is identical 
to the corresponding part of Step 1 in Theorem 3.1.4. 
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Step 2. Suppose that u satisfies (3-39) and ýE FR. Then there exists a constant 
C(a, p) which depends only on a and p such that 
lluýllj CIIUIVýl 
2 
7 lip'. (3.43) 
We choose ý, 71 E FR such that 
ý r,,, 
pg= 
1 and 77 r,,, Ppý= 
1. Set fi := uý. We 
note that fi r, upg= u 
[,,, 
pg and 
fi ED by Step 1. 
We introduce the functions g,, (y) = y(jyj A n)P'-', nEN, yEC. For every 
nEN the function gn is clearly Lipschitz continuous, so (pý - 1)n'-P'gn are normal 
contractions. Hence, for every vED we have g. ovE E). NVe set (p (n) = gn o ztý E 
D, 
For nEN let 
(V(kn))kEN C COOO be a sequence such that (, 
(n) 
--, 
(n) in D. Due k 
to the choice of and 71 we have u= fi and qVfi = Vft on suppý. We rewrite 
(3.40) with ýO = ýO(n), make use of Step 1 and integrate by parts in the right-hand k 
side of the obtained equality: 
(n) (n) (n) 
Wk 7 UO 
+ (VWk 
, V(uý)) + (b - 
Výok 
, Uý) 
M (n) (n) 
(71) 
ok I UVO - 
(ýOk 
, Vfi - Vý) - 
(b ýok , uvý). (3.44) 
Passing to the limit as k -ý oo in (3.44) and taking the real part of both sides of 








Re ((V(uý(Juýj A n)P' 
+ (b - V(uý(Juýj A n) 
p'-2), q)) = Re ((V (uý (I iiý IA n)P' -2), UVý) 
- 
(uý(Juýj A n)P' -2, Vfi - Vý) - 
(buý(Juýj A n)P' -2, UVý)). (3.45) 
Eý We use the notation v,, := (juýj A n) 2 and w, := juýj V n. Recall that % and 
I, stand for the characteristic functions of the sets fluýj ý! nj and fjuýj < n} 
EL7 2 
respectively. We note that VVn = 
1-n Z2 14 
2 Vjuýj and Vw.,, = ll,, Vjuýj. It 
follows from (3.12) that 
V(uý)) 
4 112 '22 Re (VW(-), 
ply 
IIVVn 
2+ nP - 
lIV7, V7,112- 
Next we compute 
Re iiýV(p (n) : --- n-nW - 1)luV'-IVI4 + 2,, )nP' -21UýIVIUýj 
2 
v,,, Vv.,, + nP' -2 luýlvw., (3.46) 
p 
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since ý(ý' = 2. Making use of (3.46), the Schwarz and Cauchy inequalities we P, p 
conclude that 
Re b- Výp(-), uý) > 
61 IIVVn 112 
_1 
Illblv,, 112 
p2 Elp 2 
p'-2 f2 112+ 
1 111 112), 
-n 
( JIVWn 
2- nlblWn 2 2E2 2 
for all 61, C2 > 0. Hence, applying (B2) and optimising in 61, E2, we obtain the 
estimate 
Re (b - V(uý(Juýj A n)P' 






We combine (3.12) and (3.47) and estimate the left-hand side of (3.45) below 
as follows. 
Re ((V (uý (I uý IA n) p-2), V(uý)) + (b - V(uý(Juýj A n)P' -2), Uý)) 
+ 
(IUý12(JUýj 














In order to estimate the right-hand side of (3.45) we use the Schwarz and the 
Cauchy inequalities and apply (B2): 
'-2 lUellý 1 
j(buZ(ju41 









2 «ýe)21Uelp, ý, 
:5 öaiý Vv, 
112 
+ id- Z- (3.49) 
for every 6>0 (here we have used the estimate IV(n)12 < JUýJpl). Combining (3.15) 
with (3.49) we estimate the right-hand side of (3.45) above by 
2+22++2 
(c + Sa) Vv,, l4p, (3.50) 
11 112 
ly T3 
for all e, 5>0. 
Next we make use of (3.13) and (3.50), choose constants E and 6 in such way 
that ,+ 6xfa- =2(2_ v4a) >0 and obtain the estimate p P, 
(Jqj2(jqj A n) p'-2) :5 Ca, p(jUjple'-21Vý12). 
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In order to complete the proof of (3.43) we observe that by the B. Levi theorem 
juýj'(Juýj A n)P' -2 .. > juýJP' in L' and ýp'-2 < 1, since 0<1 and p' > 2. 
Step 3. u=0. 
We choose a sequence (WnEN such that ýn --4 1 pointwise and I V& 1 to see 
that u& -+ u and uVý,, -4 0 in LP', This completes the proof. 11 
Next we state and prove the "localisation" theorem in the case p= 
Theorem 3.2.6. Suppose that 0, bE Ljoc and conditions (Bl)-(B2) hold. We 
also assume that the closure in L2 of the operator 11,7 [C. is m-accretive. Then 0 
CO' is a domain of strong uniqueness for the operator H. 
Proof. Since the operator H [c. is accretive, by the Lumer-Phillips theorein it 0 
suffices to check that Ran (A + H) [c. - is dense in L2 for some A>0, i. e. we have 
to show that 
uEL2 and ((A + H)ýp, u) =0 for all VEq (3.51) 
yields u=0. 
The rest of the proof is divided into two steps. 
Step 1. Let u satisfy (3.51), 71, ýE FR and q=1 on supp ý. Then 
1 2 E D(, C, 27) =: D. 
The proof of this claim is identical to Step 1 of the proof of Theorem 3.2.5. 
Step 2. This is similar to Step 2 of the proof of Theorem 3.1.5. 
Let ýG YR and u be as in (3.51). Our goal is to prove the following estiniate: 
IjUq2 ca IIUIVý1112 for all E FR, 22 
where C,, is a positive constant depending on a. 
Let us choose ý, 71 E FR such that [,,, pg= 1 and 71 [,,, Ppý= 
1. Set fL := uý wid 
note that fi [supg= u [, upg. By Step I fi E E). 
Let (ýOk)kEN c: CO'10 be a sequence such that ýOk -4 Uý in D- It fOllOWS froln 
(3.40) that 
P H77)Wk, uý) = 2(Vý - 
7Wk, u) + ((Aý -b- Vý)WA;, u). (3.52) 
By Step I 
((A + HOA7 UO -::: (VVk, V(uý)) + A(ýOk, uý) + (b - VWk7 UO- 
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Integrating by parts in the right-hand side of (3.52) and observing that V(uwk) 
WkVýl + UVVk on supp ý we derive the equality 
2(Vý - VWk7 U) + 
(GU +P* V6)Vkg U) : -- M* VWki U) - (WkVC Vfl). 
Hence, 
A(Vk) UO + (VVk, V(uý)) + (b - VýOki Uý) 
-": MOk) UVO - 
(Vk7 Vfl - Vý) - ((b - Vý)Wk, u). 
Passing to the limit as k -+ oo in the last equality we get 
11 IV(Uý)j 112 +AJJUý112 + 22 (b - V(uý), uý) 
= (V (uý), UVý) - (uý, VfL - Vý) - (b uý, uVý). (3.53) 
We note that V(uý) = uVý + ýVfi, take the real parts of both sides of (3.53), 
and get 
AJJUý112 + 11 IV(Uý)j 112 + Re (b - V(uý), uý) = 11 
JUVýj 112 
- Re (b uý, uVý), 222 
since (uý, VfL - Vý) = ((Vfi) ý, uVý). Next we make use of assumption (B2) and 
estimate the left-hand side of the last equality below. 
AlgI12+11 IV(q)l 112 (A - C(a)) IlqJ12 + Va--) 11 JV(q) 1112 22+ Re 
(b -V (uý), uý) ý! 2 
Using the Schwarz and Cauchy inequalities and (B2) we conclude that 
JUý112 +1 T_11 
JUVý1112 (buý, uVý) I< Ell lb 262 
EC, 11 JV(Uý)112 JJUý112 + 11 JUVý1112. 2+ EC(a) 22 (3.54) 4c 
Taking - Va >0 we infer that 
a 
(A_ C )11Uý112 <6 11 JUVCI 112 a 2- a 2* 
The last estimate implies that u=0. 0 
Before completing the proof of the uniqueness results we recall that for a fixed 
71 E FR by Q we denote the interior of supp 77. Since pE LI we have fn pdx < oo. 10C 
For the rest of the section (. ) stands for the integral over Q. Let b Rd and 
bE C'(11). We set A,, := -V . n2V +b. n2V 
rC2(U). Theorem 1 in [731 implies 
that the closure of -A,, generates a Feller semigroup on C(n). 
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Proof of Theorems 3.2.3 and 3.2.2. In order to establish the strong uniqueness of 
Hp we need to show that Col is a core of the operator H,, p, f 
(a) <p<2. The 
argument goes along the same lines as Steps 3 and 4 of the proof of Theorem 3.1.9. 
Let supp? ). Let 
A7, 
P stand for the operator in LP(Q, pdx) =: LP(Q), 
712 V U, I (Q) associated with the closure of the form (71Vu, ? lVv) + (b V), it, VE CO 
Claim. The set C2 (? I) is a domain of strong uniqueness for the operator A,, p. 
The operator -fI',, p is the generator of a Co-semigroup, therefore the set 
(A + 
-1-- H, I, p)- QQ) is a core of I-I,,, p for all sufficiently large A>0. Hence, we need to 
approximate an element (A+ ft, 7, p)-lf, where fG C(? 
i), by functions froln C2 
in the graph norm of - Let a sequence (OW H'? 'P 
)nEN C Cooo(Ti) satisfy the property 
p(n) 2p 2p 
-bln in L (Q) as n --ý oo (such a sequence exists since bE L10c). Let A,,,, 
stand for the operator A,, with b= OW. The closure of -A,,,, [C2(fl) generates 
a Feller semigroup, therefore the set . 
77,, := (A + A,,,, ) C2 (Tj) is dense ill C(?! ) 
(and, therefore, in LP(Q) since the measure of Q is finite). For every it EN we 
(n) N take a sequence (k )kEN C Yn such that fk' f in C(ýi) as k -ý oo. By 
fk 
ON O(n) = 
(n) 
k we denote the solution of the equation (A + A71n) ý, kEN. Then k fk 
O(n C2jj) C: -D(jj' Ic 
)EH,,, 




fk(n» + (, \ +')-1 fk(n) _ o(n) 
(A + H, 
7, p) 






+ (, Ä + Hff77, P) 









+++ ß(n» . 2 Vo(n) H, 7, p 




=f_ fk(n) + (b + fl(n)) .,,, Vo(n) (3.56) f- (A + H77, P kk' 
Next we choose no and ko in such way that 11 
10(n),, l 112p 
:5 2(1110711112p + 
11 (n)11.0 11 Ibqj 112p) for all n> no and fk 211f ll,,,, for every k> ko. We employ 
Theorem 3.4.1 and obtain the estimate 
ll,, Vo(n) 
k 
112p:! ý-Cp,, \(Ilflloo+lllOýlli2p+lllb? llll2p)i 
with C depending only on p, A and 77. Passing to the limit in k and then in it in 
(3.55) and (3.56) we complete the proof of the Claim. 
Now we show that CO' is a domain of strong uniqueness for the operator IIII, p, 
By the Lumer-Philips theorem strong uniqueness of iIý C2(ýj) is equivalent ,,, p on 
III7, 
P 
to the fact that Ran (l + HI, p) 
[C2(? j) is dense in LP(Q). Therefore, Ran (1 + 
HII, 
P) 
[Cb2(Rd)nLP is dense in LP, i. e. Cb2 (Rd) n LP is a core for the operator II, 7, p, 
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Indeed, for any >0 and fE LP we can choose a function t7l E C2(ýi) such that 
11[(1 + H, 7, p)i7j - 
f]2njjp < e/2. Let vEC, 2(Rd) n LP be an extension of 17, and 
V2 E C02(Qc), where Q' stands for the complement of 
Q. The equality 
+ H? 7, p) 
(Vl + V2) f ýý [(l + H,,, p) 
Invi - Inf + 
[V2 + Inc (Vi 
shows that 11(l + H, 7, p)v -f 11p < E, provided we choose the functionV2 to satisfy 
the estimate II V2 + 
IfIc (Vi- f)j1p < e/2. 
In order to check that H, 7 
[C2(Rd)nLP =H77 tCb(Ri)nLP we use a standard ap- b 
proximation for functions from Cb2(Rd) by elements of CbOO (Rd). 
Finally taking a sequence 
(Wn)C Co' (V) such thatWn --ý 1 pointwise, 1VWn1 
1 and jAwnj <I one can easily show thatWnO -ý 0 and H,,, Pw,, o -ý HI, pO as 
n -ý oo, i. e. CO (R) is also a core for the operator HI, p, 0 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.4. The proof is analogous to the previous one, namely 
we employ Proposition 3.4.4 in place of Theorem 3.4.1.0 
3.3 Perturbations by Singular Drifts and Poten- 
tials 
Next we study the problem of strong uniqueness for the generator associated with 
the differential expression 70, "). 
3.3.1 Construction of Generator and Formulation of Main 
Results 
Let p>1. Let q: Rd C and b: V -+ R' be measurable. We set V := Re q, 
TV := Imq and b :=b, where fl stands for the logarithmic derivative of the 
measure pdx. We assume that V>0a. c. 
We suppose that P, b, V, WE LP,. Then an operator W given by 10ý 
, H(p = h(b, q)W, lp E COO" 
is well-defined in LP. If the potential JbJ2 E PK,, (f- -ý V) for some 0<C, <1 then 
the operator It is quasi-accretive in LP for all p ý: r(a), where r(a) :- 2- 
2 
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Indeed, for every ýp E Co' we have 
Re (7i(p, (pjýojp-2) = (VýO, V((Pl(plp-2)) + (VI(plP) + Re (b - V(p, (pl(, Olp-2) 
2112 2 112 






2 6p 2 
> (4(p - 
1) Cf ) IIVIý011! 112 + (I _a) (VIWIP) _ 
c(ce) ,,,, p 2 
p22 jp 2 6p 2p 
4p - 2p-\/a -4 11, V, (PIE 112 + 
(1 
_ 
ýEa) (V, Wlp) _ 
C(a) 1,, Ip 
p2 2p \/a--p p 
C(C, ) iiwiippl 
Nfa-P 
provided p ý: r(a). A similar argument shows that the sesquilinear form 
S (b, V) (U, V) = (, 7 U, Vv) + (b - Vu, v) + (Vu, v), u, vC CO', 
is sectorial. Let A stand for the m-sectorial operator associated (by Theorem 
2.1.4) with the closure of 9(', v) . By U we 
denote the analytic semigroup on L2 
generated by the operator -A. Similarly to the previous section (see Theorem 
3.2.1) we construct a family of quasi-contractive semigroups UP, r(a) :5p< oo 
and denote the corresponding generators by -Ap. One can readily see that Ap D 
, Cp +V+b-V [co-. 
It follows from Proposition 2.2.24 that the semigroup UP is positive. The 
potential TV E LP C L11.,, and so, by Proposition 2.3.6, JIVI is UP-regular. Hence 10C 
by Proposition 2.3.2 the limit in LP 
TP (t) = s- lim exp (-t (Ap + ilVn)) n 
exists for all t>0, and TP is a CO-semigroup (recall that Wn, n>1, stand for the 
cut-offs of TV). By -Hp we denote the generator of TP. It was shown before (see 
the discussion after Proposition 2.3.2), that Hp DX We set H := H2. 
Remark. Using the same technique one can construct the generator -11p under 
less restrictive conditions. Namely, let V= V+ - V-, V- (=- Pjý,, (, C + V+) and 
Jb12 E PK,, (L + V+), with a, -y G [0,1) satisfying Al(ce,, y) :=4+a- 4V"a- - 4-y > 
0. Then following the same procedure we obtain a family of quasi- contractive 
semigroups TP, p, (a, 7) :5P :5 P2(aj ^j)) where p, (a,, y) :=4 
2- Va- + VfA- I (a, Y) 
and P2(a,, y) 
4 
However, in order to establish the strong 
2- Vfa- - ýIM (a, -y) 
uniqueness of Hp we have to assume that V- = 0. 
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Next we state the precise conditions on the coefficients of the operator W. 
(Cl) There exists an R< oo such that for every Ri >R there is a constant 
C= C(Rj) >ý 0 such that for all WE COOO we have 
112 < C(Il IV(PI 112 + IIWI12), Jbj4BRj\BR 
p-22 
where IB,,, \B,, is the characteristic function of the set BR1 \ BR. 
Recall that YR stands for the class of spherically symmetric non-negative functions 
77 E COOO such that 77 :51 and 17 IBR =" We assume that for every 77 E YR 
(C2) the potential Ji7b12 E PK,, (, C,, ) for some 0<a<1; 
(C3) there is a constant a(77) >0 such that W,, E PK,, (,, )(L, 7 + V,? ). 
Assumption (Cl) is identical to (Bl) in the previous section. We also note that 
assumption (C2) yields Jb12 E PK,, (L). Conditions (C2) and (C3) imply that 
the form 
E(b, q)(U, V) = (? IVu, 77Vv) + (b - 172VU, v) + (q? l u, v), U, vE Col (Rý), R 
is sectorial for every 71 E YR- 
Although it is possible to associate a Co-semigroup with V, q and to carry out 
the localisation step under a weaker assumption that Jb12 E PKQ(f- + V), we do 
not manage to avoid condition (C2) in the proof of the uniqueness results below. 
Now we are ready to formulate the relevant uniqueness results. 
42 Theorem 3.3.1. Let 0, bE L10c, V, WE L10c. We assume that conditions (Cl)- 
(C3) hold. Then COOO(R) is a domain of strong uniqueness for the operator H. 
Set f (a) := r(a) V ', - 
2p, py WC Theorem 3.3.2. Let f (a) <p<2. Let bE Ljoc 7- Lplc* We assume that 
conditions (Cl)-(C3) hold and c(a) =0 in (C2). Then Coo (Rd) is a domain of 
strong uniqueness for the operator Hp. 
In the case r(a) < 3/2 the uniqueness result for the operator HP reads as 
follows. 
2p 
Theorem 3.3.3. Let r (a) <p : ý, 3/2. Let P, bEL 2-p , V, WE LP .. 
IVe assume 10C 10 
that conditions (Cl)-(C3) hold and c(a) =0 in (C2). Then COOO(Rd) is a domain 
of strong uniqueness for the operator Hp. 
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Remark. We suspect that the assumption c(a) =0 in Theorems 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 
is superfluous. However, at present it is not clear how it could be avoided within 
the method. 
Analogously to the previous two sections the proof is carried out in steps. First 
the problem is reduced to the strong uniqueness for a degenerate operator on a ball 
in R. Then the "localised" problem is investigated using the a priori estimates 
technique. 
3.3.2 Proof of Uniqueness 
For r(a) <p<2 let -H,, p stand for the generator of the CO-semigroup on LP, 
associated with the closure of the form S(ýb Let H 14,2- n 71 
Next we formulate the "localisation" theorems in the cases p=2 and r(a) < 
p<2. 
2 Theorem 3.3.4. Let O, b, V, IV E LjOc* We assume that conditions (Cl)-(C3) 
hold. We also assume that Co"O is a core for the operator II,,. Then CO' is a 
domain of strong uniqueness for the operator II. 
Theorem 3.3.5. Let r(a) < p, < 2. Let 0, b, V, TV E LPIc, We assume that con- 10 
ditions (Cl)-(C3) hold, with c(ce) =0 in (C2). We also assume that the closure 
in LP of Hn, p tq-) is m-accretive. Then CO' is a domain of strong uniqueness for 
the operator Hp. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3-4. We only prove the localisation result in the case p=2. 
The proof of Theorem 3.3.5 is a simple combination of the present one and that 
of Theorem 3.2.5. 
Since the operator H [Co. is accretive, by the Lumer-Phillips theorem it sliffices 
to check that Ran (A + H) rc. - is dense in L' for some A>0, i. e. we have to show 
that 
uEL2 and ((A + H)ýp, u) =o for all ýp E Cooo (3-57) 
yields u= 
The rest of the proof is divided into two steps. 
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Indeed, it is easy to check that 
«A + H)W, uZ) = «A + HJV, uZ) «p c Coo"(R1». 
Since ýýo E Co' (V), (3.57) implies that 
((A + H)V, uý) = 2(Vý - VV, u) + ((Aý -b- (3.58) 
Applying the Schwarz inequality and (Cl) we have 
i IIVC' Vý0112 :5 C(11771'VVI 112 S 11(l +, C, 7)2 
)VI12) 
JJGý0ý0112 !ý Cý11429 
Il(ß * VZ)9112: 5 cell(1 +£i7)«1)(P112) 
Observing that by (C2) one can find a constant C= C(a, 71) >0 such that 
22 (l + 'Ci7)! (P112 :5 CII (A+ Re H, 7)lVll2, 
we conclude that 
(A + II, 7)V, Uý) Cu, ýJj (A + Re 
H. ) 2 1 (PI12- (3-59) 
Estimate (3.59) implies that the left-hand side of (3.58) defines a linear bounded 
functional on D, i. e. there is an element vE 1) such that 
((A + H,, ) ýp, uý) = ((A + Re H,, ) 
12W, (A + Re H,, ) 21 V). (3-60) 
S(b, q) is sectorial and the operator A+ Re H,, 0 for all .> (cj) 
Since the form XC 
it follows from Theorem 2.1.7 that 
A+H, 7= (A+ 
ReH,, )12 (Id +i B) (A + ReH, 7)12 , 
where B is a bounded self-adjoint operator in L2. The operator Id -iB: L2 -ý L2 
is clearly bijective, and the mapping (A + Re H, 7)12* 
:V -4 
L2 is known to be 
isomorphic. Therefore for every vE 1) one can find a (unique) WE 1) such that 
16 (Id -i B) (A + Re 
H,, ) 2W= (A + Re H, 7)12 V. (3-61) 
Combining (3.60) and (3.61) we get 
Ii ((A + H, 7)V, uý) = ((Id +i B) (A + Re H, 7)2V, (A+ReH, 7) 
2 W) 
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We employ the strong uniqueness of Hj [C. - and obtain the equality 
(V), w) for all V) E L'. Hence, w= uý /L-a. e. 
Step 2. Let ýE FR and u be as in (3.51). Our goal is to prove the following 
estimate: 
IjUq2 , , ca 
IIUIVý1112 for all E YR, 2-2 
where C,, is a positive constant dependent on a. 
We choose ý, 71 E YR such that ý [,,, pg= 
I and 77 [,. Ppý= 
1. Set ft := uý and 
note that fi rsuppt= u r, uppt. 
By Step I ft E V. 
Let ((Pk)kEN C CO' be a sequence such that (Pk -ý Uý in D- It follows from 
(3.58) that 
P H71) ýOk , uý) = 2(Vý - VýPk, u) + ((Aý -b- 
VOýOk, U)- (3.62) 
By Step 1 
+ Hq)ýOk) UO ýý (VVk7 V(UO) + A(ýOk, uý) + (b - VýPk? 710 + (Wki 710- 
Integrating by parts in the right-hand side of (3.62) and observing that V(Wk) 
VkVfL + UVWk on supp ý we derive the equality 
2(Vý - V(Pk) U) + ((Aý +0* Vý)ýPki U) ::::: (Vý * VWkj U) - 
(VkVý7 Vlý)- 
Hence, 
A((Pki UO + (VVk, V(uý)) + (b - V(Pk, uý) + (qýOki 710 
(VVk 
7 UVO - 
(Vk Vft - Vý) - ((b - VO Vk) 11) - 
Passing to the limit as k -4 oo in the last equality we get 
11 JV(Uý)j 112 + \JJUý112 +I Uý 12) 22 (b - V(uý), uý) + (q 
= (V (Uý), UVý) - (uý, Vft - Vý) - (b uý, uVý). (3.63) 
We note that V(uý) = uVý + ýVfi, take the real parts of both sides of (3-63), 
and get 
AJJUý112 + 11 JV(Uý) 1112 2 2+ Re (b -V (uý), 
q) + (VJUý12) = 11 JUVýj 112 2 Re (b uý, uVý), 
since M, Vf" VO = ((Vfi) ý, uVý). Next we make use of assumption (C2) and 
conclude that 
AJJUý112 + 11 JV(Uý)j 112 q) + (VIql2) 2 2+ Re (b - V(uý), 
C(a)) JJUý112 + (11 JV(q) 1112 + (VJUý12)). 22 
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in order to complete the estimate we make use of the Schwarz and Cauchy inequal- 
ities and assumption (C2): 
Uý112 + 
111 
JUVý1112 J(buý, uVý)j :! ý, -Il JbI 2 4c 2 




all 22 46 2' 
Taking e 
Výa- >0 we infer that 
a 
C )11Uý112 < (ý 11 JUVýj 112 
a 2- a 2' 
The last estimate implies that u=0. 0 
Recall that for qE FR we set Q := Int (supp 77). Till the end of this section 
stands for the integral over Q. 
Let 71 E FR. By -IC77, b, p and -H, 7, p we denote the generators of Co-semigroups 
on LP(Q), associated with the closures of the forms 
(7lVu, 7IVv) + (b n2VU, V), U, VCCI(Q) 0 
and 
(71Vu, 77Vv) + (b . 172VU, v) + (qi7 u, v), U, vE Col (Q), 
respectively. 
Proof of Theorems 3.3.1 and 3.3.2. Let f (a) <p :ý2. It remains to show that 
C0"'0 is a core of the operator H,,, p. We break up the proof in two steps. Here we 
only discuss the first step since the second one is almost identical to the proofs of 
Theorems 3.2.3 and 3.2.2. 
Step 1. We are going to show that the set 
-j7, 
b, p)-IC(a) is a domain 
UMEN(M+L 
of strong uniqueness for H,,, p. 
The operator -H,,, p is the generator of a Co-semigroup, therefore the set 1), 
(A + I1,7, p) -I L' 
(11) is a core for H, 7, p for all A> c(a). It follows from Lemma 2.3.4 
that for every ýp E D, we have 
R, 
7, pV --: 
47, 
b, pW + 
(V, 
7 + iTV,, )w- Let fE LOO(Q). 
Then the following equalities hold. 
s-LP- lim m(m +, C77, b, p)- (A + H, 7, p)-If =(A+ HI, p)-'f, m 
s-LP- lim m b, p) H, 7 p)-lf , 
C, 
7, b, p(M 
+ 
IC77 




(A + FI 
m 
-I(A + H, 7, p)-lf s-LP- lim m(V, 7 + iTV71) (M + 'CE, 71, b, p) 
fI 
m 
(V,? ilV,? ) (A + H, 7, p) 
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Gý + FI, 
7, P)-'L' (Q) is a core for the operator 
il,,, 
p. 
Therefore so is the set 
UmEN(M + ICi?, b, p)-'L"(Q). 
For any fE L-(Q) one can find a sequence (ýPk)kEN C CT) such that 
SUPk IkOkIloo < oo and IlVk f Ilp -4 0 as k -* oo. The operators 
E, 
7, b, p(Tn + 
IC77, b, p)-17 MEN are clearly 
bounded in LP(Q) for every p< oo. Therefore 
U. 
EN('rn + 
L,,, b, p)-1C(n) is a core 
for the operator 
fI,,, 
p, 
This completes the proof 
of Step 1. 
Step 2. The rest of the proof is similar to the proof of Theorems 3.2.3 and 
3.2.2. 
3.4 A Priori Estimates 
11 
Now we are heading towards establishing a priori estimates for the gradients of 
the solutions of the equation 
Au - (17 + b) . 712VU = 
on the ball with smooth b and continuous 
Theorem 3.4.1. Let p> 3/2 and 0EL 2p . Let u be the solution of 
(3.64) with 10C 
bE Coo (? i), A>0 and fE (A + 
A, 
7) 
C2 (ýj). Set Kp := 11 Iflqj + Ib711 + 
IV711112p- 
Then there exists a constant Cp depending only on p such that 
1177VU112p:! ý Cp 




In order to prove Theorem 3.4.1 we need the following two auxiliary results. 
Lemma 3.4.2. Let 0EL 2p . Let u be the solution of 





l(b - 0)17111' (3.65) A A2 2p) 
and 
Ilf 112 lif III. 
JIU112 :! ý- C' + 11 I(b -0) 177 11'21) (3.66) 
(A2 
Proof. It follows from (3.64) that 
AllulIP - «V + ß) - i7'Vu, uluIP-') = «b - ß) - il'Vu, U1U1p-1) + 
(f, U1U1p-2). p 
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Integrating by parts and using Theorem 2.2.25 we obtain the inequality 
Allullp+ 







- P) . 772V(ulul 
p 22), ulul p 22 + (f, UlUlp-2)). (3.67) 
p 
Making use of the 1161der and Young inequalities we estimate the right-hand side 
of (3.67) as follows: 





P-2)l 12 ((b - 0) 
2 
p 
2 -2)111211UIIP Ilullooll J(b - 0)771112p p 
11 17? V(UIUIP 222 
4 
ilqV(UIUI P-2)112 +A 2 _IIUIIP +C Al-2plIf 
Ilp 2p 
pp, 
23Pp oolll(b-O)'ql 2p 
Applying the last two estimates to (3-67) we obtain (3.65). In order to derive 
(3.66) we use (3.67) with p=2 and employ the estimate 
772VU, 
I 
u) (Jul P lb - 0177,77IVul Jul 
17) 




InVW12 lrVW12 + 62 ifpý! 2, and, -> 0 Let wE C'(P). We set with c=0 
1, ýVWjp-2 otherwise. Set X :=c. 
Lemma 3.4.3. If p> 3/2 then 
177VWI'c'-'1? 7VWI 
2<c 













77VWI(lo, 77 + IV771) 
12 
where V. 772Výw :ý Ek Vk(772 VkW)- 
Proof. We break up the proof into several steps. 









IIWI12 ) (11XV 
. 712VW112 + 
IIXIllVWI Igql 112 
2 
00 2 2)- 
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VInVW12). (3.68) eE 
The equality VInVW12 = VI? IVW12 and the Schwarz inequality imply that the C 
last term in the right-hand side of (3.68) is estimated above by 
(p - 1) llwll. (Invwl P-1 Iqvwl, Iqvwlpc-, Wl? 7vwl, l) 
nVW, p-llnVWI 
112 + (p 1)211WI12 jjj17VWjp-3jnVj71VWj2jjj2. 
c2 00 c2 
(3.69) 
Using the definition and applying the Schwarz and Young inequalities to the 
first term in the right-hand side of (3.68) we derive the estimate 
I(Wlnvwlc + 0) - n'Vw)l 
InVWI')X'IWI, IV 
- 71'VWI + 








(E2 + IIW112 IIXIqVWIIOql 112 
42+2+ 2)' 
(3.70) 
Combining (3.68)-(3.70) we obtain 

















. 712VW112 + 





:ý ep-2 62X2 < 62p-2 Next we note that X when p<2. Therefore for all p ý: I 
621IX2WI12 < 62p-211WI12. FU (since e: =0 when p ý: 2). Hence, 2-2 rther, it is easy to see 
that 117VW12 < j? 7VwjP-1j? 7Vwj for p>1. This completes the proof of the claim. X6 
Step 2. Let I-1, Hs stand for the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of an operator in 
We introduce the quantities 
2WIIIS 
- 11 jqVwjP-3j7, Vj?, VWj2j 
IIX? 121D 112 and J,:: 112 
a 02 
and set Vk and V? -= -, k, d. The following estimate 
holds. 
191k Jk - 191k O-Tj 









+ 211XI? lVwl(10711 + JV711)112 
2 
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Indeed, integrating by parts twice we get 
(V - 77, vw, 
(V +x2 77 2, VW) = 
E(Vk (772 VkW)? (Vj +pj )(X2? 72, VjW)) 
k, j 
E- (VjVk (n2 VkW)i X2? 72VjW) = 
E(Vj(772 VkW) 
i 
(Vk + flk) (X2772VjW)) 
k, j k, j 
E [(Vj(772 VkW)? X2 Vk(772VjW)) + (Vj (772 VkW)7 n2 VjW'VkX2) 
k, j 
(Vj(712VkW)i PkX 2 71 2VjW)]. (3.71) 
A straightforward computation gives 
E (Vj (772 VkW)i X2Vk(172VjW)) 
k, j 
12 +4 E(Vj(n2VkW)7 X2 'n'VjWVk77) + 41IX77Vw - VnI12 6 2' 
k, j 
Hence, by the Schwarz inequality 
E (Vj (q2 VkW)i X2Vk (712V, W)) _ JC2 
k, j 
:5 41IIXI?? VwIIV? )l 112 + 411XI77VwIIV? 711122, (3.72) 
Further, we observe that 
, VI17VW12 = 2772 D 2WVW + 277V? 71VW12 
and 






kjw + 27IVj77Vkw), VjWVk 
i, k k, j 
p-2 .2 772 X2). 
2 
JE + E(? IVj77VkWy VjWVk 
k, j 
Therefore the Schwarz inequality implies that 
- 2j, X2) 4 E(Vj(772VkW)i 772VjWVk 
22 
k, j 
21p - 21 
lIX177VI77Vwll 112 IIX177VWI I V771112* (3-73) 
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Finally, it follows from the Schwarz and Cauchy inequalities that 
E (Vj (? 72 VkW)7 Ok X2712VjW) 
k, j 
lIX171VW110771112 lIX177VWIIV7,1112 IcIXI? IVW110771112 + 2+ 2' 
(3.74) 
Next we return to (3.71) and consider the expression (V + 0). X2, ý2 Vw. A straight- 
forward computation shows that 
(V + p) . X2n2VW =X2V ., n2VW + X20.712VW 
+(2p - 4)Xli7Vw 
16-41?, VWIV171VWI ., 172VW. 
We observe that j? jVwjP-1j? 7VwjI :! ý X (since 1? 7Vwl !ý lqVwl, ) and make use of 
the H61der inequality to conclude that 
(V . 77'VWI (V + 0) - X'77'VW) - IIXV'77'VWII'2 
!ý JJXV, 772VW 11211XI77VWIIP? ll 112 + 12p - 4111XV. 772VW 11211XI77VI71VWII 112- (3.75) 
Combining (3.7l)-(3.75) we complete the proof of Step 2. 
The Schwarz inequality implies that 
177VI77VW121 :ý 172 
2WIIIS+IV? 
711,, VWI). , li7Vwl(2 ID 
Therefore for every J>1 there is a constant C3 >0 such that 
J, 2 :ý4 11 
IqVWlp-3lqVIIIVWI 1112 < 451,2 + C61IX17IVwIIV? ll 112. (3.76) 62-2 
Set rp := min(O, p- 2). Due to Step 2 there exists a constant Cp, j >0 such that 
(1 + 2Jrp)I, 2 :5 CP, 611XV. n2VW112 + CP, 6jjXj,, 7VWj(jfl77j + IV771)112 22 
:5 Cp, jlc(lIXV 712V? _o 
112 + lIX17IV7,01(10711 + lV7]l)ll2)- (3.77) 
If p> 3/2 then we can find such aJ>1 that 1+ 26rp > 0. Employing the Cauchy 
inequality we conclude that 
J2 < CPIIXV., q2VW112 + CPIIXIqVWI(Ioql + IV771)112. e-22 (3.78) 
We substitute (3.78) in (3.76) and make use of Step 1. This completes the proof 
of the lemma. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 3-4.1. Let first p ý! 2. Equation (3.64) yields 
IIXV 712 VU112 :5 AIIXU112 + jjXf 112 + IIXI'qVul lb7l] 112- (3.79) 
Combining Lemma 3.4.3 with (3.79) and applying the 1161der inequality we get 
the estimate 
lInIVUI 112P < Cpllf 112 11711VUI 112p-4(A21JUJI2 + Ilf 112 + jj, ýJVUJ 112 K2). 2p - 00 2p pp 2p p 
By the Young inequality we have 
11711VU1114 <C Ilf 112 (, \211UI12 + Ilf 112) +C Ilf 114K4. 2P -p 00 ppp 00 p 
The statement of the theorem now follows from (3.65). 
Let now 3/2 <p<2. Making successive use of (3-64), the Schwarz inequality 
and the inequality X< ep-2 we obtain 
IJXV . n2 VU112 :ý ep-2 
(AIJUJI2 + Ilf 112) + llxl7lVullb7llll2- (3-80) 
Choosing E := Ilf ll,,. and combining Lemma 3.4.3 with (3.80) we infer that 
2< 
Cp f 




Ilf 112 llxlqVul(lb7ll 
+ 10711 + JV711) 
11 2 
00 2 
11f 112 p-2 Next we apply the inequalities Ilf JJP > 211f Iloo for p<2 and (3.66) to the last P- 








If Ilp If Ilp 
+ 1) + cp 
Ilf 112 11 lbnl + 1077,112p -T- 
11 
oo p2 00 2p(AP 
+ 
AP+2)* 
Observe that (xl? 7Vul)P' < j7? VujP, -'jqVuj since p<2. Hence, the H61der inequal- 
ity implies that 
2 
I, nvulp-l Invul 11 
7119112p V9 EL 2p IIXI'qVU1911'2 <- 11 
11 2 (3-82) 
In order to complete the proof we apply (3.82) and the Young inequality to (3.81). 
D 
The next simple proposition provides an a priori estimate in L 2(Q) for the 
gradient of the solution of (3.64). 
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Proposition 3.4.4. Let 1<p :5 3/2. Let )3 G LIO,. Let u be the solution of 
(3.64), with bG C'(il), fE C(U) and A>0. Then there exists a constant C 
such that 
1177VU112 A-lp(Q) + \-2 p), ý112 2 -< 
ClIf Iloo 
( 
11(b -2 (3.83) 
where p(Q) := fn p(x)dx. 
Proof. Integrating by parts and using the equation we obtain 
117? VuII22 
= (u, f- Au) + (u, (b -)3) . q2VU). (3.84) 
Estimating the right-hand side of (3.84) as follows 
lif 112 p(Q), (u, f -Au) 1 :5 2A-l 00 
(u, (b - 
0)772VU)i :5 
'A-211f 
112 11(b - 
0), t, 112 + 
11177VU112 
2 00 22 21 
one completes the proof. 0 
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Chapter 4 
LP-Uniqueness for Infinite 
Dimensional Symmetric Dirichlet 
Operators with Variable Diffusion 
Coefficients 
In this chapter we study infinite dimensional operators of the form 








kj 19xj . 
where uG YC', i. e. the set of smooth finitely based functions on a locally b 
convex vector space X. Here the entries of the symmetric Positive definite matrix 
a= (akj)k, j>l satisfy certain regularity conditions and 01' = (0")k>i stands for the A: 
logarithmic derivative of a probability measure ji on X. First we construct the 
generator -Lp of a Co-semigroup on LP(X, p), 1<p< oo, such that Cp DL The 
operator CP is called the Dirichlet operator in LP(X, p). Then we reveal sufficient 
conditions on a and PA which ensure that the property of strong LP-uniqueness 
holds for the operator L, i. e. that -Lp is the only extension of _1C generating a 
Co-semigroup on LP(X, p). 
The chapter is organised as follows. Our main results are formulated in Theo- 
rems 4.1.2 and 4.1.3 in section 4.1 to which we also refer for the precise framework. 
In section 4.2 we provide the proofs of the uniqueness results, which are based on 
a priori estimates for the first order derivatives of solutions of parabolic equations 
with smooth coefficients. These estimates are derived in section 4.3, whereas cer- 
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tain auxiliary results are contained in section 4.5. An application, which could not 
be treated by previous results on the strong uniqueness, is given in section 4.4. 
Most of the results, stated in this chapter, are contained in [501. 
4.1 Fý-amework and Main Results 
Let X be a separable locally convex Hausdorff topological vector space such that its 
topological dual X* contains a sequence (1,, ),,, N of linearly independent functionals 
separating points. We assume that X is Souslin, hence 1, nýN, generate the 
Borel a-algebra B(X) of X (cf. [68]). 
Given NEN and MENU joO}, let UCb' := UC6(RI) stand for the class 
of m-times differentiable functions on RN, whose derivatives up to order M are 
bounded and uniformly continuous. Now let 
-FCM'U(RIV) :: -- 
If (Ilt 
... 7 
1N) :fE UCbm (RN) b 
From now on 17C'-' 'r-7C', '(R) and rC: =J17C"" b :: -:: UN ,bbb 
Let p be a probability measure on 13(X). Suppose that supp p=X. For p ý! 1 
we set LP Re LP (X, 13(X), p). Since B(X) =c (1, nE N), the set FC' is dense b 
in LP for all pE [1, oo). Throughout the paper we use the following notation: 11 - Ilp 
is the norm in LP, (-, -) is the inner product in L', and (f ): = fX f dit. 
Let (ek)kEN C- X be the unique sequence of linearly independent vectors such 
that 1,, (ek) = 6mk) m, kEN. We assume that the measure ji is differentiable along 
every ek in the sense that there exist measurable functions (16k' A)kEN in L', satisfying 




For every kEN the distribution Ok' is called directional logarithmic derivative of 
ji along ek. Further on we treat (ek)kEN as the canonical basis in the space R" of 
all real sequences. Hence, we identify the linear span of (ek)kEN Witll the Space 
R in fin E of all finite sequences. The space R can be considered as the tangent space 
T,,; X to X for all xEX in the sense that we shall take derivatives only along the 
elements of Rfil. We introduce the spaces (Ho, (-, -)o) = 12, (H-j-, 12 and , rk 
(H- 12_1 for a sequence (Yk)kEN in (0, +oo) (where 12 It E Rý 'Yk 
Ek h2 12_1 /, -yk2 < oo} and is defined in the same way). It is obvious that H+ and 
H- are mutually dual w. r. t. the (-, -)o-duality pairing. 
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Here and below we denote the linear span of (ek)kN=l by RN. This notation is 





For uE FC"' such that u(. ) f (PN-) let Vu stand for the Frechet derivative b 
of u, i. e. 
N of 
k=l ek 
(PNx)ek Ee VU(X): = 
Z 
äZ 
Furthermore, if UE '97C2, u, then by D 2U we denote the second derivative of u: b 
N a2f 
2U(X) :=- äekge"ý (PNx) ek (9 e x C- X. 
k, m=l 
-ýL, V2 
2 Further on we use the same notation as in Chapter 3: Vk :: ` aek kj : -- aeakOej 
Let jaki, k, j E NJ be a family of cylindrical functions on X. The following 
conditions (AO) - (M) on (akj) are assumed to hold throughout the chapter. 
(AO) For every NEN the matrix (aki 
(X))N 
=1 
is symmetric and uniformly elliptic. k, j 
For every iEN there exists Ej E (0, oo), such that for p-a. e. xE X7 
00 
E aki(x)hkhj ý! cih? sg 
k, j=l 
for all h= 
(hk)kEN E Rýn, 
and the completion H,, (x) of Rf" with respect to the norm 11 . 
Ila :=(.,. )1/2 
where 
00 
(h, g). (x): = Z akj(x) 
hk 9j2 g, hE HÜn 
k, j=l 
embeds one-to-one and continuously into Rý (the latter being equipped with 
the product topology). 
Note that assumption (AO) is fulfilled if the infinite matrix(akj(X))Oo =1 is block k, j 
diagonal and each block is uniformly elliptic. By HS and HS(a) we denote the 
spaces of Hilbert-Schmidt operators over HO and H,, respectively. 
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(Al) For every nEN 
aki c. FC"'(RKn), k, j = 11 ... i Kn 7 b 
for a sequence (Kn)nEN C N, Kn /' oo. 
(A2) For every kEN 
2 Ek :: -- sup akj X< 00' 
XEX, jEN 
For every kEN we assume that Ok" can be decomposed as 01 = ý' + TI', with kkk 
and 71" Borel measurable and satisfying the following conditions. kk 
(M) The series 77"(x) := 
E71'(x)ek converges in H,, (x) for a. e. xEX and 
kEN 
PNiIA 0 in L2 as N -ý oo. 




akjqj" akl) aj, 71jg) ýfia- kk 
I(Pd 
- PN)71"lai 
j=N 1=1 j=N 
where (aji)jdl=l is the square root of the matrix (aji), ', =,. 
Therefore (M) implies 3) 31 
that the series converges in L' for all kEN. aki ? Ij 
(A4) The series E(Vjakj + akjýj") is convergent in L' for all kEN. 
jEN 
The latter enables us to introduce (x) := 
Ek>1 C; 
k(x)ek E Rý. The vector 14 
ýal is referred to as the "large" part of the collection (Ok")kEN of the directional 
logarithmic derivatives of p, since it is not a section of the "co-tangent bundle" 
(HaW)xEX (see [19, Appendix D] for precise definition). 
For dEN and xEX we introduce the quantities Vd(x) and vd(x): 
d 




dW:: = SUP 
(-yý'a'j(X)(Vkajj(X)-Ykhk) (V 
m aji 
(x) -y,,, h,,, ), (4.2) 
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where h= (h,, )nEN and (a'j)jýj=j is the matrix inverse to (aij)id J=j (which exists 
due to (Al)). Note that if aki(X) = 6kjO'k(X), one has 
d2 






If one assumes, in addition, that Ork(X) : -- Crk(Xk), then 
1 2 (Xk) I 




Vd(X) = SUP 
I O'kl (Xk) 
k Ork (Xk) 
We define an operator t. with the domain D(t) : =. FC' in L2 by b 
72 1 r-v (aki kiV + akj? 7j"VkV) +E Cl; kVkV- 
k, j>l k>l 
We observe that v is cylindric, so it follows from (Al), (A3) and (A4) that 
tv EL2 for all vE 00 2 -FCb - Hence, the operator 
t, is densely defined in L. We also 
note that the following equality holds: 
-(Lu, v) (akjVkUVjV), U, V E. FCboo- (4.3) 
k, j>l 
Indeed, for u, VC FC2, u we have b 
00 00 00 00 
V2 E" aki kjU+EVkU(E(Vjakj+akjýj' 
fx 
v '4) +E akjl7j/A)] dp. 
k, j=l k=l j=l j=j 
00 
1: v (Vj + Pj")(ajkVku)dp, 
k, j=l 
fx 
since the sum in k is finite and the series in j converges in L2 due to (M) and 
(A4). Hence, (4.3) follows from the integration by parts formula. Therefore, L^ is 
a symmetric operator and the form 
. 6(u, v) 
(akjVkUVjV), u, vE FCOO b 
k, j>l 
is a closable symmetric form on L' whose closure (6, D(E)) is a Dirichlet form. 
We will not distinguish between 6 and its closure unless it leads to confusions. 
As described in subsection 2.2.3, the form E gives rise to a family of consis- 
tent sub-Markovian Co-semigroups of contractions exp(-, Cpt) on LP, 1<p< c>0. 
By construction C2 DL (note that C2 =- L is the Friedrichs extension of C). 
Rirthermore, the following simple statement holds. 
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Lemma 4.1.1. Let s=2Vp. Then Lp Dý provided 1711,11, C; k E L' for all 
I 
k (=- N. 




0 t-40 tI 
On the other hand, 
ttt 
f 
e-'CP', Cvds =f e-'C", Cvds 
f 
e-IC28 C2vds =v- e-IC2t V=V- e-lcptv. 
000 
Thus, tv = LP-lim 1 (v - e-, Cptv) and Lp D t-+O t 
Now we are ready to formulate the uniqueness results. Recall that conditions 
(AO) - (A4) are still in force. 
Theorem 4.1.2. Let p ý! 1, (K,, ) be as in (Al). Set s :=p if ill' =- 0, and 
s := max(2, p) otherwise. Let C; k E L' for all kEN and sup,, 
11 vn ll,,, < oo. u 
Assume that 
(i) there exists a sequence ýj' E TC"'(R 
K,,, ), j If, nEN, such that b 
PK,, ý. ' I- -* 0 in L' as n -+ oo; 
(b) there exists a constant C+ ER independent of n such that for all x, yE 
RK- we have 
(ii) either 77" =0 
or 
Ký Kn 
(Vlýn)(X) Y, :ý C+ 2; yi j yj ki 
E 
72Yk 
j, l=l k=l 
(a) SUPd 11 Vdll2p < 00; jqý' - PN71'"Ja ---ý 0 in L 
2P as N -+ oo; 
(b) there exist a sequence 
(ýjm)mJEN C 'PC"u and numbers -o E [0,1) and b 
c(60) ER such that ýjm -+ ýj' as m -4 oo weakly in L' for every iEN, 
and for all nEN and Wj E FC"u(Rn), i=1,..., n, the following b 
inequality holds 
dn 
liminf E j: ((Vkýj)ajjwj, akiWi) 
m, d--+oo i, k=l j, l=l 
nn 
:5 co E 
(akiViWj, ai, VkWI) + C(CO)E (akjWk, Wj); 
i, j, k, i=l j, k=i 
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3 
1+ 71 -+3eo eo 
Then the operator rrc- has a unique extension which generates a Co-semigroup b 
on LP. 
Next we formulate the uniqueness result in L'. 
Theorem 4.1.3. Let (K,, ) be as in (Al). Let a; E 
L' for all kEN and 
Ck 
sup, 11 V. < C)O. 
Assume that there exists a sequence ýj' E -17CbI"(RK), K, nE N) 
such that 
PKnýaAj- -ý 0 in Ll as n -ý oo, - 
(b) there exists a constant C+ ER independent of n such that for all x, yE RKII 
we have K, ý Z 
-yi (Viei) (X) yjyl < C+ 
Z 
-yk'yk" 
j, i=i k=l 
Then the operator L [_rc. has a unique extension which generates a Co-semigroup b 
on L'. 
Remark. The uniqueness results in [48] (Theorems 1 and 3) can be obtained as 
particular cases Of Theorem 4.1.2 if one puts aik(T) '-: Jjk- (Note the difference 
in the interval in the LP-scale, which was incorrectly stated in [48], Theorem 3. ) 
Theorem 4.1.3 generalises Theorem 2 from [48]. In [49] the special case 
0, kEN, was studied and strong LP-uniqueness of the extension of C has been 
proved under weaker assumptions on the coefficients aik, namely, their derivatives 
need not be either continuous or bounded. If we confine ourselves to this situation 
then we can employ estimates (4.7) and (4.8) (see Proposition 4.2.3 below and note 
that in this case co = 0) and prove the uniqueness under the same assumptions as 
in [4 9]. 
4.2 Proof of Uniqueness 
Our strategy to prove the uniqueness result is as follows. We take an arbitrary 
extension BD -Z rrcb., which generates a Co-semigroup on LP. Then we take 
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sequences (q), (? 7jm) C YC"' and investigate the corresponding family of Cauchy b 
problems: 
0t u(M) = EKý 72 m) + akj7)jmVkU(m» + 
Ek>, TVkU(rn) 
k, j=l(aik kiU( k 
U(M)(0) = f, 
with an arbitrary 0 :Af C= YC' and (K,, ) as in (Al). Then we show that b 
u(-)(t) -+ e-IIf strongly in LP provided ýj, 77j' approximate Qoj, 77j", jEN in a 
proper way. This will prove strong uniqueness for the generator. The core of the 
proof is a priori estimates for the gradient Vu of the solution u to the following 
Cauchy problem over RK 
K V2 19tu £47U := Ek, j=l(aki kiU + akj77jVkU) + EkK=l ýkV0i t> 01 




with a uniformly elliptic matrix (aik j, k ajk, ýj E UCbl(R j, k K, 
N<K, 77j E UCb1 (R 
N), j=1, 
..., N, 77j =- 0, j=N+K, fE C"(RK). b 
In order to obtain the required estimates we need a result from [571. To forinti- 
late it we introduce the notion of classical solution to the abstract Cauchy problem 
(see [57, Definition 4.1.1, (iii)]). We consider the problem 
V'(t) = -4v(t) +f (t), t>0; v(0) = VO, (4.5) 
where A is a linear sectorial operator in a Banach space Y. The function f is 
assumed to be continuous in (0, oo). A function v: [0, oo) -ý Y is said to be 
a classical solution to problem (4.5) in [0, oo), if for every T>0 the function 
vE C'((O, T], Y) n C((O, TI, D(A)) n QO, TI, Y), v'(t) = Av(t) +f (t) for all 
0<t<T, and v(O) = vo. 
Proposition 4.2.1. ([57, Propositions 3.1.9,3.1.17,3.1.18]. ) Set 
P(RýK) : U, Ct,, 7u E 




(i) CC,, 7 [, D generates a positive analytic semigroup U(t) on Cb , which is contin- 
uous at zero on elements from 15 = UCb(RK). In particular, problem (4.4) 
has a unique classical solution uE Cb (in the sense of ; 
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(ii) the functions t ý-4 u(t) and t ý-4 Cý,, 7u(t) are analytic (0,00) --ý Cb1 (RK ) and 
u(t) -* f, LC,, 7u(t) -ý 
LC,, 
7f 
in Cb(RK) as t -ý 0; 
(iii) For all t>0 we have u(t) En, >, iv, 3. ýp nuc, 2. 
By the maximum principle we have Ijull .. ) :5 
11 f 11,,.. 
The a priori estimates are given in the following three propositions. 
Proposition 4.2.2. Let u be the solution to (4-4). Assume that there exists a 
constant c+ independent of x such that for all x, yE RK the inequalities 
KK 
'yk -yi (Vlýj) (X)Yjyl !ý C+ 
E 
-yk 
j, l=l k=l 
VK (X) 
hold (vK is as in (4.2)). 
Then 
11 IVul+ll,, :5 exp(C+t)ll JVf 1+11,,, 
1NI 
with C+ = c+ + j0+ + Ek=1 Ek "I II V77 I Hsjjý,. + c+11 and 77K) 
(recall that IhI2+ = Ek>1 -yk2hk, hE H+). 
Proposition 4.2.3. Let u be the solution to (4.4). For 3-3,: ý p ,: ý -1 1+N/1+3co ro 
set s= max(p, 2). Let SUPd JjVdjj2p < OOY 177" - Pol"j. -ý 0 in L 
2P 
as d -+ oo and 
ýýa; 
k E L', k K. Set Gp := 11 
Inja + 171plall2p 11 2p S 2p + SUP 
JjVd 
2p. Let C+ be a in d 
Proposition 4.2.2. Then there exists a constant C,,, p > 0, depending only on p, and 
co, such that 
t 
11 IVUI"ll2p Ilf 112p 
2p(-r)d, r < 
C,,,, 
p 
(Gp + 1) + Ilf 112 11 JVf 1.112p-2 
f It 
00 00 2p-2 
0 
esc+t -1 Ilf IIPOOII lVf 1+11pooll IPKýa" - ýJ-Jjppj - (4.6) sc+ 
(Recall that IVul' =K= akjVkUVjU-) a 
Ek, j 1 
Furthermore, for p=2, 
t 
11 JAD 2U I IIS(a) 1122(r)dr: ý- C,, lif 11,2, t(G2 + 1) + 11 lVf laII22 2 00 
0 
e 2C+t _12 112 + 2C+ 
11 lVf 1+11ooll JPKCA - ý1- 2], (4-7) 
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and, for 3-3 i4 %/l 3p ++ co 
t 
11 JAD 2UJ Hs(,, )IIP(-r)dr < Cp,,,, Ilf JJP (Gp + 1) + 
lif 112-pll IVf I 112p-2 
p 
[t 




_1 Vf 1+ 112 p ý1_112 + lif 1100 2C+ 
III 
ooll 
IPKýa 2 (4.8) 
EK aijakmV UV2 U where JAD 
2UJI 
S(a) 3k mi H 
Proposition 4.2.4. Let u be the solution to (4.4). Let C+ be as in Proposition 
4.2.2. We assume that ý,,; k E L', k=1,..., K. Then there exists a constant 
C>0 such that 
t 
11 IVul,, 11'(7-)dT <C 
[tllf 
112 11 J'Q 
- PK? Ipla 
112 + Ilf 112 
2 00 2 00 
0 
ec+t -1 + Zý--Jjf Ilmll JVf 1+11ooll JPKýa' 
We postpone the proof of Propositions 4.2.2-4.2.4 till the next section. 
Proo of Theorem 4.1.2. Let fE FCOO. For N>I let 7, jN E Yff (R 
N), j fbb 
1 
.... 
N, satisfy 11 171jA _ 71N 
11 
2p `5 1 IN, with? jN := Ej i)jNej. 
Let (ýk"), k=I, (,,, nEN, be the sequence satisfying condition (i) of the 
theorem. We choose n to be such that K,, > N. 
By U(Nn) we denote the solution to the Cauchy problem on R Kn 
atu (Nn) =-C ýn, 17N U(Nn) =: -LNnU(Nn), (4.9) 
U(Nn)(0) =f 
Let B with D(B) stand for an arbitrary extension of t, [. rc,., such that -B 
generates a CO-sernigroup on LP. It is easy to show that E)(13) D . 97C2" and b 
V2 IA UC yC2, u -Bu =E (aki kjU + akj77j/ b 
AVkU) + EC; kVkU7 
k, j>l k>l 
By Proposition 4.2.1, (iii) the function U(Nn)(t) EDC D(5) for all t>0. 
Therefore the function s ýý e-('-)U(Nn) (s) is a continuously differentiable map 
[0, tj -+ LP (see Remark 2.2.2, (ii)). Making use of Proposition 4.2.1, (ii) we obtain 
the Duhamel formula: 
t 
(Nn) (t-T)BU(Nn) rý 
(t-T)5 
(L3 _ 
f-Nn)U (Nn) (, r) dr. -t'3f -) 
1,7 
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By Remark 2.2.2, (iii) there exist numbers M>1 and -y ý: 0, such that for every 




(t) lip n_pý, u12 11, 
:, _f 
11 IVU(Nn)l+ll le- < Met'y 
(11 1ý 
Kn a ,,, d7 
0 
t 
+ 1111,14 _, nN 
lall2p 
1 
11 IVU(Nn) Ia 11 
2pd7). (4.10) 
0 
In order to complete the proof of the theorem we need to show that 
IiM IiM SUP Ile-tBf _ U(Nn)(t)llp = 0. 
N-+00 n-+oo 
If 77k1 =0 for all k, then one can take 77' =0 and the result follows from Proposition k I 
(Nn) 4 4.2.2 since 11 IVu 1+11. (t) < e(++ý1)tjj JVf 1+11,, 
In case 77" :A0 we employ Propositions 4.2.2 and 4.2.3 with the constant k 
1 )11 iVnNIUSIIOO + C+11 177NIalloo C+ = C+(N) = c+ +4 C+ + Ek 
k=l 
t 
to estimate 11 IVU(Nn) 1+11,,, and 




(t) Ilp :5 C11 1771A _ 77N 2p limsuplle-' lall2p(11 f ll. tG 1- p n-+oo 
2p- I 
P-1 I) t 2p (11 f 111111 lVf 1-112p-2) p 
Taking the limit as N -+ oo we complete the proof 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.1.3. The proof is similar to that of Theorem 
Let fE '--C'. For N>1 let ? 7jN E FCOO(RN), j N, satisfy the bb 
estimate 11 Ing 77N 
JaI12 : 511N, with 71N :=F,, 77, 
Nej. 
Let k 1, -, 
K, be the sequence satisfying condition (i) of the theorem. 
We choose n in such a way that K,, > N. 
By U(Nn) we denote the solution to problem (4.9) on RK-, with ýn and nN as 
above. 
Let B with D(B) stand for an arbitrary extension of C [. 7-q, such that -B 
generates a CO-semigroup on L'. It is easy to show that D(B) D yC2 " and b 
V2 2, u 
-Bu (aki kjU+ akj? 7jiuVkU) 
+E CkVkUi UE YCb 
k, j>l k>l 
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Repeating the corresponding argument from the proof of Theorem 4.1.2 we derive 
the Duhamel formula: 
t 
(Nn) (t--T)13U(Nn) Tt (t-, r)L3 (Nn) u e- 
(T)IT: 
o e- (B - JCNn)U (7-)dT. , r=O 
f 
0 
Now we have 
t 
- tSf _ U(Nn) Mpty 
[11 Iý npa- lie K nýpI2 
Ill 
f 
11 IVU(Nn) 1+11,,, dT 
0 
t 
+ 1117111 _ 77N 
JaI12 
f 
11 IVU(Nn) lall2di-]. 
0 
In order to complete the proof of the theorem we need to show that 
IiM IiM SUP lle-tBf _ U(Nn) 0. 
N-+00 n-+oo 
The rest of the proof is the same as that of Theorem 4.1.3. One has to apply 
Proposition 4.2.4 in place of Proposition 4.2.3 in order to estimate 
t 
1 
11 IVU(Nn) lall2dr. 
0 
0 
4.3 Proof of A Priori Estimates 
Throughout this section (aki )K =j, 
akj , 
ýk E FC"u (R), k, j K, 77i E kj b 
TCb"u(R'), i = 1,..., N for some N<K, and 77i =- Oj N+ 1,..., K, 
fE WCc)o (RK), f00; U (t) E jrC2, u(RK), t> bb-0, is the solution to the Cauchy 
problem (4.4). Unless otherwise indicated, all the sums are from 1 to K. NVe also 
assume that the measure p satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1.2. 
We begin with formulating an auxiliary result from [57). 
Proposition 4.3.1. ([57, Proposition 4.1.2]. ) Let Y be a Banach space. Let 
fE Ll ((0, T), Y) n C((O, T], Y) and uo E D(A). If u is a classical solution to 
(4.5), then 
t 
u(t) = exp(tA)uo +f exp ((t - s) A) f (s) ds, 0 <- t<T. 
0 
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We are now heading towards establishing the estimates for the derivatives of 
the solution to (4.4). 
Proof of Proposition 4.2.2. Let us differentiate equation (4-4) in the direction ek 
(observe that u is three times differentiable by Proposition 3.1, (iii)), then multiply 
by 'Yk2Vku and sum up from 1 to K. We get 
1dE, 
2(VkU)2 (Vk3ijU)-fk2 V2 Uyk2VkU) + 
1: &V2 U^tk2VkU 
2 dt 
Yk E(aij VkU + 77jaij kj ik 
k i, j, k i, k 
" E((Vkajj)V, ýj'U^fk2VkU + (Vk77i)aijVjU^tk2VkU) 
i, j, k 
"E ? 7i(Vkaij)VjU'Yk2VkU + 
E(VkCi)ViU'yk 2VkU- (4.11) 
i, j, k i, k 
Note that (4.11) is an equality in Cb(RK) since Vku, (VkCt,, 7u) E Cb(RK) due to 
Proposition 3.1, (ii). 





(V3 2VkU ý'-- 1/2 1: aijV?. (^fk2 (VkU)2) 7k2 aij 
(V2 aij kijU)Yk 13 ikU)(VjLU)- 
i, j, k i, j, k i, j, k 
Therefore one can rewrite (4.11) as follows 
d 
jt-lVul'+(t) = -, 




u + (Vk77i)aijVjU^tk2VkU) + EM&MUNMU 
i, j, k i, k 





i, j, k i, j, k 
We claim that IVU12 +E 1), where D is as in Proposition 4.2.1. Indeed, by 
I VU12 (t) W2 Proposition 3.1, (iii) we have E npý, j ,Pn 
uc, for all t>0. + joc b- Moreover, 
Proposition 4.2.1, (iii) implies that F(t) E Cb for all t>0. Since the func- 
tion t -+ u(t) is analytic (O, oo) -ý 
Cb1 (Proposition 4.2.1, (ii)), we conclude that 
d IVU12 
Tt +(t) E Cb for all t>0. Hence, (4.12) yields 
(rt'77) IVU12 (t) =d IVU12 (t) - 2F(t) E 
Cb(e), t>0. + dt + 
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The definition of 'D implies that IVul2+ EV and the claim is proved. 
It follows from from Proposition 4.2.1, (i) that IVull+ is the classical solution 
to the non-homogeneous problem for the operator Cý,, 7 [ V. Furthermore, since 
t F-+ U(t)) t F-+ VOW) t ý-* CC,, 7u(t) are continuous functions [0,00) -+ Cb, k= 
K, the function t t--+ V2rnU(t) is continuous. Hence, F is a continuous k 
function (0, oo) -* Cb. Proposition 4.3.1 implies that 
t 
IVU12 (t) = U(t)lVf 12 + ++2 
1 U(t - s)F(s)ds, 
0 
where U(t), t>0 is the positive analytic sernigroup on Cb, generated by the 
operator -, Cý,,, [D (Proposition 4.2.1, (i)) 





Next we estimate the terms in the expression for F, containing Vkaij. For an ar- 
bitrary symmetric matrix (bjj)? ý. =, and any vector gE 








E(Vkail)7k2gk) ( 1: (V,, aji), y 
2 
gm yl aijbijbij vam 
km 
2 
yl aij bit bij 
I lql+VK- (4.13) 
In order to derive (4.13) we have applied the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and used 
definition (4.2) Of I-K. From the boundedness Of VK (the second assumption of the 
proposition) we conclude 
22 V2 E(Vkajj)(Viýj*U)'Yk(VkU) :5 VKIVUI+(E^tiaij jkUVýO) 
i, j, k i, j, k 
(c2+/4) IVU12 + EY2 aij V2 UVLU +k ik 
i, j, k 
and 
22 E(7kajj)? 
7j7jU'Yk27kU '_5 VKI'VUI+ Ykaij? 7i(7kU)Ilj(7kU)) 
i, j, k i, j, k 
:! ý C+Iql, lvul, +* 
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Thus, it remains to estimate the term in the expression for F, which contains 
Vk7ji. Let A and V? 7 be the operators in R' associated with the matrices (ajj)? ý-=j tI3 
JK and 
(Vk? 7i k=l respectively, and T be the operator defined by the diagonal matrix 
( yk) K Jjk k=1. Then one obtains 
aij (V k 770 (Vj U) ^fk T T(V77)AT-')TVu)o 
2(VkU) (-VU) (- 
i, j, k 
jjýVU12 I(V77)AIK, 01 
VU12 IT(V77)AT-'IK, O 0 +) 
where K, O stands for the operator norm (RK, I- 10) (RK, I- 10). (Here we 
used the property that for any matrix W one has sp IV IVT-1). ) it is ()= sp (T' 
well-known that, for the operator W in RK associated with matrix (7, Vjk)K =1, we j, k 













:5 SUP (VA; 77, )2) ai2j) (Vk? 7i )2 
j 
In order to obtain the last inequality we have made use of (A2). Combining the 
derived estimates we obtain that 
N 
2 IVnl,, 
SIVU12 aij(Vk? 7i)VjU^/kVkU Ei 
i, j, k 
Since IVull+ is non-negative and the sernigroup U(t) is positive and contractive we 
have 
t 





Hence the assertion follows from Gronwall's lemma. 
For d>K we set 77j = 0, j=K+d, and introduce the quantities 
d 





VkU + akj (77j - ? 7jA) VkU) 
k j=l k 
0 
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For p ý! 1 we set 
[VU12 IVU12 + E2 with e>0. Set X, := [VU]p-2. NN7C 6, a :ac, a 
introduce the following quantities: 
T 112 
, 






E, a ala 21 
(X2 2 IE, 
a . aijVj2ku, aklVliU) 
i, j, k, t 
Note that I,,,, = IIX, IAD'ulHs(,, ) 
112 and (p _ 1)2je, il = 411 IV 
[VU]p- IIa 112 
2 C, a 2' 
Lemma 4.3.2. Let u be the solution to (4.4). Then 
du 1d 11 ['VU]e, a 
j12p-2 112 )2j£ l-2+< 21iX, Bd + 2(p -2 (4.14) lxý dt 
112 i--7-1 -jt 2p-2 -2 
Proof. It follows from (4.4) that 
ut - 
1: akj V2jU, X2Ut) =(E akj? IkVjU + ýjVjU) X21, t 
k, j k, j 
)- 





E(akjVju, (Vk + 77')X2Ut) + 
E(ýji, ý, VjU, X2Ut 
ck aj 
k, j k=l j 
Hence we obtain 




EE(akj (77k - 77 A )VjU7 X2Ut) + ýA, 
I)VjU, 
X2Ut) k aj 
k=l i 
X2, Ut) IIXCUtIJ2 )2j E(aki 





The last inequality in (4.15) follows from the estimate 
4(1(Vu, V X, ). 12) :5 411 
[VUj""jVX, j"jj2 
= (p - 
2)2 Je, 
a, 2 
and (4.15) implies the assertion. 0 
Lemma 4.3.3. Let u be the solution to (4.4). Then for any 6>0 we have 
IIXCIVUl(Lll2 +d 112p-2 2 
p- ldt 
11 [VUI.,, all2p-2 
3511x, Bd 112 + 35(p - 
2)2jE"L+ 3 IIXCU112 (4.17) 2 45 2 
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Proof. Let 7p, be defined by V), I: 
d=l Ej(Vk + okll)(X2akjVjU)- It fOlIOWS kE 
from (4.4) that 
d 
Xe ut + akj (77j - 77ji 
A)VkU + d)VkU] 
j=l kk 
akj (VkX2)VjU X2 (Bj - ut) - 2X, (VU, 
VXJa- (4.18) 
k, j 
Integration by parts yields 
IIX, lVul,, 1122 = (u, V), ) = (u, x2, (Bd - Ut) - 2X, (Vu, VX, ). ) 26 (4.19) 
We estimate the right-hand side of (4.19) as follows. 
21 liXeU112 (u, X, 2Bd) 1 :5 ÖIIX, Bd112 + 45 2 
)2 
, _llXeU112 -2 6 
2l(u, (Vu, VX, ))1: 5 Ö(p Je, a +2 
2Ut)1 
:ý IIX U112 , 
älIXeUtj12 +E l(U, x£ 2 45 V 
(where we have used (4.16) in the second term). Applying Lemma 4.1 we complete 
the proof. 0 
We introduce the following quantities. 
^fd :: -": 
177141a + Jýja + Vdi 
K 





IVU12 EY; 2(ýk )2 = IVU12 Jý _ pKýIA12 





where Vd is as in (4.1) and the limit in d exists due to (A4). 
Lemma 4.3.4. Let pE (3 
32). Then there exist positive constants 1+%/-I+3co 7 Co 
K(EO, p) and r(p) such that 
d 2D-2 
r(p)T tII 
[V Ul c, a 
11 
2p-2 +K(, -o, p) 
J,, 
a 
C'09p[liXeý:: 112 112] + CPIIXCUI12 2+SUPlIXtIVUla^fd 2 2, d 
If p<2 the same estimate holds for J,, a replaced by 
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Proof. It follows from (4.4) that 
V2 j: (akl klU) 1: (ak, 77, Vlu, + J: (ý, Vju, (4.20) 
k, l k, l i 
where the function 0, was defined in Lemma 4.3.3. It is easy to see that the second 
term in the left-hand side of (4.20) equals 
dd 
-Z 
Z(Vk(ak1V1U), V)e) +Z E«Vkaki)VIU, ý). ). 
k=l 1 k=I 1 
The key point is to evaluate the first term in the above expression. Successive 
integration by parts and a straightforward computation give 
d 
1: E (Vk(akIVIU), (Vi + #j')(xc2ajjVju)ý 





i, k=l i, l 
d 
[(Vi(akIVIU), (Vk + 771) (X2 aijVju)) + (Vi(akIVIU)) CX 
2 
aijVju)] kckc 
i, k=l j, l 
ý Sl + s2i 
with 
d 
Si = 1: 1: (Vi(akIVIU), (Vk +, qk)(X, 'aijVju)) k 
i, k=l j, l 
and 
d 
S2 = 1: E(Vi(akIVIU), ýkAX2 aij Vj u). 
i, k=l j, l 
It is easy to see that 
Si + [2 (X2 aij V2jU, (Viakl)VIU) + (aijVjUVk (X2), V i(akiVIU))] k 
d 
+ [(X2(Viakj)VjU7 (Vkai, )Viu) + (X2 aijVju77, Vi(aklVIU))]- k 
i, k=l j, l 
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We transform S2 as follows 
dd 





m (V, + ßil)X2 lim 
«ýk 
ak1VIU, aijVju) - «'7iýk")ak, Vu7 X2 aijVju) 
i, k=l j, 1 
dd 
1: E(aklýkAVA V)c) - lim 
1: E((Viýk")aHVIU) 
x'aijVju). 
m. c k=l I Z, k=l j, l 
Thus we have 
V2 E(( _ ýjj, 
d)VJU, 
- 
E(akl kIU7 Sl + a; l oc 
k, l 
d 
')ak, Vlu, X2 aijVju). - lim 
1: E((Vjýk 
i, k=l j, l 








VU12 (ut, ? Pl) 2(x ,a 2p -2 dt 
2p-2- 




a +p -2j 2p -2 dt 
11 [VUI,,, a 2 c, a 
_ 
p- 2je 2), Vi(akIVIU)) 
2a 
(aijVjUVk(X, 
[2 (X2 aij V2 u, 
(Viakl)VIU)+ (aijVjUVk (X2), Vi(akIVIU))] kj 




(Viakj)VjU, (Vkail)Vlu) + aij77k AVjU7 Vi(akIVIU))] k 
i, k=l j, l 
d 
+ lim ((Vjýk)aklVIU, X2aijVju 
m i, k=l j, l 
- 
1: (aki 77IVkUi E((ýk _ ý, u, d)VkU, ? PC 
k, i k 
a; k (4-21) 
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In order to estimate the right-hand side of (4.21) we use the following inequalities: 
d 
21VU12 E E(Viakj)VjU(Vkai, )Vlu Vd a) 
i, k=l j, l 
(4.22) 
v2 2UJ2 21 VU 12, aij( kjU)(Viakl)VIU< JJAD IIS(a) + CJVd a (4.23) 
i, j, k, l 




i, j, k, l 
)2j"" + 112 J(p -2 
C611XEIVUlaVd 
2) (4.24) 
for any positive J. (Recall that (h, 9)a : ": "ý Ek, j>l akjhjgk. 
) The estimates (4.22), 
(4.23) are immediate from the definitions and the Cauchy inequality. NVe postpone 
the proof of (4.24) to section 4.5. It follows from assumption (ii(b)) of Theorem 
4.1.2 that the limit in m and d in the third term from the end in (4.21) does not 
exceed 
Eo Z (ali'7i(X, '7ju» aikVk(X, 71U» + C(E0) 
j: (X2 akjVkUVjU) 
., t i, i, k, 1 k, j 
112. 
, aJ, 1-0 
Ic, 
a + J + lp - 21 -ý 
ý, + C(EO)IIXIIVUla (, l. 25) 2 
Here we used the fact that 
VXc)(tll2 E(ajk(ViXc)Vju, ati(VkXc)VIU) ---: 
II(VUi 
21 
i, j, k, l 
and applied (4.16). 
In order to estimate the terms containing V), we use (4.16), (4.18) and the 
inequality 
B2 <2( =2 -f 21 VU 12). d- -d +da 
Hence, for any positive 5 we have 
Z(aki 
771'7kU, 0£) + 
E«ek 





+ CJJJXý=, 1112 + CJIIXP -fd112 
6(p 





Making use of Lemma 4.3.2 we arrive at 
E(akl 77lVkU, 'OE) +E ((G - ýaýk) VkUs Oc) k, l k 
2J(p -2 )2 
Jd 
112p-2 -2 112. Je, a - 
P- ldt 
11 [VU]c, a 2p-2 + CJIIXE--dII2 + CbIIXEIVUlaTd 2 (4.26) 
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Combining (4.22)-(4.26) and using Lemma 4.3.3 (to estimate IIXIVUl, ll2 2 in 
(4.25)) we get 
d -2 Ut [VU], "a112p 
p- l(2 
+6+ C(EO)d) 2p-2 
+ Wie', + 
2(p - 2) - eo(p - 2)2 Je, a - Eo 1p- 21 Nfl-, , Jea 4a Je 
dIe, a + 35(1 + c(Co»(p - 
2)2j 
£'ei 
112 ' 112 + C3, co SUP 





Note that 2: 7d -+ EE as d -+ oo in L' due to (A4). Now applying Lemma 4.5.2 (see 
section 4.5 below) we complete the proof. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4.2.3. First let p ý: 2. Lemma 4.5.1 below states that 
d 
1 112 JIU112 -2 112 1)211UI12 j I IVUIa 2P <2C, 011 
IVUlp ')(akjVjU) 
2+2(p- 00 0 a. P-aE 
E(Vk + fik 
k=1 j 
(Here and below JO, a := liMc-., O J,, a = 4(p - 
j)-211 IVIVUlp-112112. ) Making use of aa2 
equation (4.4) and the maximum principle we get 
112p 2 
00[11 
IVUlp-2U 112 + IIIVUlp-2B 112 1)211fI12 jo"J. 11 JVUja 2p < 211f 11 at2ad 21 + 2(p - 00 
(4.28) 
Observe that in Lemma 4.3.2 one can pass to the limit as E -+ 0 provided p >- 2: 






a - --Il 
IVUla 
2p-2, p-1 dt 
Hence, estimating 11 
jVUjp-2Utjj2 in (4.28) we conclude that a2 
11 IVUlall2p < CpIlf 112 (IJIVUlp-2 112 
Lif IF 
ým 
d 112 -2 Bd 2 -11 IVUla 2p_2- (4.29) 2p - 00 aA a) -4 P- 1 dt 
p 
Next we note that 




It is easy to see that we can also pass to the limit as 0 in Lemma 4.3.4. 
Applying Lemma 4.3.4 to (4.29) we obtain 
2d2 -2 112 rll(60ý AI If II ooTt 
III VU I 
all 2pp-2 
+ IK2(EOi 










4.3. Proof of A Priori Estimates 
with some positive nl(, -O, p) and r-2(60) P). We estimate the right-hand side of 
(4-30) from above by 
jj2P +C 
ý0,31jf 
Ilp 2p - 112p 611 JVUla 
2p p oo(llf 
11poo + 11=11p) + Cp, co, 611f 
Iloo SUP 11 ýCd 2p) pd 
for any positive J. Choosing 5 small enough we arrive at the inequality 
n 12 
d 112p-2 11 2p 
ZI 
(Co, P) 11 f -11 
I'VUla 




lip 11=11p +C 
'Collf 
112p 112P + cp, 
ý 00 -Pp oo 
( 
SUP 11 I'd 2p (4.31) 
d 
Now we assume that p<2. As in the case p ý: 2 we employ Lemma 4.5.1, equation 
(4-4), the maximum principle and Lemma 4.3.2. Then 
2p-21JUJI2 (IJUJI2 +C2)[jjXeUtjj2+ 1121 1)211UI12 jE T, : ý- - 2+4 00 2 
llxBli 2+ 2(p - 00 ý, a 
< E2p-211f 112 +C (Ilf 112 + E2) (IIX, Bd 112 +jc ft) 00 p 00 2 
Ilf 112 + 62 
-4. --(50 ___ 
d 
U] 6'all2p-2 p-1 dt 
1117 
2p-2- 
Setting c := Ilf 11, passing to the limit as d -4 oo and employing Lenima 4.3.4 
we derive the estimate 
2d2, D-2 'ý'1(601 Alf Iloo-11 [VUIE, aII2'p-2 
+ ru2(60, P)Te, a dt 
C Ilf 112 [IIX, =112 
lolp + SUP 
jjXsjVUja^fdj 12 + IIXCU112 + Ilf 112p-2]. 
00 2d22 00 
Observe that X., ep-2 and (X, lVvl,, )P' < lVvlP,, -'IVvl,,. The Young inequality ,c 
implies that 
_ ", 
+ Cp, &lloll2 JJXýJVUJ. 0112 < jT P (4.33) 2 2p 
for all 0E L'P and any positive J. We substitute (4.33) into (4.32), choose J>0 
small enough and obtain 
2d2 -2 "1(607P)Ilf oo-I 
VUs, a 22+ rl, 2 (60) P) Te, a dt 






In order to complete the proof of (4-6) we apply Proposition 4.2.2 to estimate 11E IS "::. 1 3 
in (4.31) and (4.34) and integrate the derived inequalities from 0 to t. 
When p-2 we apply the H61der inequality, Proposition 4.2.2 and (4.6) to 
(4.27) in order to obtain (4.7). 
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If p<2 it follows from the Young inequality that 
IIIAD2 112 +C 62-pj UIHS(a)f Ilp -1' 6 (4.35) p- _P11 
[VU]c, 
a 2pE, a- 
We employ the Young and Hblder inequalities to estimate the first term in the 
right-hand side of (4.35). 
11 2p <T+ E2 11 [VU]p- 1 11 2<T,,. + (1/2) 112p +C E2p . 
II[VU]e, 
a 2p c, a E, a 2- 
II[VU]e, 
a 2p p (4-36) 
We take E := Ilf 11,, Now making successive use of (4.35), (4.36), Lemma 4.3.4, 
(4.27), (4.34) and Proposition 4.2.2 one completes the proof. 0 
Proof of Proposition 4.2-4. It follows from (4.4) that 
Ut - 




k, j k, j 




k, U) u) :, -- 
1: E(akjVjU, (Vk + nkOU) + j: (ýao; 'JIVjU, U). 
kj k=1 jj 
Making use of the maximum principle, the H61der and Cauchy inequalities we 
obtain the estimate 
1d IIUI12 + 112 




E j](akj (77k - 77ki ud)U) VjU) U) + 
E((ýj 
- C; j 
k=l j 
1 
112 +1 Ilf 112 112 + Ilf Ilmll I 
2 
11 IVUla 22 0', 
11177- 77141a 2 VUI+11-011 1ý - PKC -111- (4.37) 
We apply Proposition 4.2.2 to the right-hand side of (4.37) and integrate the 
obtained inequality from 0 to t. This completes the proof. 0 
4.4 Example 
Let X= RN, Ho = 1', H+ =1 ItA; and H- -P, with (Yk)kEN C (0, oo), where 12 
and 11-, are described in section 4.1. 'fk 
Let (Sk)kEN C (0, oo). An operator S in HO with the domain Rfin is defined by 
its matrix elements: Sjk := 6jkSki j, kEN. This operator is Positive. Let its stand 
for the Gaussian measure with correlation operator S. Recall that 
Xk 
ßs = Ile 
2 st 
%/2- 7 -r8 k* k>l 
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Let p be a probability measure on R' given by 
2 ok dXk 
k 
2sA: 
Mk]P(Mk/2)x"nke 2--S-k k>l 
where Mk > 01 kEN. 
It is easy to see that, for kEN, W+ 7711(x) kk Xk + TnklXkl kk 
with ý"(x) := -s-lxk and 77(x) :: '-- MklXkl-l, xE 
RN. 
kkk 
For J>0 we introduce functions 
X2 
ajk(X) : ýý 6jk' 
k+6, 
xE Wo. 2 Xk + 
Note that for every NEN the matrix (aik )N =1 
is cylindric, smooth and uniformly j, k 
elliptic. (X 2 2(1 - 6)Xk 
A direct computation implies that ý. "; 
k+ 
J)Xk 
+kEN. k (X2 (X2 + 1)2 k+ 1)Sk k 
Let p>1. For kEN we set Mk := 2k + 2p - 1. We choose the sequence 
(Sk)kEN 
in such way that the series 
I 2p-I 2p k/2-p 
Mk 
2p 
IF(Mk/2 +1- p) Sk 2p 
k>l 
r(Mk/2) 
is convergent. This is the case if, for example, the sequence (Sk)kEN is bounded. 
Then one can check that jqt' - PN? 7"1,, -4 0 in L 




+ X2)2 k 
and using the definitions of vIv and vN we see that VN : ý, 211 - 61 and VN 
for all NEN. 




tion (i(a)) of Theorem 4.1.2 is satisfied. One can readily see that 
1)1 -X2 
X2)2 
ýn le k Vk 
k X2)2 
++ 
X2)3 Sk kk 
An elementary analysis of the last expression shows that condition (i(b)) of The- 
orem 4.1.2 holds for an arbitrary sequence of positive numbers (Sk)kEN, provided 
6E (0,9]. one can check directly that the sequence ýkm Sk 1 -Tk , rn E 
N, k 
11.... m satisfies condition (ii(b)) with co =0 and c(co) 0. 
Hence, by Theorem 4.1.2 the set )-C' is a core of the operator C in LP for all bP 
> 3/2. 
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4.5 Auxiliary inequalities 
Let vC WC2, 
u (RI) and quantities T,,,,, I,,,, and J,,. be defined as in section 4.3 b 
(with v replacing the solution u of (4.4)). (Recall that then X, = [VVIP-2). kVe c, a 
use the same summation convention as in section 4.3. 
Below we present several estimates which are used in the proof of Proposition 
4.2.3. It is noteworthy that Lemma 4.5.1 below is an extension of the Gagliardo- 
Nirenberg inequality to the case when the matrix of coefficients is not the identity. 
Let us stress that the function v need not be a solution to a Cauchy problem. 
Lemma 4.5.2 is an elementary statement which is needed in the proof of Lemma 
4.3.4. 
Ed= Lemma 4.5.1. SetAIV :=k1 Ej(VA; + Ok)(akjVjV), d>K. Then 
TO, 
a 
11 JVVIa 112p <2 JIVII2 11 IVVIp-2 AýkaV 112 + 2(p - 
1)211VI12 j 
'a, 
2p - 00 a2 00 0 
for p', ý 2 (Jo, := lime.. +o Je, = 4(P - 
1)-211 -lla 112), and 
1'71'VUlpa 
2 
T 62p-211VII2 (JIVII2 + 62) 112 1)211VI12 2+2 00 
IlXeAaV 






Lemma 4.5.2. If 3-2 then there exist positive constants E0 
K(Eo, p) and CO, p such that for sufficiently small 5>0 we have 
+ 
2(p - 2) - co(p - 2)2 Je, a- el o1p- 21 N/I-, , 
J 
4 aja - ÖIa 
- C5(p - 2)2J,,,: 2! 
K(Eo, P)Jc, a - 
CCO, 
P SUP 
IIXEIVVIaVd 112. (4.38) 
d2 
Moreover, if p<2 then 
+ 
2(p - 2) - 
2)2 
Ja- eo 1p- 21 N7I--, , aJa IJI, 1 - 
JIa 
- cJ (p - 2) J,,,, ý: K p) I,,. - 112 
CEC), 
PSUPIIXEIVVIaVd 2* d 
Proof of Lemma 4.5-1. Integration by parts yields 
(v [Vv]'P-' A V) - (p - 1) (v [Vvl'P-' (V [vv]' c, a $ac, a c, a, V V) a) - (4.39) 
Note that V[VV]2 = VIVVI2. Therefore, i(V[VV]2 C, a a IVIVVI2 c, a, VV)al :5 IVVIa ala by 
the Schwarz inequality. Thus, the absolute value of the last term in the right-hand 
side of (4.39) does not exceed 
"p- 'la) Te, 
a + 
(p 







4.5. Auxiliary inequalities 
Consider the first term in the right-hand side of (4.39). Using the Young inequality 
we estimate it by 
(XýCIVI, XcEIA-Vl) + (XdVVI'a, XdAaVIIVI) 
12 
JIX IVVI2112 +' IIXEV112 + (JIVII2 112. (4.41) 
46a242 00 
+ E2) IIX, -AaV 2 
If p>2 then we can pass to the limit as e -4 0 in (4.41). This yields the first 
IIXCV112 < 2p-211VII2 IVV12XC assertion. If p<2, then we observe that E' 2-2 and a 




ProOf of Lemma 4.5.2. Let first p ý! 2. Setting r JI, a 
we rewrite the 
left-hand side of (4.38) as follows 
(4(l - co - J)r 2-4, -olp - 2jr + 2(p - 2) - (co + 4cJ)(p - 2)2) = F(r). 44 
We need to find all p such that F(r) > 0, r>0. A direct computation shows 
that if pE [2,2/co), then the discriminant of the quadratic function F is negative, 
provided 5 is small enough. 
Now we assume that p<2. The following inequality holds. 
J,,,,: 5(4+51)I,,,, +CJIIIXIIVVII^fll'21 Vjl>O' (4.42) 
We give the proof of (4.42) below. 
Making use of the Cauchy inequality and (4.42) we estimate the left-hand side of 
(4.38) from below by 
[2(p 
- 2) +1- -() + 2eo(p - 2) - eo(p - 
2)2 _ CO, pö] 
41 - C&IIXII'7VI« rll'2 
112 [G(p) - Ceo, p6llc, a - C61IXeIVVIaT 21 
for every S>0. It is easy to verify that if pE (3 -3) 2), then G(p) > 0. 1+ V1 -+36o 
Hence, k(Eo, p) := G(p) - CO, p6 >0 provided 6 is small enough. This proves the 
second assertion. Inequality (4.38) now follows from (4.42). 
Now we prove inequality (4.42). First we notice that for any f, g, hEV the 
following inequality holds 
d 
1: fiail(Viaik)gjhk :5 Vdlflalglalhla- (4.43) 
i, k, j, i=l 
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We observe that 
V JVV12 = (, 72j ka 
1] 2k v)aj, Vlv + (Vkaj, )VjvVv. (4.44) 
j, l>l 
Hence, 






This yields (4.42). 0 
Finally, we prove inequality (4.24). Since V[VV]2 = VIVVI2, one gets C, a a 
akjVkVVj(aliViv)VI[Vv]'P-' c, a 
i, j, k, i 
==(p - 2)IVV]c 
P-6 1: V, VVIIVVI2 (V2iV)VIIVV12). 
,a 
(akjVkV(Vjaii) 
a+ ajjakjVkV a 
i, j, k, l 
Using (4.44) we obtain 
JiVVIJVV12 
IVIVVI212 JVV12) aliakjVkVVý a2aa2E akj(Vk a 
(Vjali)VivV, 
v. 
i, j, k, l i, j, k, l 
([VV]2p-6jVVj2jVjVVjaj2). Recall that Je, a =4c, a aa In order to estimate the remaining 
terms we employ (4.43): 
T JVV12 VdIVIVV 121"IVVI2 VIVV12 [akjVkV(Vjali)VivVi aaa -'5 VdIVVIal ala[VV]e, a- 
The last term is estimated in the same manner. This yields (4.24). 
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Global Gaussian Bounds with 
Applications to Semi-linear 
Problems 
In this chapter we are concerned with some aspects of the qualitative theory of 
parabolic and elliptic equations, related to the differential expression 
A: =V-a(x)-V-b(x)-V-V(x), xGW, d>3, 
where the coefficients a= (ajj)jý =j, 
b= (bj)jd 1 and V are measurable. Recall that &, j 3= 
we use the notation 
dad 
V. a. V= E '9 
(aij ), b-V=I: bj '9 
i, j=l 19xi 19xj j=l axi 
Some essential background material on the subject is collected in section 2.6. 
First we study the parabolic equation 
Ot u (t, x) = Au (t, x) (5.1) 
in the domain [0, oo) x R" and reveal sufficient conditions on the coefficients of A 
which ensure that the fundamental solution of (5.1) exists, is unique and enjoys 
global Gaussian bounds (see subsection 2.6.1 for relevant definitions). These be- 
come crucial when investigating the problem of existence/non-existence of positive 
weak solutions to semi-linear inequality 
Au+ uP < 0, 
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in exterior domains (see subsection 2.6.4 for relevant definitions). 
The method, employed in the investigation of non-linear elliptic equations, was 
proposed by V. Kondratiev. 
5.1 Global Gaussian Bounds on Heat Kernels 
In this section we study equation (5.1) and prove that under certain conditions, 
specified below, it has a unique heat kernel which satisfies global Gaussian upper 
and lower bounds. 
5.1.1 Conditions on Coefficients and Formulation of Main 
Result 
First we state the assumptions on the leading coefficients of equation (5.1). NVe 
assume that the matrix a is symmetric and satisfies the following conditions: 
(Al) there is a constant 0<C< oo, such that, for all x, zE Rd the inequalities 
ddd 
E z, ' :5E aij (x) zi zj E zj' j=l i, j=l j=l 
hold; 
(A2) for all 1<i, i :5d the functions aij are uniformly H61der continuous. 
Let p= p(t, x, y) stand for the fundamental solution of the unperturbed equa- 
tion 
Otu(t, x) =V- a(x) - Vu(t, x). 




for t>0 and xEW and IP,, (t, x) := IP (at, x) for a>0. 
As was mentioned in subsection 2.6.1 conditions (Al) and (A2) imply that 
there exist positive constants 0, cp, cp such that 
CA(t, x- y) :5 Xt, X, y) :5 cßrß(t, X -y) (5.2) 
and 
V. P(t, X, Y) cot 2 (5-3) -1 lpo (t, x- Y) 
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forallt >0 and x, yE Rd. 
We recall that if the coefficients JbI and V belong to the enlarged Kato classes 
Ifd+l and ICd, respectively, then we can associate a CO-sernigroup exp(tH), t>0, 
on L'(RI) with the differential expression A (for details see subsection 2.6.2). 
In order to ensure the validity of global Gaussian bounds on the heat kernel of 
the operator H we have to impose more restrictive conditions on the lower order 
terms of A. Namely, we introduce the classes býn, ý, m=d, d+ 1, of Green bounded 
potentials. 
Definition 5.1.1. A potential IV E LIýOJW) is said to be in K-d, oo if 
sup - 
llv(y)l 






A potential 11" is said to belong to ICd+,,,,, if 
f ITVMI 
dy < oo. Ald+I (TV) := SUP j ýX 
- yld-1 XERd 
Rd 
It is well-known (see e. g., [711) that if WE Kd,,,,, and MI(IV) is sufficiently 
small, then (2.26) holds with some 6E (0,1) and c(6) = 0. 
Throughout the first part of this section we assume that JbI E kd+j,,,,,. An- 
other condition, frequently imposed on the drift coefficient b, is JbJ2 E f, ('d,,,.. Two 
examples below show the relation between these conditions. 
First we note that a potential IV = cjxj' A1 belongs to k'd,,,,, iff a< -2. 
Indeed, 
dy: 5 C+c 
ly1c, 








Rd BCR Bc 
provided a< -2 for all xEV, so Md(W) is finite. Similarly, the potential 
TV E kd+1x* iff a< -1. Hence, for drift coefficients of the form jb(x)j = clxl' A 
1, xE Rd , we 
have 
JbI Ekd+ 4==* 1b 12 E K-d, oo 7 
namely when a< -1. 
Next Nve assume that TV(x) = clxl' log3 IxI A 1, xE Rd. One can check that 
the potentials TV, = CIXI-2 Joe IxI A1 and IV2 E cjxj-1 logo jxj A1 belong to Kd, oo 
and Kd+,,, ),,, respectively, iff < -1. Suppose lb(x)l :5 clxl-'Iog'3 IxI. A direct 
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2 computation shows that JbI E Kd+,,,,, iff 0< -1, and JbI E Kd,,, iff 6< -1/2. 
The last example demonstrates the difference between the two conditions. 
Next we state the assumptions on the lower order terms of equation (5.1). 
(Bi) We assume that JbI E K-d+,,,,. and the number Md+, (b) is sufficiently small. 
(Cl) We assume that VE Rd,,,, and the number Md(V) is sufficiently small. 
The main result of this section reads as follows. 
Theorem 5.1.2. Let conditions (Al)-(A2), (Bl) and (Cl) hold. Then the weak 
fundamental solution r= r(t, x, y) of equation (5.1) exists, is unique and satisfies 
the estimate 
x, y) : ý, cy ir, (t, x- y), t>o, x, yE RN, 
with some positive constants y, C-y, ry, C; ý. 
In the study of semi-linear inequalities in exterior domains (see Theorem 5.2.1 
below) we need global Gaussian estimates for the fundamental solution of (5.1). 
For that reason we require that the lower order coefficients satisfy global condi- 
tions (131) and (M). However, if we restrict ourselves to the problem of exis- 
tence of heat kernels and validity of local Gaussian bounds, then the conditions 
on b and V can be relaxed. Namely, we can assume that bE Kd+i, VE Kd and 
Md+, (b, p), Md(Vp) are sufficiently small for some p>0. The proofs in subsec- 
tion 5.1.3 remain the same, with Md+ I (b) and Afd (V) replaced by Md+ 1 (b, p) and 
Af, i(V, p), respectively. 
Our strategy to prove Theorem 5.1.2 is as follows. First we derive a priori 
Gaussian estimates of fundamental solutions of equations with bounded coeffi- 
cients. It is vital, however, that these estimates are independent of L"o-norms of b 
and V. We then use a semigroup approach to prove that the semigroup exp(tH) is 
integral and the corresponding integral kernel r enjoys two-sided Gaussian bounds. 
Finally we obtain additional bounds on the gradients of weak solutions to auxiliary 
Cauchy problems in order to show, by a limiting argument, that r is a fundamental 
solution of (5-1). Uniqueness of the heat kernel is established by standard means. 
The following result for the corresponding elliptic equation is a direct conse- 
quence of Theorem 5.1.2. 
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Corollary 5.1.3. Let G= G(x, y) stand for the fundamental solution of the equa- 
tion (Av)(x) = 0. We assume that the conditions of Theorem 5.1.2 are fulfilled. 
Then there exist constants Cl, C2 >0 such that 
C, Ix - yl'-' < G(x, y) 
C21X _ y12-d for X, YCW, X: A Y. 
Pro0f. The proof immediately follows from Theorem 5.1.2 and the well-known 
equality 
00 
G(x, y) =fr (t, x, y) dt. 
0 
0 
5.1.2 Estimates of Integral Kernels Corresponding to First 
Order Perturbations 
The proof of a priori Gaussian bounds for equation (5.1) is based on the following 
lemma. 
Lemma 5.1.4. Let 0< 52 < 61. Then there exist a constant C5,, 62 >0 such that 
t 
(i) ffr, (t - s, x- z) lb(z) 
jr52 (Sl Z- Y)S 2 dzds 
0 Rd 
!5 C61,62 Ald+ 1 (b) rj, (t, x- y), 
t I"dzds i) f f(t-S) 2-s, x- z) lb(z) - 
lrjý (t IF32 (81 Z- V)S- 2 
0 Rd 
!ý C61 A llld+ I 
(b) t- 12 rjl (t, X- y), 
t 
(iii) ff rjl (t 
- '91 






:! ý CJI, 62 lVld (V) r6l (t X- Y), 
for all t>0 and x, YE Rd. 
Remark. This lemma was proved in [81, Lemma 3.1]. However, because of its im- 
portance for the further study and in order to keep the presentation self-contained, 
we give a complete proof of statement (i). 
Proof. We use the notation 
t 
(47r f r, ý 
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We also set ai :=1, i=1,2, and note that 0<a, < a2- 4Ji 
Let cE (0,1). Then 
Et t 
I= (47rVJIJ2)d r, JbIrb 3 2dzds + 
ff 
]Pjý JbIrJ2 8 2dzds) =: II + 12. 
0 Rd Et Rd 
First we estimate I,. A direct computation yields 
ct 










e- lb(z)le- dzds 
0 Rd 
Next we observe that 
Ix - zi, + 
ly 
- ZI, > 
IX-Y 12 




< -atLl-: -ý to-, t 
Furthermore, t-s> (1 - c)t for all sE (0, Et). Hence, we obtain that 
Et 
d/2 IE: jka 
I 
-(d+l)/2 (a2-al) ,2 t8f lb(z)le- dzds. 
0 Rd 
1/2 Now we turn to estimating 12. Set 5 := (al/a2) . We have 
t 
12 =f (t - S) -d/2S-d/2 
ct Rd 
- (t -a2 
j: --. L2 ai is= --L2 e ') lb(z)le dzds 
t 
f+f... dzds =I21 + 122 
lz-ylý! lx-ylj lz-yl: 51X-Ylj 
When Iz - yj Ix - yjJ and s (=- (et, t) we get 




et (t - 
-d/2 - 1/2 -al 








L, 22 t -a 
-e 
t lb(z)le 8 
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Using a similar argument we get 
b(z) I e-" 
LzE 





Et lz-yl! ýIX-W 
ta1 L--- ! 12- 
b(z) I e- t-S -d/2 
(t 
- S)(d+l)/2 -dzds. 
f 
et lz-yl: 51--yis 
Since lz - yj ý:, Ix - y16 we have 
ix 
- ZI ý: Ix - Y1 - ly - ZI ý: Ix - YI(l - J). 
Therefore 
a -al 
I X_ x 12 al lx_z12 -al 
1,12 al lx_y, 
2 
--7 -2 ýt --j -2( -t- -si 2(t-s) e2 ýt e<ee- 
I X_ 2 12 
2 
al e- TUI -- 9-ý t 
since t-s< Now choosing E in such way that 
1-6 
2(l - e) 
we derive the estimate 
1, Z12 1, Y12 a1 
iE=-- L2 
2(t- -al t < e-" ---T e 
The last inequality implies that 
t ýý-z 
2 
Ie -a 1 
L2ý(-, 





- S)(d+1)12 E 
Et lz-yl! 51X-Ylj 
We combine estimates (5.4), (5.5) and (5.6) and observe that for all t>0 and 
a>0 there is a constant C= C(a) >0 independent of t such that 
t 
! 12 
_ -(d+1)12 lb(z)le-" .8 dzds < CAld+, (b). 
0 Rd 
This completes the proof of (i). The proofs of (ii)-(iv) are similar and therefore 
omitted. 0 
Employing Lemma 5.1.4 one can derive the Gaussian bounds on the heat kernel 
of the equation 
atu(t, x) = 17 - a(x) - Vu(t, x) - b(x) - Vu(t, x) 
with I bI E L' (R) (the existence of the heat kernel follows from [7]). The following 
statement is due to Q. Zhang (see [81, Theorem A, Corollary 1.11). 
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Proposition 5.1.5. Suppose that conditions (Al), (A2) and (Bl) are fulfilled 
and the drift b is bounded. Then for every a>0 there are positive constants 
a, Cc,, Ca such that 
(i) Cc, IP6 (t, x- y) :! ý q (t, x, y) :5C, F, (t, x- y), 
(ii) I Vxg (t, X, y) 1 :5Ca t-1/2rcl(t, X_ Y), 
for allt>O andx, yEW. 
Proof. (i). It follows from the Duhamel principle that 
t 
q(t, x, y) = p(t, x, y) - 
11 
q(t - s, x, z)b(z) - V.. p(s, z, y)dzds. 
0 Rd 
This implies that q can be represented formally as 
Co 
q(t, X, Y) :=Z Jn(ti X, Y), (5.7) 
n=O 
where Jo (t, x, y) = p(t, x, y) and 
t 
J. (t, x, y) =-1f J-, (t - s, x, z)b(z) - 17,. p(s, z, y)dzds, nCN. 
0 Rd 
It follows from (5.2) that 
jo (t, x, y) :5 cß r, (t, x- y) - 
Estimate (5.3) and Lemma 5.1.4, (i) imply that 
t 
J, (t, x, y) :5 cý 
11 r(t - s, x- z)lb(z) 
18-1/2jiß(S, 
z- y)dzds 
0 R, 1 
:5 C#'C,,, pMd+l (b)r,, (t, x- 
The principle of mathematical induction yields 
IJ(t, x, y)1 < Cp(CßC, ßMd+, (b»'IP(t, x -y), n EN. 
If COC,,, OMd+l(b) <1 then the series (5.7) converges and 
x, y) :: ý, 
Co 
r (t, x 1- CßC, ßMd+, (b) 
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Next, making use of (5.2) we conclude that 
00 
q(t, x, y) ý: Xt, X, y) -Z V', M, X, Y)l 
n=l 
(2 '10 C,,,,, 3, Nld+l (b) 
- COC,,,, 3Md+, 
(b) 
This implies the existence of a constant Co such that 
x, y) ýý C0 t-d/2, 
provided IX - y12 < t. Now Gaussian lower bound for q follows from the last 
estimate by a standard argument (see e. g. [261). 
(ii). Formal differentiation of equality (5.7) gives 
00 
Vý, q (t, X, Y) =ZV. J. (t, x, y) - 
n=O 
By (5.3) 
IV. iO(t, X, 01 : 5- Cßt-'1'IP, (t, x- y). 
In order to estimate I V., J, (t, x, y) I we employ Lemma 5.1.4, 
t 
V j, (t, X, Y) C2 (t _ 3)-1/2r", 
(t 
_ S, x- z)lb(z) I'S - 
1/2 r, 3 
(S' 




ßAld+I (b) t-1/2]p"(t, X_ 
The rest of the proof is the same as the that of the upper bound in part (i). 0 
Now let bE fCd+j, o- We set bk 
(b',, bd), kEN, where bjI bI. One dj JbI<k 
can readily see that 
bk E K-dll,,,,, n(L' (W))d and Afd+i (b k) < Md+ I (b). 
By qk - qk (t, X, Y) we denote the fundamental solution of the equation 
clt u (t, x) = 17 -a (x) -Vu (t, x) -bk 
(X) _ VU(t, X). (5.8) 
It follows from Proposition 5.1.5 that there exist positive constants ce, a, C", Ca, 
independent of k, such that 
y) :5 qk (t i X) Y) 
ce, rc, (t) x- y), 
1 Vý, qk (t) Xi Y) 1 Cat-1/2]pa(t, X_ y). (5.9) 
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Let Ck =A + 8k) D(, Ck) = D(A), where the operator Bk is defined in the same 
way as B, with b replaced by b'. By C we denote the operator H with V=0. Let 
fE 'D(A). By the Duhamel principle we have 
t 
exp(tLk)f - exp(tL)f =f CXP 
((t 
- 5) L) 
(C 
- lCk) exp 
(Sr-k) f ds. 
0 
Therefore, for a fixed t>0, we get 
t 
exp(tLk)f - exp(tL)f 11 1f 11 exp 
((t - s)C) (L -, Ck) exp (SCk)f Il ids 
0 
t 
cIIf e('-")Ib(x)lllbl>klV.,, qk(S, X, Y)I If (y)ldxdyds 
0 Rd Rd 
t 
< Of 
ff lb(x)lllbl>k 8-112rý(S' x- y) If (y)ldxdyds 
0 Rd Rd 
< OMd+i(Ibl, t,, y)JIf Ili, (5.10) 
where the last inequality in (5.10) follows from (2.30) and the Fubini theorem. 
Since JbIlIbl>k -+ 0 a. e., the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem implies that 
exp(t, Ck)f -4 eXP(tC)f in L'(W) for all fE D(A). 
Observing that D(A) is dense in L'(W) we conclude that exp(t4) -4 exp(tC) 
strongly in L'(W). 
Next we claim that 11 exp(tC) [LinL00 jj<. )--+oo :! ý 1. Indeed, let fE L' n LOO 
(Rd). 
Set h := exp(tC)f, 
hk := exp(tCk)f- Since hk -* h in LI(Rd) one can find a 
subsequence hk, such that hk, -4 h a. e. We note that for every kEN the semigroup 
exp(tf-k) is sub-Markovian. Therefore 
I exp (tLk) f1 (1) ýII qk (t, x, y) f (y) dy 
I 
:ý lif 1100) 
Rd 
for all kEN. 
The inequality 11f JJPP < Ilf 11111f IIP-1 yields exp(tLk)f -ý exp(tC)f in 00 L(Rd) for 
all 1<p< oo and fE Li nL'(V). Hence, making use of (2.25) we conclude 
that there is a constant c>0 such that 
11 exp(tC)f Ilp = lim 11 exp(tCk)f Ilp :5 Ct-dj2p IIfII 
k 
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for all p>1, i. e. 11 CXp(tC) 11 1_4p :5 Ct-d/2p. Hence, exp(tL) is an integral sernigroup, 
i. e. there is a function q= q(t, X, Y) such that for all fE L'(Rd) we have 
(exp(t£)f) (X) =1 q(t, x, y)f (y)dy. 
RI, 
Next we observe that 
lim qk(t, x, y)f (y)g(x)dydx =q (t, x, y) f (y) g (x) dydx. 
k 
11 11 
Rd Rd Rd Rd 
for all 0<fE LI (Rd) and 0<gE L"(W). Using (5.9) we infer that 
ff 
Cara(t, x- y)f (y)g(x)dydx <ffq (t, x, y) f (y) g (x) dydx 
Rd Rd Rd Rd 
<ffC,, r,, (t, x- y)f (y)g(x)dydx. 
Rd Rd 
d 
For zE R' set 11[zj - 1/n, zj + I/n]. For fixed x', yo E Rd we take 
j=1 
f= fn := IQ,,,. o and g= gn : --z 
'Qn,. 
zO, 
nEN, in the last inequality and pass to 
the limit as n -+ oo. By the Lebesgue-Besicovitch differentiation theorem (see e. g, 
[22,1.7, Theorem 11) the kernel q satisfies the estimate 
Cä ]Pö (t, x- y) :5q (t, X, y) < Q, r', (t, x- y), (5.12) 
for all t>0 and a. e. x, yE Rd - 
We complete this subsection by establishing an estimate of the gradient of q. 
Lemma 5.1.6. For every t>0 and a. e. YEV the vector field V,; q(t, -, y) 
L2 (R") and the estimate 
1 V., q (t, x, y) 1 :5 Cy ry (t, x- y) (5.13) 
holds for a. e. t>0, X, yE Rd, where -y and Cy are the same as in (5.9). 
Proof. First we observe that 
1 
qk(ti X, y)g(x)dx -+ 
1q 
(t, x, y) 9 (x) dx 
Rli Rd 
for all gEL2 (Rd) by (5.9) and an argument similar to the proof of eqreflpest. 
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The second estimate in (5.9) implies that 
f IV, qk(t, X, Y) 12 dx < Ct-(d+l) 
f 
exp(-2-ylx - Y12 It)dx < 
Ct-412. 
Rd Rd 
The weak compactness of a ball in L2 (Rd) yields the existence of a subsequence 
(qk, )kEN and a vector field hEL2 (Rd) such that Vxrk, --+ h weakly in L2(Rd). 
Noting that the operator V is closed w. r. t. weak convergence in (L 2 (Rd)) d we see 
that h=V., q a. e. Therefore Výqk (t, -, y) -+ V, q(t, -, V). Similar to the proof of 
(5.12) we use estimate (5.9), apply the Lebesgue-Besicovitch theorem and see that 
(5.13) holds. 0 
5.1.3 Existence and Uniqueness of Fundamental Solution 
In this subsection we prove Theorem 5.1.2. First we establish several auxiliary 
results. 
Let JbI E Kd+j,,,,, and VE Kd,,.,. We set V' := Vlivl: S,,. One can readily see 
that 
V"E Kd,,,. nL'(Rý) and Md(V')! ý, Md(V). 
Let H,, :=C+ Vn, D(H,, ) = D(A), nEN, where the operator Vn is defined 
in the same way as V, with V replaced by Vn. It is clear that the semigroup 
exp(tHn), t>0, is integral for every nEN. By rn = rn(t, X, Y) we denote the 
corresponding kernel. The following statement holds. 
Proposition 5.1.7. Suppose that conditions (Al), (A2), (Bl) and (Cl) are 
fulfilled. Then for all y>a there are positive constants 7y, Cy, C, and Cy, n 
C(, y, JIVnll,,, ) such that 
(i) Cxjr, ý(ti X- Y) rn(t, X, Y) !ý C-rr-y(t, X- Y), 
(ii) I Vxrn (t, Xi Y) 1 Cy, nt- 
1/2 FY (t, X- y), 
for all t>0 and X, YEV. 
Remark. In the case b=0 statement (i) was proved in [82]. 
Proof. We only observe that by the Duhamel principle we have 
t 
rn (t, x, y) =q (t, x, y) -ffq (t _ 8, X, Z) Vn (z) rn (s, z, V) dzds. 
0 R4 
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The rest of the proof is similar to that of Proposition 5.1.5. One inakes use of 
Lemma 5.1.4 (iii) in order to prove statement (i). Estimate (ii) can be derived 
by differentiating the above equality and employing the tipper botind in (i) and 
Lemma 5.1.6. El 
Repeating the corresponding arguments from the previous subsection and niak- 
ing use of Proposition 5.1.7(i) we conclude that exp(tII,, ) -4 exp(W) strongly in 
LP(Rd), 1<p< oo. Similarly we infer that the semigroup exp(tH), t>0, is 
integral and its kernel r=r (t, x, y) enjoys the estimates 
Cý rý (t, x- y) :5r (t, x, y) :5 Cy r, (t, x- y), (5.1,1) 
forallt>O and x, yERd. 
Our next goal is to prove that r is a weak fundamental solution of (5.1), i. e. 
that the function u(t, x) := fR, r(t, x, y)f (y)dy, 0<t<T, xEW, is a weak 
solution to the Cauchy problem 
i9tu=V-a-Vu-b-Vu-Vu, O<t<T, 
U(O) = f, (5.15) 
for every T>0 and fE LOO(Rd) (we recall that LOO(Rd) stands for the space CC 
of compactly supported functions in L-(V)). The following proposition is an 
important step in proving Theorem 5.1.2. 
Proposition 5.1.8. Let T>0. Let u(t, x) := fRd r(t, x, y)f (y)dy, 0<t<T, 
with fE L'(Rd). Then IVul E (Pfl7d. ý, 
)* and 
11 IVUI ll(pkdr 
+1)- -'5 
C-I(l + Ud(V))jjf 1117 
where (PK-'y )* stands for the dual to Pk' d+ d+I, 
Proof. For tE (0, T), xE Rd and nEN we set u, (t, x) := fR, r,, (t, x, y) f (y) dy, 
where fE L'(Rd). It follows from Proposition 5.1.7(ii) that jVu"j E (P Q+j) 
Let wE PRd+l' Making successive use of the Duhamel principle, Lemma 5.1-6, 
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Proposition 5.1.7(i) and the Fubini theorem we get 
TT 
sup Iw (t, x) IIV., r,, (t, x, y) I dxdt < sup Iw (t, x) IIV, q (t, x, y) I dxdt 
yffy [ff 
0 
Rd 0 Rd 
Tt 
+IfffIw (t, x) V., q (t - s, x, z) V' (z) I r,, (s, z, y) dzdsdxdt] 
0 Rd 0 Rd 
T 





+ffff IW(t, X)I(t _ S)-112r y(t - S, x - Z) 
IV (z) I r., (s, z - y)dzdsdxdt] 
0 Rd 0 Rd 
!ý Cy 
(1 + Md (V)) Md+l (w, T, -y). (5.16) 
Hence, the sequence (VUtJnEN is compact in the w*-topology of (PK-, ', +, 
)* by the 
Alaoglu theorem (see [17, Th. V. 4.2]). We note that u,, --* u in LI(Rd) locally 
uniformly in t. Next we observe that LI ((0, T) x Rd) c PK-d"+,. This implies that 
d 
a sub-sequence Of (VUn)? IEN is weakly convergent in 
(L'(Rd)) 
. We make use of 
the closedness of the gradient and conclude that Vun -* Vu in the w*-topology of 
(Pkd+,,, 
y)*. Thus 
IVul G (Pkd+1, -y)*. The stated estimate is a direct consequence 
of (5.16). 0 
By rkn = rkn(t, x, y), k, n E N, we denote the fundamental solution of the 
equation 
Otu = V- a- Vu- b 
k., VU _ VnU 
(existence of the heat kernel follows from [7]). It is clear that both statements 
of Proposition 5.1.7 are valid for rkn- We set Ukn(t, X) f rkn(tj X, Y)f (Y), fE 
R4 
LOO(V). One can verify directly that Ukn is a solution to the problem C 
Ukn E C([0, T]; L2 (R1» nL2 «0, T); Hl (IM», 
bk 'VUkn) Vn Ukn E L' «0, T) x W), 
T 
1f 
(VUk -a- Vo+ Ob k 'VUkn-0 Vn Ukn - Ukii0tO)dxdt = 0, (5.17) 
0 Rli 
VO E Hol ([0, T], Hl (He» n L' «0, T); L' 
Ukn (0) fnEN. c 
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The following statement holds. 
Lemma 5.1.9. There exists a constant C>0 independent of k, n such that 
T 
+, Al (V)Ilf 112 + lif 112 
1f 
'VUkn -a- VUk,, dxdt < C(Ald+, (b)llf Ilillf ll,,, d2 2) 
0 Rd 
for all nEN. 
Pro0f. Applying Theorem 1.2 from [541 we see that the semigroup exp(Wk, ý) 
is 
analytic on L' (Rd). Therefore Ukn is continuously differentiable on (0, T] - For 0< 
tl < t2 <T and 0<e< 
(t2 
- tj)/2 we define a function q 
:: - 770142 : [0, Tj --+ [0,11 
as follows. 
0 if tE [0) t1l U [t2, T] 
(t - tl) if tE (ti, tj + 
if tE [tl + t2 El 
(t2 0 if tE (t2 t2) 
It is easy to verify that 77Ukn can be taken as a test function. We make lise of 




? IVUkn -a* VUk,, dxdt 
ff 
(Ukn? ]DtUkn + Uk,, OtTl)(Ixdt 




bk 77 * VUknUkndxdt +ff Vn? 7 lUkn 12 dxdt = -11 - 
12 + 13 
0 Rd 0 Rd 
A direct computation yields 
tl+c t2 t2 
f 
JjUknjj22 (t) dt 
f 
IlUkn 112 (t)dt + 
If 
77(9tllUkn 112 (t)dt 222 111 + 112 + 113- 
tj t2-C tj 
The continuity Of IlUknII2(') implies that 
JjUkn 112 (ti) and 112 -ý -IjUkn 
112 (t2) 
as -4 0. 22 
From the continuity Of OtIlUknII2(*) we infer that 
t2 
'(t)dt (IjUkn 112 (t2) - IlUkn 112 113 OtIlUknI12 (tl)) as E 2222 
tj 
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Therefore 
1 





2(tl)) :ý C(T) 2 
for all 0< tj < t2 
In order to estimate 12 we recall that 77(t) 1 and JbIl ! ý, Jbi, employ Proposi- 
tion 5.1.7(i) and estimate (5.16), and apply the Fubini theorem: 
T 
1121 :5ffIbk (X) .(fVx rk,, (t, x, y)f (y)dy) 
(f rkn (t, x, y) f (y) dy) I dxdt 
0 Rd Rd Rd 
T 
Clif III, fif Ib(x)IIVýrkn (t) x, y) I If (y) I dydxdt 
0 Rd Rd 
<C(-y)llf 11,11f 11,, Md+i(b)(1 + Md(V)), 
where the last inequality follows from the estimate Md+j (Ibl, h, -y) : 5, C(-I)Afd+l (b) 
for all h>0. 
Finally we estimate 13. We employ Proposition 5.1.7(i), Jensen's inequality 






rkn(t, x, y)f(y)dy) 
ldxdt 
ý Rd Rd 
T 
cly v (x) x. - Y)lf 
(Y)12 dydxdt <CIIf 11 2. Nld (V). 
fff2 
0 Rd Rd 
Thus 
t2 




for all 0< tj < t2 <T and 0<c< (t2 - tl)/2. Applying the Fatou lemma Nve 
complete the prooL 0 
Now we are in a position to prove the main result of this section. 
Proof of Theorem 5.1.2. Gaussian bounds on r have already been proved before, 
so it remains to show that r is a weak fundamental solution of equation (5.1), i. e. 
that for every fE L'(Rd) and for every T>0 the function C 
u(t, x) :=1r (t, x, y) f (y) dy, tE [0, T], x (z- W, 
Rd 
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is a weak solution to problem (5.15). 
For k, nEN let Uk,, be the same as in Lemma 5.1.9. 
Since the sernigroup exp(tH), t>0, is a CO-sernigroup on LP(V) for all pE 
[1, oo), the function uE CQO, T]; LP(R)) for all T>0. Thus we conclude that 
SUP IlUkn(t) u(t, . )Ilp -+ 0 ask, n -+ oo. O<t<T 
By Proposition 5.1.8 we have 
T 
ff Jb(x) - Vu(t, x)ldxdt < CAfd+, (b)(1 + Afd(V))llf 
111. 
0 Rd 
Thus b-Vu E L' ((0, T) x V). Employing (5.14) we infer that Vu E L' ((0, T) x 
Using the definition0f Uk7twe see that 
TT 
f 
jjUknjjpP(t)dt :5 Clif JJPP 
f 
ewtdt :5 C(T)jjf 11PP, 1 :5p< oo. (5.20) 
00 
It follows from Lemma 5.1.9, (5.19) and (5.20) that 
Ukn -4 u and 
VUkn 
-4 
VU weakly in L2 ((0, T), L 
2(W)). 
Next we verify the rest of the conditions in (5.17), Witll Ukn, bk and Vn replaced by 
u, b and V, respectively. Let 0 be a test function as in (5.17). Employing (5.21) 
and (5.17) we see that 
TTT 








Ob k' VUkndxdt -If OV'uk,, dxdt]. 
0 Rd 0 Rd 
We conclude from (5.21) that 
TT 
limlim Vo-a-VUk,, dxdt Vo -a- Vudxdt. nk 
ff ff 
0 Rd 0 Rd 
A straightforward computation yields 
TT 
II 
O(b k' VUkn- b- Vu)dxdt =ff 0(bk- b) ' VUk,, dxdt 
0 Rd 0 Rd 
T 
j (k, n) + k, n) + Ob - (Vun - Vu)dxdt =1 J2( 
0 Rd 
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Next we observe that by Proposition 5.1.7(ii) 
IVUk7z(t7X)l :! ý C-y, n 
t-112 f ny (t, x- y) If (y) I dy :! ý, Ct-11211f 1100, t>0, XE R'V. 
Rd 
Hence, for fixed nEN, the dominated convergence theorem implies that j(k, n) _4 0 1 
as k -* oo. Repeating the proof of Proposition 5.1.8 with Un replaced by Uk', we 
7 j(k, n) infer that VUkinj -4 Vu in the w*-topology in (PKN+, )*. Hence, 2 -+ 0 as 
oo. 
In a similar way we show that 
T 
lim lim o(t, X) (Vn (X) Ukn (t, X) -V (x) u (t, x» dxdt = 0. nk 
ff 
0 Rd 
Thus u is a weak solution of (5.1). 
Finally, for t>0, nEN and gE L'(Rd) we have 
1 
(u (t, x) -f (x» 9 (x) dx 
1 
:51f (U (t, X) - Uk, (t, x» g (x) dx 
Rd Rd 
j(k, n)(t) + (k, n) +1 
l(ukn(t, 
x) -f (x»g(x)dxl 1 (t) - 
12 
Rd 
Indeed, let ->0. By (5.19) one can find a pair ko, no GN such that I(ko, no) 1W< 
, -/2. Since Ukon(j is a weak solution to (5-17) there is a Jo >0 such that 
I(ko, no) 
2< c/2 
for all tE [0, Jo]. Therefore 




Hence, u is a weak solution to (5.15). This completes the proof of existence of a 
weak, fundamental solution. 0 
7md Remark. Let yo E a% . We claim that the function uo (t, x) := r(t, x, yo) is a weak 
solution of (5.1) for all t>0 and xE Rd. 
Indeed, Theorem 5.1.2 implies that 
UO, n 
1r 





where Bi (yo) stands for the ball of radius -1 centered at yo, are weak solution's n 
of (5.1). The Lebesgue-Besicovitch differentiation theorem implies that UO, n -ý Uo 
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a. e. We employ the Gaussian upper bound for r and the dominated convergence 
theorem and see that uO is also a weak solution of equation (5.1). 
In the next lemma we show that the solution 
u(t, x) =1r (t, x, y) f (y) dy, 
Rd 
> 
to problem (5.15) is unique. Obviously this yields uniqueness of the heat kernel r 
and, therefore, completes the proof of Theorem 5.1.2. We use the same approach 
as in [531. 
Lemma 5.1.10. (Cf. [53, Lemma 4.7]). Let T>0 and u be a weak solution to 
the Cauchy problem 
uE CQO, T]; L'(W» n L'«0, T); II'(R1» 
Otu == 17 -a- Vu -b- 17u - Vu, 
b- l7u, Vu E: L' «0, T) x RI), 
u(0) = 0, (5.22) 
for arbitrary T>0. Then u =- 0. 
Proof. Let vEC QO, T]; L'(V) nL 2 ((0, T); H'(W)). First we consider the Cauchy 
problem 
Div - 17 -a- Vv + b' - Vv + V'v = F, (5.23) 
v (0) = 0, FE L' «0, T) x W), (5.24) 
where Un and V', nEN are the cut-offs of b and V respectively. It follows from 
Q53, Lemma 4.6]) that 
v(t, x) = 
11 
r (s, x, y) F (s, y) dyds, 
0 Rd 
where r, is the fundamental solution of the equation 
Otv -V-a- Vv + b' - Vv + Vnv = 
The equation in (5.22) can be rewritten as 
Otu-V- a -Vu+bn. VU+VnU= (bn - b) . VU+ (Vn _ V)U. 
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By (5.22) the function F := (bn - b) . VU + (Vn - V) uE L'((O, T) x V) - Hence, 
u(t, x) = 
11 «b'(y) 
- b(y» - Vu(s, y) + (V'(y) - V(y»u(s, y) 
) 
r (s, x, y) dyds. 
0 Rd 
Let K be a compact subset of Rd. It is easy to see that 
TTt 
ff lu(t, x)ldxdt <ffff 
(I 
(b'(y) - b(y)) - Vu(s, y) 
0K0K0 Rd 
(V' (Y) - V(Y))u(s, Y) 
1) 
r,, (s, x, y) dydsdxdt 
Passing to the limit as n -4 oo and using Proposition 5.1.8 and the dominated T 
convergence theorem we conclude that ff Ju(t, x) Idxdt = 0. Since the set K is 
0K 
arbitrary it follows that u -= 0. 
5.2 Existence and Non-existence of Positive So- 
lutions for a Class of Semi-linear Elliptic In- 
equalities 
We recall that for 0<R, < R2we set 
AR2, R, := BR2 
\ 7ýRj (see subsection 2.6.4). 
5.2.1 Formulation of Main Result 
In this section our main concern is existence and non-existence Of positive weak 
super-solutions of the equation 
V. a. Vu-b-Vu-Vu+uP=O in K', (5-25) 
where p>1 and KI stands for the complement of a compact set K (see subsection 
2.6.4 for relevant definitions). 
Before stating the second main result of this chapter we modify the conditions 
on the lower order terms. Namely, we suppose that global conditions of type (Bi) 
and (Cl) are fulfilled outside a large ball, whereas on the whole of Rd only local 
conditions are imposed. We also make an additional assumption about the drift 
coefficient b. 
More precisely, we assume that there exist numbers r>0 and R- >0 such that 
BS. cQ and R 
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(B 1') bG Kd+j and Md+j (b, r) is sufficiently small (local condition), 
bE Kd+j, c,,, and Md+, 
(b) is sufficiently small (global condition); 
(C 1') VE Kd and Md (V, r) is sufficiently small (local condition), 
VE Kd, c.. and Ald(V) is sufficiently small 
(global condition); 
(B2') Jb12 < a(-V -a- V) in the form sense with a sufficiently small a>0, 
where b: = blBs. and 
V: = VIIB'ý. - RR 
Remark. Condition (B2') is satisfied if, for example, the potential 2E 
and Md (1612) is sufficiently small (see e. g. [71D. 
The main result on the existence and non-existence of positive solutions of 
semi-linear inequalities in exterior domains reads as follows. 
Theorem 5.2.1. (Cf. Theorem 2.6-4. ) Let p>1 and po :=d We as- d-2' 
sume that conditions (Al), (A2), (Bl'), (B2') and (Cl') are fulfilled. Then the 
following assertions are equivalent: 
P: 5 po; 
(ii) for every compact subset K, such that K' is connected, there are no non- 
trivial positive weak super-solutions of (5-25). 
The number po is sometimes called the critical exponent for equation (5.25). 
5.2.2 Non-existence of Positive Solutions. Case of Sub- 
critical exponent p< po 
Without loss of generality we can assume that R=1. Let G= G(x, y) stand for 
the fundamental solution of the equation 
17 - a(x) - Vu(x) -b- '7u(x) - V(x)u(x) = 0. 
By Corollary 5.1.3 there exist constants C1, C2 >0 such that 
Cl Ix - y12-d < G(x, y) <C2 
JX_ y 12-d for x, yE Bi, x: Ay. (5.26) 
In Lemma 5.2.2 below we obtain an a priory estimate for a non-trivial super- 
solution of the equation Au = 0. 
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Lemma 5.2.2. Let u be a non-trivial positive weak solution of the inequality 
V-a-Vu-b. Vu-Vu<O in Bl. 
We assume that the conditions of Theorem 5.2.1 are fulfilled. Then there exist 
constants co >0 and RO >1 such that 
2-d 
U(X) ý! COIXI in 
BRo' 
Proof. Since uE Hjlý,: (Bj) it is clear that uE H'(A6,2). Thus the Dirichlet problem 
V -a-'7v-b-Vv - Vv =O, 
V [OB2: - U [OB2ýý ()l V [i9B4-: - U [i9B4> 
is well-posed. It follows from the maximum principle that v>0. Furthermore, by 
the Harnack inequality we infer that v>0 on A5,3, 
Next, by the maximum principle (e. g. Proposition 2.6.4), the function w 
u-v<0. Hence, u>v>E>0 on A. 5,3- In particular, u roB, -, ýt ý>0. 
Set Go (x) := G(x, 0), x =A 0. It follows from (5-26) that there exist constants 
el, E2 >0 such that 
Ei 5 Co (x) [aB4< ý2- 
Therefore one can find a constant c: >0 such that u-cGo [OB4> 0. Set w := u-cGo 
on B4. One can readily see that w- :! ý cGo E L'(B41, lxl-'dx). Now by Proposition 
2.6.4 we conclude that w >_ 0 on B'. Using the lower bound in (5.26) completes 4 
the proof. 
The following result is the main tool for proving non-existence of positive weak 
solutions. 
Lemma 5.2.3. ( Cf. [36, Lemma 4.1]. ) Let Q be an open bounded subset of Rd. 
Let 0<WE LOO (Q) and the conditions of Theorem 5.2.1 are satisfied. toe Then there 
exists a AO >0 such that every positive weak solution of the inequality 
V. a-Vu-b. Vu-Vu+Wu<O in Q (5.27) 
is identically zero, whenever TV > Ao. 
Proof. Let u stand for a positive weak solution of (5.27). Then u is a solution of 
the inequality 
V-a-Vu-b. Vu-Vu<O in Q. 
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Suppose for a contradiction that u is not identically zero. Then, repeating the first 
part of the proof of Lemma 5.2.2, we see that u(x) >0 for a. e. xEQ. 
Let 0E CO' (Q). Then the function V := 02/U can be taken as a test function. 
Integrating by parts we derive the inequality 
17u Vu 17u 17u 0-. a- 0-ý - 2(170 -a-0 b01 0 
V02ý + 
(11702) 
< 0. ýu UH UH Using the Schwarz and Cauchy inequalities and assuming that IV >A>0a. e. we 
infer that 
AIJO112 <C 112 + (IV102) 2- 
((VO 
-a- VO) + 11bO 2 
Taking a sequence (0n)rtEN C Co"'O(Q) such that 





n --+ oo, 112 IlOn 2 
where Al, Q is the first eigenvalue of -V -a-V+ 
Jb12 + IVI 
on Q, we obtain the 
inequality 
A< CAj, Sj, 
which is clearly a contradiction for all sufficiently large A. 0 
Lemmas 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 appear to be sufficient to conclude that equation (5-25) 
does not have non-trivial positive solutions if I<p< po. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2-1, The case p< po. Let I<p< po. Let K be 
a compact subset of RI. Let u be a positive weak super-solution of (5.25) on K'. 
Without loss of generality we may assume that KC B1. Then u is a super-solution 
of (5.25) in Bl. First we show that u =- 0 in BRI.. This yields u =- 0 in K' by an 
argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 2.6.4. 
Now we prove that u =- 0 in BI . It is easy to see that u is a solution of the Ro 
inequality 
V-a-Vu-b. Vu-Vu<o in BR'o 9 
where Ro is the number determined in Lemma 5.2.2. Lemma 5.2.2 implies that 
U(X) ýý COIX12-d in BR' . 
Then there is aJ>0 such that uP- 1 (x) ýJX 1 -2+6 ill BC o Ro 
One can readily see that u is a solution of the inequality 
V -a -Vu- b. VU _ VU + 61XI-2+6U <0 in A2p, p 
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for all p> RO. Rescaling the argument as follows x= Px', I' E [1,21, and 
observing that V_, =1 Vx, we get p 
11 CP j 116 
-V.,, -a-V.,, u -b-V.,;, u - Vu +-u p2l 11-2 - 
or 
Vý,, -a-V,,, u - pb - V,,, u - P2 
Vu + cpslx'16u <0 in A2,1- 
Finally, we apply Lemma 5.2.3 and conclude that u =- 0 in B' since p5 -ý oo as RO 
P -+ 00. El 
5.2.3 Non-existence of Positive Solutions. Case of Critical 
Exponent p= po 
The case p= po turns out to be more delicate. We begin with an investigation of 
the equation 
17 - a(x) . '7v(x) + V(b(x)v(x» - V(x)v(x) = 0, x Ei 
W. (5.28) 
The following result holds. 
Lemma 5.2.4. Let the conditions of Theorem 5.2.1 be fulfilled. Then there exist 
a solution v of equation (5.28) and constants 0 <Cl :5 C2 < 00, such that 
Cl :! 'ý- V(X) < C2- 
Proof. Let R>0. We start with the problem 
V-a- Vw = _V(bn(W 
+ 1)) + Vn(W + 1) in BR, 
[OB"= 
where (bn)nEN and (Vn) nEN are the cut-offs of b and V respectively. It is well- 
known (see e. g., [28, Ch. 8]) that the above problem has a weak solution Wn E 
HO'(BR) n L' (BR). Note that Vn, R : -; -- Wn +1 is a weak solution of equation (5.28) 
on BR, with b and V replaced by bn and Vn respectively. We make use of the 
representation formula for the solution Wn and the Fubini theorem, and obtain 
that 
W, (X) - 
fBR 
GR (x, y) (Vv (b'(y) (w,, (y) + 1)) _ Vn (, Y) (Wn (Y) + 1)) dy 
00 f fBR (VVPR(t)X)Y) 
* bn(Y) -PR(t, X, y)Vn(y)) (Wn(Y) + 1)dydt, (5.29) 
0 
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where GR and pR stand for the Green functions of the equations V-a- Vu = 
and V-a- Vu = Otu in the ball BR, respectively (here we have used the equality 
00 
GR (1i Y) f PR (t iXi y) dt). It is clear that the estimates of type 
(5.2) and (5.3) 
0 
can be derived for PR and VpR respectively. Hence, employing the Fubini theorem 
we conclude that 
00 
(IVyPR(t, 
x, y)ilb n(y)1 + PR(ti Xi Y)lVn(y)1 




1 f(1b(y) It-112rß(t, X_ y) + IV(Y)Irß(t, X_ y) ) dydt 
0 Rd 
5 (1 + Wn) CO 
(Ald+ 
, (b) + Ald (V) 
), 
where w,, : -ý SUPYEBR lw,, (y)l. This yields 
w, :5 (1 + w, ) Cß 
(Ald+, (b) + Md (V) 
)- 
Now assuming that Md+I(b) and AId(V) are sufficiently small we conclude that 
w<1. Therefore there exist constants CI, C2 > 0, independent of R and n, such 
that cl `5 V <- C2 - 
Next we observe that for every compact set KCW there exists a constant 
CK > 0, independent of R and n, such that 
112 IIIKVVyt, 
R 2 4--" 
CK 
for all nEN and R> R'+1, with BR, D K. Hence, there is a function vG H11"JR d) 
such that VnARýý -+ v in It is easy to verify that v is a weak solution of 
(5.28). 0 
Next we establish an additional estimate for the solution to the problem 
V-a. Vv - b. 
VV - VV + VIXI-2V =0 in Bý 
[aB> 0, (5.30) 
with arbitrary R>1 and some small v>0. 
Lemma 5.2.5. (Cf. Lemma 2.6.7). Let the conditions of Theorem 5.2.1 be ful- 
filled. Then there exist a unique solution v of (5.30) and the constants CO >0 and 
R, >R such that 
V(X) ý: COIX12-d log IXI for all xE BRI 
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Proof. It follows from the Hardy inequality that 
V(IXI-2W2) :5 vcHJJVýpJJ22: ý, vcH((VV- a- V(p). 2- 
Hence, Proposition 2.6.5 implies that there exists a unique solution to (5.30), 
provided v is sufficiently small. We divide the rest of the proof into two steps. 
Step 1. First we establish an estimate of the Caccioppoli type. Namely, for 
arbitrary p>2 
IVV(X)12 CM2 -2, 
'o 
f dx < pd (5-31) 
A2p, 
p 
where v is the solution of (5.30). 
Let p> 2R. We choose a function 0Eq (W) in such way that 0<0< 17 
suppO C A§A , and 0=1 in 
A2p, 
p. We multiply equation (5-30) by the test 2 12 
function 02 v and integrate over Rd. In order to shorten our notation we write 
JIVII22 in place of (VV -a- VV). We get 
-(Vv -a- V(O'v» - (b - Vv, O'v) - (VOY) + v(Ixl-'0'v') 
-(OVv -a- OVvý - 2(0'7v -a- v170) - (b0v, 
OVV) 
_ 
(V02V2) + V(IXI-2o2 v 2) 
=- (V(Ov) -a- V(Ov» - (b0v, V(Ov» + (b0v, v170) 
+(v'70 -a- vV0) - 
(V02V2) + V(IXI-202V2) = 0. 
Next we make use of assumptions (B2) and (Cl'), apply the Schwarz and Cauchy 
inequalities and obtain the estimate 
JIV(OV)112 < E(IXI-202V2) + qVV0112 2- 2' (5.32) 
We set mp := inf v(x). A simple rescaling argument and the Harnack inequality 1XI=P 
imply that there exist constants c, C>0, independent of p, such that cmp < 
v(x) : ý, Cmp for all xE Amg. Estimate (5.32) and the definition of 0 imply that 2 12 
f lVv(x)l'dx <ef 
V2 (' 
JX112) dx +6 
(f+ f )V2(X)IVO(X)12 
dx 
A2p, 
p A§f, g Ap, IA4 2p 
Using the Harnack inequality we estimate each integral by CM2pd-2 . Hence, (5.31) P 
is proved. 
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Step 2. We choose a function WE Co(Rd) in such way that 0<W:! ý, 1, V=1 
on Ap, 2R) SUPP VC A2p, jR and JVýpj < 21p. It follows from Lemma 5.2.4 that there 
is a solution v, of the equation 
V-a. Vv+V(bv)-Vv=O in B2p, 






with some 6>0. We multiply our equation by the test function ýpj := viv. A 
straightforward computation and the definition of v, imply that 
- (17v -a- V(pl) - (b - Vv, 91) + v(Ixl-2V, v) - (Vv(pl) 
=- (Vv -a-v, Vg) + (v, Vv, -a- V(p) + (bv, VI, 
7(Pý + V(IXI-2(PIV) = 
Hence, 
V(IXI-2W, V) = (Vv -a-v, Vw) - (v, Vvi -a- VW) - (bv, v, VV). 
Making use of Lemmas 5.2.4 and 5.2.2 we estimate the left-hand side of (5.3-1) 
below. 
V(JXJ-2ý01V) ý: VCJ Lw dx >6 IXI-d dx > iý log p. 
I 
1XII -f 
Ap, 2R Ap, 2R 









lVv -a- V(pldx 
I VV (X) 12 
1 








Similarly, by (5.33) we infer that 
22 ý1 
v'7v, -a- '7vdxl :5 (p-, 
(1 
v'(x) dx) 
'- (11,7V1 (X) 12 dx) 
" 
A2p, p A2p, p A2p, p 
d-2 ümpp 
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Before estimating the last integral in the right-hand side of (5.34) we note that by 
the Cauchy inequality 
fIV 
(V (X) 0 (X)) 12 dx < (I+ J) 
f lo(X)VV(X)12 dx 
A 91, ýf A§f'j 
+ 
(1 
+ IV(X)VV)(X)12 dx < OMPPd-2 
where V) E CO' (Rd), 0<0: 5 1, suppV) E Am'm, 0=1 on A2p, p and IVOI -: 5 81p. 44 
Making use of condition (B2') we conclude that 
If 







< CP-1 Ib (x) v (x)? p (x) I dx < 





< 6pd12-1 IV (V (X) V) (X)) 12 dx 
2< 
OMPP d-2. 
We also observe that there exists a constant C independent of p such that 
If (v, Vv. a. Vv-vVvi-a. VV-vvlb. Výo)dx < C. 
2R, T 
Now it is readily seen that the right-hand side of (5.34) is estimated above by 
If (v, Vv. a. Výo-vVvi-a-Výo-vvlb. VV)dx 
A 
2R, qI 
+Ifv, Vv -a- VVdx 
1+1 f 
vVvl -a- VVdx 
1+1 f 




p A2p, p 
C+ 307nPP d-2 
Substituting the obtained inequalities into (5-34) we infer that 
C+ 30MOpý-2 >Z log P. 
Therefore there exist po and CO such that for all p ý: po 
M, > cop 
2-d log P. 
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Finally the Harnack inequality implies that v(x) ý! CCOIX12-d log 1XI for all xE 
B' 
P0, 
Now we are ready to complete the proof of the (i)==>(ii) implication in Theorem 
5.2.1. 
Proof of Theorem 5.2.1, (i)=*(ii). The case p= po. Now let u be a positive 
weak solution of (5.25) with p po. Similar to the case p< po we infer that 2 
U(X) ýý COIX12-d for all xE B' Let r, :=c 
d-2 AV where v was determined in Ro 0 
Lemma 5.2.5. Then u is a solution to the problem 
V -a - Vu- b-Vu- Vu+K 
IXI-2U <0 in B' Ro 
[DBo 
Let VE WRo stand for the solution to 
V. a Vv-b. Vv- Vv+Klxl-2V <0 in B' Ro) 
V 119BRO: - U leBR, > 
We set w: = u-v. Then we have 
17-a-Vw-b- Vw-VW 5 0) 
1C9BRO «: - 
The maximum principle (Proposition 2.6.4) yields w>0, i. e. u>v. Hence, 
Lemma 5.2.5 yields 
U(X) , COIX12-d log JXJ in BR, 
Similar to the proof in the case p< po, the last estimate and Leinma 5.2.3 imply 
that u =- 0 in BR'o) which, in turn, yields u=0 in KI. 0 
5.2.4 Existence of Positive Solutions 
Proposition 5.2.6 below completes the proof of Theorem 5.2.1. 
Proposition 5.2.6. (Cf. Proposition 2.6.8). Let the conditions of Theorem 5.2.1 
be fulfilled. If p> po, then one can find a number p>0 such that there exists a 
positive solution UE Iii of equation (5.25), with u [, 9B, = y. 
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Proof. Let p> po. For R>1 we define the mapping T SR -+ L2 (AR, l) by 
Tf :ý-f (X) COIX12-dl and UR iS UR) fE SR, where SR {f E L2(A R, l) 0< 
the weak positive solution to the problem 
V. a. Vu-b. Vu-Vu+fP-'u=o in ARJ, 
14 > 03 U [d9BR--"": 0) (5.35) 
with fE SR (existence and uniqueness Of UR follows from Proposition 2.6.5, pro- 
vided the constant co is sufficiently small). 
It is easy to check that the 
SR is a closed, convex subset of L2 (AR, I). The next 
goal is to prove that T(SR) C SR and T(SR) is compact. 
We set (d - 2)(p - po) > 0, 
bIBi V: = VIB. and W: = CIXI-2-cliBe, 111 
and denote by G, = G, (x, y) the fundamental solution of the equation 
17 a. Vv- 6-v-Vv+Wv = 0. 
The potential TV is known to belong to Kd,,,,, (see e. g. [83, Prop. 3.1]). Choosing 
c>0 in such way that ILI' + IVI +W < -V -a-V, and employing Corollary 5.1.3 
we conclude that there are constants C1, C2 >0 such that 
C, JX _ y12-d < G, (x, y) :5 C21X _ y12-d for all x :Ay. 
We set v(x) := We(x, O), xE BI, and wR(x) := v(x) - uR(x) in AR, 1- A direct 
computation yields 
AWR + CIXI-2-E WR ---: 
(fp-1 _ CIXI-2-c )UR :50, provided cOP-1 < c, 
WR [OBI: -- E G, (1,0) - ji ý! E Cl -P>0, whenever p<E Cl, 
WR Wjjý EGý(R, 0) > ECIR 
2-d > 0. 
We observe that wý :5 UR) SO Wý (=- L'(Bjf I 
IXI-2 dx). Taking c>0 to be small R-R 
enough and employing Proposition 2.6.4 we conclude that wR ý: 0. Hence, 
UR (X) <V (X) Ü G, (X, 0) , üc2iXi2-d. 
Choosing E in such way that EC2 :5 co we infer that UR E SR. Thus T(SR) c SR. 
We shall see below that UR E H'(AR, 1), so the set T(SR) C H'(AR, I) n SR is 
compact in L'(AR, 1)- 
Next we observe that the mapping T is continuous. Indeed, let (f ")nEN C SR 
be such that f,, --+ fE SR in L2(AR, 1). For nEN let un stand for the solution to 
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(5.35) with f replaced by f,,. It is easy to see that w, :=u-u,, is a solution to 
the problem 
Aw + fP-'w + u(fP-' - fP, -1) = 
W, [aBi-= Wn [i9BR= 0* 
We note that w,, can be taken as a test function. Integrating over AR, j, using 
form-boundedness of Ibl' and V and applying the Hardy inequality we conclude 
that 
-1 P-1)1* CI(U"Wl" fp fn IIVWIII12 
- 
It follows from the dominated convergence theorem that IIVWnII2 -ý 0- IlenCei 
w,, -4 0 in L2(AR, 1)- 
Hence, by the Schauder fixed-point theorem (Theorem 2.6.9) there exists a 
function U* E SR such that T(u* )= u* , i. e. u* is a solution to the problem RRRR 
P0 a- VUR -b- 
VUR - VUr + UR 7 
f UR [i9B, 7-- tt > Oe UR [t9Blz= 0- 
Further on we denote uý by UR. Let 0E Col (Rd), /i and supp CAai 2'2 





VUR + UpRi UR - 0) 
= -IIVUR 112 + (, 7UR, 170) - (b -VURi UR) + (b - 
VURe 0) + (UP+l) - 
(UP 0)- 
2RR 
Using conditions (B2'), (Cl') and the Cauchy inequality we conclude that 
112 < C(IIVO112 + (Up+l)) JIVUR 2-2R 
with C independent of R. A direct computation shows that 
R 





ldr < C. 
I 
Therefore the set (UR)R>1 is uniformly bounded in 'Hj. So there exist a sequence 
(UR,, )nEN, Rn 
-ý oo, and a function uEW, such that UR,, --+ u weakly in 'Hi. It is 
easy to check that u is a solution of (5.25). 0 
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5.2.5 Sharpness of Results 
In this subsection we give two examples which show that the results stated in 
Theorem 5.2.1 are sharp. 
Let TV(x) = ajxj" A 1, XER, a>0, aER. As was mentioned above (see 
subsection 5.1.1) the potential WE Kd, ýý iff a< -2, and TV E Kd+,, ýý iff a< -1. 
The first example shows that Theorem 5.2.1 is no longer true if assumptions 
(Bl')-(B2') are not fulfilled. 




+ up <0 (5-36) 
has a positive solution in B1, 
We claim that there exist a>0 and a<0 such that the function u(x) 
alxl', xE B1, is a solution of (5.36). Indeed, substituting u into (5.36) we get 
cx Au + i, -, 2 
Vu + uP = al Xi, -2 (a(a - 1) + a(d - 1) + ca) + aPlxi'P < 0. 
Choosing a2 we obtain the inequality 
-p 
a(a - 1) + a(d - 1) + ca + aP-1 
which always holds, provided 
a(a-l)+a(d-l)+ca<O, or a+d-2+c>O. 
Hence, for every p>1 one can find a number cER such that the estimate 
+d2+2> 1-p 
is satisfied. 
Let TV(x) = alx1c, ioe ixiA 1, xE Rd, a>0, a, 0ER We recall that TV E Kd,,,,, if a= -2 and 0< -1/2, and WE Kd+,,,,,, if a= -1 and, 3 < 
In the following example the critical exponent po belongs to the case of existence 
of positive weak super-solutions. 
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has a positive solution in BI, 
Let u be a solution of (5.37). We assume that u(x) = (ý(r) = arc'loga r, xE Bf. 
Then iD satisfies the following one-dimensional inequality: 
(bit + 
d- 1, 
b, +c (D, + vo < 0. (5.38) 
r rlogr 
A direct computation implies that if a=0=2-d, then one can find a constant 
c such that -1ý is a solution of (5.38). Hence, (5.37) has a positive solution u(x) = 
al X12-d joe-d Ixi, Bl, a>0. 
We note that in Example 5.2.8 the drift coefficient b satisfies condition (B2') 
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